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From lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us Fri Sep 1 16:59:33 2006
From: lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us (Larry Naukam)
Date: Fri Sep 1 16:57:37 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry Card Catalog
In-Reply-To: <50B2DA3E3BEA9F4D80DFCDCA8891183D319862@www.aapld.info>
Message-ID: <05b401c6ce09$86de7030$3102060a@rpl.org>
I seem to remember that we could not see the Ancestry Card Catalog on
Ancestry LE - I could only access it through the Ancestry at the FHC's.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060901/
f091fead/attachment.html
From Seslee2 at cs.com Sat Sep 2 17:15:58 2006
From: Seslee2 at cs.com (Seslee2@cs.com)
Date: Sat Sep 2 17:16:04 2006
Subject: [Genealib] 1830 US places called Athens
Message-ID: <59640BA9.2DA636DF.0019F45B@cs.com>
A customer needs a list of US places in 1830 that were called Athens. I had hoped
to locate a list of Post Offices for that era, but have not had any luck. We do
not have any atlases that old. Does anyone have other suggestions? If you want to
email me privately, please use lees@liveoakpl.org
Thank you.
Sharen Lee
Reference Librarian
Live Oak Public Libraries
2002 Bull Street
Savannah, GA 31401
912-652-3697
lees@liveoakpl.org
From spellegr at rcls.org Sat Sep 2 17:16:12 2006
From: spellegr at rcls.org (Sally Pellegrini)
Date: Sat Sep 2 17:16:15 2006
Subject: [Genealib] automated response
Message-ID: <10609021716.AA00836@ansernet.rcls.org>
I will be out of the library starting the 5th and returning the 11th.
Sally Pellegrini
From dlunow at aol.com Sat Sep 2 17:27:40 2006
From: dlunow at aol.com (dlunow@aol.com)
Date: Sat Sep 2 17:27:49 2006
Subject: [Genealib] 1830 US places called Athens
In-Reply-To: <59640BA9.2DA636DF.0019F45B@cs.com>
References: <59640BA9.2DA636DF.0019F45B@cs.com>
Message-ID: <8C89CEDC0D4D0D8-2B8-1030@FWM-M41.sysops.aol.com>
Don't know about that dates but by going to Topozone.com I got the following:
PlaceCountyStateTypeElevation*USGS QuadLatLon
AthensLimestoneALtown/city700 feetAthens34.803?N86.972?W
AthensHowardARtown/city959 feetAthens34.314?N93.977?W
AthensLos AngelesCAtown/city165 feetInglewood33.920?N118.280?W
AthensClarkeGAtown/city758 feetAthens West33.961?N83.378?W

AthensMenardILtown/city606 feetAthens39.961?N89.724?W
AthensFultonINtown/city805 feetRochester41.054?N86.125?W
AthensWoodsonKStown/city1004 feetPiqua37.907?N95.614?W
AthensFayetteKYtown/cityunknownFord37.949?N84.364?W
AthensClaiborneLAtown/city299 feetAthens32.650?N93.026?W
AthensSomersetMEtown/city344 feetAthens44.923?N69.673?W
AthensCalhounMItown/city896 feetUnion City42.089?N85.235?W
AthensClarkMOtown/city620 feetCroton40.583?N91.698?W
AthensMonroeMStown/city301 feetAmory SW33.872?N88.442?W
AthensGreeneNYtown/cityunknownHudson North42.260?N73.810?W
AthensAthensOHtown/city723 feetAthens39.329?N82.101?W
AthensBradfordPAtown/city740 feetSayre41.957?N76.518?W
AthensMcMinnTNtown/city867 feetAthens35.443?N84.593?W
AthensHendersonTXtown/city492 feetAthens32.205?N95.855?W
AthensSalt LakeUTtown/city4225 feetMagna40.728?N112.067?W
AthensCarolineVAtown/city222 feetRuther Glen37.993?N77.418?W
AthensWindhamVTtown/city600 feetSaxtons River43.134?N72.568?W
AthensMarathonWItown/city1410 feetAthens45.033?N90.074?W
AthensMercerWVtown/city
Diane Lunow
Stagecoach Library

-----Original Message----From: Seslee2@cs.com
To: genealib@lists.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Sat, 2 Sep 2006 5:15 PM
Subject: [Genealib] 1830 US places called Athens
A customer needs a list of US places in 1830 that were called Athens. I had
hoped to locate a list of Post Offices for that era, but have not had any luck.
We do not have any atlases that old. Does anyone have other suggestions? If
you want to email me privately, please use lees@liveoakpl.org
Thank you.
Sharen Lee
Reference Librarian
Live Oak Public Libraries
2002 Bull Street
Savannah, GA 31401
912-652-3697
lees@liveoakpl.org
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
________________________________________________________________________
Check out AOL.com today. Breaking news, video search, pictures, email and IM. All
on demand. Always Free.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060902/
cbce5612/attachment.html

From treviawbeverly at houston.rr.com Sat Sep 2 17:45:28 2006
From: treviawbeverly at houston.rr.com (Trevia W Beverly)
Date: Sat Sep 2 17:36:44 2006
Subject: [Genealib] 1830 US places called Athens
References: <59640BA9.2DA636DF.0019F45B@cs.com>
<8C89CEDC0D4D0D8-2B8-1030@FWM-M41.sysops.aol.com>
Message-ID: <001401c6ced9$1cff0d20$6401a8c0@oemcomputer>
Athens, Texas ... 1850; incorporated in 1856.
the reason why your customer needs the information may provide a clue as to the
location they are seeking ...
----- Original Message ----From: dlunow@aol.com
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Cc: dlunow@aol.com
Sent: Saturday, September 02, 2006 4:27 PM
Subject: Re: [Genealib] 1830 US places called Athens
Don't know about that dates but by going to Topozone.com I got the following:
Place County State Type Elevation* USGS Quad Lat Lon
Athens Limestone AL town/city 700 feet Athens 34.803?N 86.972?W
Athens Howard AR town/city 959 feet Athens 34.314?N 93.977?W
Athens Los Angeles CA town/city 165 feet Inglewood 33.920?N 118.280?W
Athens Clarke GA town/city 758 feet Athens West 33.961?N 83.378?W
Athens Menard IL town/city 606 feet Athens 39.961?N 89.724?W
Athens Fulton IN town/city 805 feet Rochester 41.054?N 86.125?W
Athens Woodson KS town/city 1004 feet Piqua 37.907?N 95.614?W
Athens Fayette KY town/city unknown Ford 37.949?N 84.364?W
Athens Claiborne LA town/city 299 feet Athens 32.650?N 93.026?W
Athens Somerset ME town/city 344 feet Athens 44.923?N 69.673?W
Athens Calhoun MI town/city 896 feet Union City 42.089?N 85.235?W
Athens Clark MO town/city 620 feet Croton 40.583?N 91.698?W
Athens Monroe MS town/city 301 feet Amory SW 33.872?N 88.442?W
Athens Greene NY town/city unknown Hudson North 42.260?N 73.810?W
Athens Athens OH town/city 723 feet Athens 39.329?N 82.101?W
Athens Bradford PA town/city 740 feet Sayre 41.957?N 76.518?W
Athens McMinn TN town/city 867 feet Athens 35.443?N 84.593?W
Athens Henderson TX town/city 492 feet Athens 32.205?N 95.855?W
Athens Salt Lake UT town/city 4225 feet Magna 40.728?N 112.067?W
Athens Caroline VA town/city 222 feet Ruther Glen 37.993?N 77.418?W
Athens Windham VT town/city 600 feet Saxtons River 43.134?N 72.568?W
Athens Marathon WI town/city 1410 feet Athens 45.033?N 90.074?W
Athens Mercer WV town/city
Diane Lunow
Stagecoach Library

-----Original Message----From: Seslee2@cs.com
To: genealib@lists.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Sat, 2 Sep 2006 5:15 PM
Subject: [Genealib] 1830 US places called Athens

A customer needs a list of US places in 1830 that were called Athens. I had
hoped to locate a list of Post Offices for that era, but have not had any luck.
We do not have any atlases that old. Does anyone have other suggestions? If
you want to email me privately, please use lees@liveoakpl.org
Thank you.
Sharen Lee
Reference Librarian
Live Oak Public Libraries
2002 Bull Street
Savannah, GA 31401
912-652-3697
lees@liveoakpl.org
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Check out AOL.com today. Breaking news, video search, pictures, email and IM. All
on demand. Always Free.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060902/
de96a5f1/attachment.html
From bhill at calmail.berkeley.edu Sat Sep 2 20:52:04 2006
From: bhill at calmail.berkeley.edu (Barbara Hill)
Date: Sat Sep 2 20:53:43 2006
Subject: [Genealib] 1830 US places called Athens
In-Reply-To: <59640BA9.2DA636DF.0019F45B@cs.com>
References: <59640BA9.2DA636DF.0019F45B@cs.com>
Message-ID: <6.2.1.2.2.20060902172050.02213a88@calmail.berkeley.edu>
To previous responses, I can only add two comments. One is to be sure not
to overlook named townships in the eastern states. I learned this when I
obtained an obituary for an ancestor who was said to have been born in
"Bainbridge, Ohio" during the census year of 1830. This did not make sense
because his family was enumerated in Geauga County, Ohio which is nowhere
near the city of Bainbridge. Then I learned that there is a Bainbridge
TOWNSHIP in Geauga County and it all made sense. Perhaps your patron needs
an Athens Township and doesn't realize it.
On another occasion I was asked to locate a place named "Woodstock" (as of
about 1810) for a researcher overseas. Again, nothing made sense because
the surname in question was not found in the towns named Woodstock in
several states. But when I consulted the "Township Atlas of the United

States" I found a Woodstock Township in the state of Maine - which was
included in the census of Massachusetts before Maine became its own state and the surname involved was indeed found in that exact location. To this
day, many people in the northeastern states use the word "town" to mean
both a township and a large village/small city.
The other comment is to locate as many statewide gazetteers as your library
may have, as sometimes they give the date(s) of incorporation for towns and
townships, which might help you narrow down the number of locations named
Athens which existed in 1830. For example, French's "Gazetteer of the
State of New York" (1860, and reprinted several times) says that Athens
Township in Greene County, NY was formed Feb. 25, 1815. The postal village
of Athens, in the same township, was incorporated April 2, 1805 and was
located on the Hudson River opposite the city of Hudson.
Barbara Hill
At 02:15 PM 9/2/2006, you wrote:
>A customer needs a list of US places in 1830 that were called Athens. I
>had hoped to locate a list of Post Offices for that era, but have not had
>any luck. We do not have any atlases that old. Does anyone have other
>suggestions? If you want to email me privately, please use lees@liveoakpl.org
>
>Thank you.
>
>Sharen Lee
>Reference Librarian
>Live Oak Public Libraries
>2002 Bull Street
>Savannah, GA 31401
>912-652-3697
>lees@liveoakpl.org
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060902/577fb3e1/
attachment.html
From dsmith at mail.usf.edu Sun Sep 3 11:03:16 2006
From: dsmith at mail.usf.edu (Drew Smith)
Date: Sun Sep 3 11:03:18 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Petition - NARA Research Room Hours of Access (deadline
September 8)
Message-ID: <060401c6cf6a$161fbea0$640fa8c0@Drew>
The following message was distributed to those attending last week's
Federation of Genealogical Societies in Boston.
Drew Smith
GENEALIB List Administrator
***
Dear Conference Attendee:
We were honored to have Dr. Allen Weinstein, Archivist of the United States
attend the FGS/NEHGS 2006 Conference in Boston and to address us in the

Opening Session on Thursday, August 31, 2006. Following his remarks, he was
presented with a letter by the Chair of the Records Preservation and Access
Committee (RPAC) addressing concerns about the proposed changes in the hours
of operation for the Research Rooms at the National Archives.
It has come to our attention that very few of our constituencies are making
their voices heard on this issue. This lack of response sends a loud signal
to the Archives that this is not a serious issue and that closing the
Archives on evenings and Saturdays is irrelevant. The RPAC has recommended
the following suggestions for the Archives to consider:
1)
To accommodate the needs of those who need access on Saturdays, we
propose that you close one other day per week. This would be at your
discretion. Other archives often close Sunday and Monday.
2)
Users who need evening hour access could be accommodated by opening
the archives later in the day, again at your discretion.
If you agree with the recommendations stated above, we are asking your
support by immediately going on-line and adding your "signature" to our
petition to substitute the hours of access and still help the archives to
meet their need to consolidate their hours of operation. Before 8 September
2006, please go to:
http://www.PetitionOnline.com/FGS2006/petition.html (Case sensitive)
If you would like to send your own personal letter, send it prior to
September 2006 and address it to:

8

Regulations Comments Desk (NPOL)
Room 4100, Policy and Planning Staff
National Archives and Records Administration
8601 Adelphi Road
College Park, MD 20740-6001
From MrArchive at aol.com Sun Sep 3 18:54:45 2006
From: MrArchive at aol.com (MrArchive@aol.com)
Date: Sun Sep 3 18:54:54 2006
Subject: [Genealib] 1830 US places called Athens
Message-ID: <52e.644b7eb.322cb735@aol.com>
Woodstock Maine Dummer Academy settled in the 1780's a town in Maine
established 1815.. Athens is in Franklin County Maine
S.Seames
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060903/040fa007/
attachment.html
From bettybarcode at yahoo.com Sun Sep 3 19:31:51 2006
From: bettybarcode at yahoo.com (Cynthia Van Ness)
Date: Sun Sep 3 19:31:52 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Re: US places called Athens
Message-ID: <20060903233151.81440.qmail@web84107.mail.mud.yahoo.com>
Have you tried any geographical dictionaries or 19th century
gazetteers? This one is from 1854 rather than 1830 but it is
online in full text for free:
http://books.google.com/books?
vid=0gtNJSMDd2DKTF&id=hlJ_1U2IaAIC&pg=PA1&lpg=PA1&dq=intitle:United+intitle:States+

intitle:gazetteer&as_brr=1
Try also the Columbia Gazetteer at Bartleby, which should tell
you when the many Athens were established:
http://www.bartleby.com/69/
Hope this helps!
=====
Message: 1
Date: Sat, 02 Sep 2006 17:15:58 -0400
From: Seslee2@cs.com
Subject: [Genealib] 1830 US places called Athens
To: genealib@lists.acomp.usf.edu
Message-ID: <59640BA9.2DA636DF.0019F45B@cs.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=iso-8859-1
A customer needs a list of US places in 1830 that were called
Athens.
I had hoped to locate a list of Post Offices for that era, but
have
not had any luck. We do not have any atlases that old. Does
anyone
have other suggestions? If you want to email me privately,
please use
lees@liveoakpl.org
Thank you.
Sharen Lee
Reference Librarian
Live Oak Public Libraries
2002 Bull Street
Savannah, GA 31401
912-652-3697
lees@liveoakpl.org
*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:**:-.,_,.-*
Cynthia Van Ness, MLS, bettybarcode AT yahoo DOT com
http://www.BuffaloResearch.com
"Everyone claims to want a city, but no one here wants city living. City living by
its definition is crowded. It is tolerant of other people. It is dependent on a
sophisticated population that makes a hundred compromises daily so that they can
benefit from the collective energy that a city generates."
--Robert N. Davis,
Jr., May 4, 2004
From Seslee2 at cs.com Mon Sep 4 20:29:58 2006
From: Seslee2 at cs.com (Seslee2@cs.com)
Date: Mon Sep 4 20:30:03 2006
Subject: [Genealib] 1830 US places called Athens
Message-ID: <571.52e18e5.322e1f06@cs.com>
Ms. Hill:
Thank you for taking so much time to share your expertise with me. The
township tip is an excellent one. Tomorrow, I will pass it on to both my customer
and colleagues. I appreciate all the time you took to help us.

Sharen
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060904/
de7e85c2/attachment.html
From Seslee2 at cs.com Mon Sep 4 20:39:17 2006
From: Seslee2 at cs.com (Seslee2@cs.com)
Date: Mon Sep 4 20:39:23 2006
Subject: [Genealib] 1830 US places called Athens
Message-ID: <c04.3365106.322e2135@cs.com>
Thanks to all who shared their ideas for finding places called Athens in
1830.
Sharen Lee
Savannah, GA
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060904/
e9893338/attachment.html
From treviawbeverly at houston.rr.com Mon Sep 4 21:28:35 2006
From: treviawbeverly at houston.rr.com (Trevia W Beverly)
Date: Mon Sep 4 21:19:51 2006
Subject: [Genealib] 1830 US places called Athens
References: <c04.3365106.322e2135@cs.com>
Message-ID: <003c01c6d08a$9cbc05b0$6401a8c0@oemcomputer>
I've forgotten (and deleted) the original request but as I recall it indicated the
person being looked for lived in some town named Athens in the 1820s .....
misleading.
<<
My customer is trying to find correct Athens the owner of circa 1820 medical
books and Civil War medical instruments lived in. I appreciate your help. >>
Thought I'd go further with this online since others might have the same/similar
question.
Now that we know the connection is the owner who lived in Athens (wherever) at
some unknown date but later that 1820,
who had a collection of 1820s medical books and Civil War medical instruments.
I suggest you contact the National Museum of Civil War Medicine
http://www.civilwarmed.org/exhibits.cfm Who knows but what some of this collection
did not end up here?
Additional information can be found if you enter into your search engine terms such
as "publisher of medical books in the 1820s"
I came up with some interesting
items that you may want to pursue....
SUNY Upstate Medical University: Health Sciences Library ...
For example, in 1820 a relatively obscure backwoods American medical school
received a donation of $17000 for the purchase of books. ...
www.upstate.edu/library/history/fnamlit19c.shtml
So my question is what books were they using??

Financing North American medical libraries in the nineteenth century*Cordasco F.
American medical imprints, 1820-1910. Totowa, NJ: Rowman & Littlefield, 1985.
Fisher CP.. Medical libraries, medical publishers, and the medical ...
www.pubmedcentral.nih.gov/articlerender.fcgi?artid=57968
PDF] Notes and EventsFile Format: PDF/Adobe Acrobat
for medical publications of the period 1790-1820, and it is devised as
a ... cause it represents the first medical book copyrighted under the Federal ...
jhmas.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/reprint/XX/1/59.pdf
only three of many ...
And I'm betting your client has some clues he/she could share with us
that would lead to the person being sought!
Trevia Wooster Beverly
Houston, Texas

----- Original Message ----From: Seslee2@cs.com
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Monday, September 04, 2006 7:39 PM
Subject: [Genealib] 1830 US places called Athens
Thanks to all who shared their ideas for finding places called Athens in 1830.
Sharen Lee
Savannah, GA
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060904/0040d15d/
attachment.html
From bklingen at adelphia.net Mon Sep 4 23:02:01 2006
From: bklingen at adelphia.net (Beth Klingensmith)
Date: Mon Sep 4 23:02:00 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Free for postage
Message-ID: <007401c6d097$a904a1d0$31084044@Beth>
Have available for postage...
The Treesearcher - Volume IX, 1967 ONLY!
condition - not great

- Kansas Genealogical Society - ok

Westminster (Colorado) History - In the beginning... - written by Janice Morrow 2003 Westminster HIstorical Society - great condition

Cripple Creek (Colorado) The FIrst 100 Years - by Fred M and Jo Mazzulla.
not attached and has some writing in it - but some good pictures
Can respond off list to:

Cover is

bklingen@adelphia.net

Thanks!
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060904/
dc39afcc/attachment.html
From Dlitzer at acpl.lib.in.us Tue Sep 5 08:02:02 2006
From: Dlitzer at acpl.lib.in.us (Don Litzer)
Date: Tue Sep 5 08:02:23 2006
Subject: [Genealib] 1830 US places called Athens
Message-ID: <s4fd2f0c.063@groupwise-server.acpl.lib.in.us>
A shipping guide like Bullinger's would be a useful source for historic
places.
>>> Seslee2@cs.com 9/2/2006 5:15 PM >>>
A customer needs a list of US places in 1830 that were called Athens.
I had hoped to locate a list of Post Offices for that era, but have not
had any luck. We do not have any atlases that old. Does anyone have
other suggestions? If you want to email me privately, please use
lees@liveoakpl.org
Thank you.
Sharen Lee
Reference Librarian
Live Oak Public Libraries
2002 Bull Street
Savannah, GA 31401
912-652-3697
lees@liveoakpl.org
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From bklingen at adelphia.net Tue Sep 5 09:37:31 2006
From: bklingen at adelphia.net (Beth Klingensmith)
Date: Tue Sep 5 09:37:28 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Free for postage - update
Message-ID: <004e01c6d0f0$70109060$31084044@Beth>
Both Colorado titles have been spoken for, leaving only the Treesearcher from
Kansas available
Thanks! BethK
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060905/7441a441/
attachment.html
From cnegaard at ckls.org Tue Sep 5 15:43:36 2006
From: cnegaard at ckls.org (Cara Negaard)

Date: Tue Sep 5 15:45:43 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Free for postage
In-Reply-To: <007401c6d097$a904a1d0$31084044@Beth>
Message-ID: <6.0.0.14.1.20060905144230.040a0880@mail.ckls.org>
If "The Treesearcher" is still available Great Bend Public Library would
take it.
Thanks, Cara Negaard
At 10:02 PM 9/4/2006, you wrote:
>Have available for postage...
>
>The Treesearcher - Volume IX, 1967 ONLY!
>ok condition - not great

- Kansas Genealogical Society -

Cara Negaard
Reference/Acquisition's Dept. Head
cnegaard@ckls.org
Great Bend Public Library
1409 Williams
Great Bend, KS 67530
(620) 792-2409
From cnegaard at ckls.org Tue Sep 5 15:45:38 2006
From: cnegaard at ckls.org (Cara Negaard)
Date: Tue Sep 5 15:47:41 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Free for postage
In-Reply-To: <007401c6d097$a904a1d0$31084044@Beth>
Message-ID: <6.0.0.14.1.20060905144437.0409aa80@mail.ckls.org>
Please excuse my response to the list - I clicked to fast in responding and
did not get the email changed to the offlist email.
Sorry, Cara Negaard
Cara Negaard
Reference/Acquisition's Dept. Head
cnegaard@ckls.org
Great Bend Public Library
1409 Williams
Great Bend, KS 67530
(620) 792-2409
From dhouston at tsl.state.tx.us Tue Sep 5 17:19:31 2006
From: dhouston at tsl.state.tx.us (Diana Houston)
Date: Tue Sep 5 17:19:35 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Pardon our Dust at the Texas State Library and Archives
Commission
Message-ID:
<45057232A4AC6444B0F9452131E7446E0424B8BC@exchange.win2k.tsl.state.tx.us>
The Texas State Library and Archives Commission is undergoing a multi-year
renovation of its main facility in Austin, the Lorenzo de Zavala State Archives and
Library Building. We are all very excited to accommodate the growing size of our
archival collections as well as modernize our facility, which has not undergone a
major renovation since it was built in 1961.

We will remain open during the renovation, but we will soon begin the relocation of
resources and service areas. For safety and efficiency concerns, we must change our
hours of operation. Beginning October 1, 2006, the Genealogy Collection will be
open Monday through Friday, 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., and will be closed Saturdays
and Sundays.
We are committed to providing quality service to our patrons during the renovation.
The safety of our patrons, staff, and contractors, as well as the State's
historical collections, is our top priority. We appreciate your patience as we
build a first class, 21st Century research facility for you. Learn more about the
renovation at www.tsl.state.tx.us/friends.
I've taken the liberty of attaching a .pdf of our posted sign.
Diana Houston
Assistant Director, Information Services
Archives and Information Services Division
Texas State Library and Archives Commission
dhouston@tsl.state.tx.us
512-463-5426
<<Genealogy Collection_PRINT.pdf>>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: Genealogy Collection_PRINT.pdf
Type: application/octet-stream
Size: 53196 bytes
Desc: Genealogy Collection_PRINT.pdf
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From Jeff.Wilensky at il.proquest.com Tue Sep 5 17:39:24 2006
From: Jeff.Wilensky at il.proquest.com (Wilensky, Jeff)
Date: Tue Sep 5 17:39:31 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Announcing ProQuest Obituaries. and free weekly content
highlights through December
In-Reply-To: <6.0.0.14.1.20060905144437.0409aa80@mail.ckls.org>
Message-ID: <E4D43E3A4E27C8479AC0DE39C9A5A20B07619076@AABO-EXCHANGE02.bos.il.pqe>
ProQuest Obituaries(tm), the latest ProQuest Genealogy Center resource,
has generated strong early interest among genealogists. For a glimpse
into the information eliciting such response, ProQuest is offering "In
Passing" -- a weekly e-newsletter showcasing highlights and content from
ProQuest Obituaries. It's easy to sign up at
www.proquest.com/mailinglist/ and it's free.
About ProQuest Obituaries
Now available to libraries everywhere, ProQuest Obituaries features more
than 10 million obituaries and death notices. These records are
available together for the first time in a digital and cross-searchable
format, which can potentially save researchers hundreds of hours and
help them revive research trails that were once thought to be exhausted.
This growing database offers content unmatched by any other resource,
and it's suitable for all levels of researchers.
About "In Passing"

"In Passing" is for everyone who's interested in genealogy... in
history... or in the extraordinary stories of everyday people. "In
Passing" will share just a taste of the fascinating historical and
genealogical finds that you will discover in ProQuest Obituaries, as
well as from other ProQuest Genealogy Center resources.
This free opt-in e-newsletter will be issued weekly during September,
October, November, and December. The first issue will be delivered this
Friday, September 8, all you need to do is subscribe at
www.proquest.com/mailinglist/
For more information
To learn more about ProQuest Obituaries or other ProQuest Genealogy
Center resources, call your account representative at 800-521-0600 or
734-761-4700, ext. 3344, email us at pqsales@il.proquest.com, or visit
our website at www.il.proquest.com.
Jeff Wilensky
Director of Marketing
ProQuest
From reminder at comcast.net Wed Sep 6 12:25:59 2006
From: reminder at comcast.net (Ceya)
Date: Wed Sep 6 12:25:58 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Fw: Your signature needed on petition....
Message-ID: <001501c6d1d1$24f4c970$6501000a@minder>
Please sign this petition to stop the National Archives from shortening
their hours of operation.
It should be available--really-day or night.
Everyone is not fortunate enough to be available to use the Archives only
during certain daylight hours.
If we were lucky enough to get there to use
the Archives, wouldn't it be nice if it was open more?
It took a
petition like this to keep our own Houston-Love Memorial Library open more.
Petitions do work!
Ceya

petition....

Your signature needed on

Genealogists Petition_
(http://www.petitiononline.com/FGS2006/)

> 1. National Archives Petition (Dittmar, Frederick

M.)

- -------------------------------------------------------------------Message: 1
Date: Mon, 4 Sep 2006 08:50:39 -0500
From: "Dittmar, Frederick M." <dittmar_ksa@ou.edu>
Subject: [OK-GEN-SOC] National Archives Petition
To: <OK-GEN-SOC-L@rootsweb.com>
Message-ID:
<89944065A099FB4AB1296358DD02877A04CD1DFE@XMAIL.sooner.net.ou.edu>
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Content-Type:

text/plain;

charset="iso-8859-1"

This message is originally from Dick Eastman, author of Eastman's Online
Genealogy Newsletter, who just returned from the FGS Conference and asked
that
this message be passed along by his subscribers. Note: There are only a
few
days left to sign this petition. If you've been planning a long weekend
in
Washington, D.C. for research, this will directly affect your plans.
- -------------------------------Quick!

Please Join FGS Attendees in Petition About NARA Opening Hours!

The U.S. National Archives and Records Administration (NARA) recently
proposed a reduction in the number of hours that the agency's facilities
are open
to the general public. Weekend and evening hours would be especially
curtailed. The result will be a major hardship on genealogists,
especially those who
cannot visit during normal business hours.
Dr. Allen Weinstein, Archivist of the United States and head of the
National
Archives and Records Administration, attended the FGS/NEHGS 2006
Conference
in Boston this week and addressed the Opening Session on Thursday.
Following
his remarks, he was presented with a letter by the Chair of the Records
Preservation and Access Committee (RPAC) addressing concerns about the
proposed
changes in the hours of operation for the Research Rooms at the National
Archives.
The members of that committee have been told that very few genealogists
have
responded to the agency's proposal. In this case, silence will be
interpreted as agreement! Comments close on September 8. There's not much
time left!
A discussion ensued among many of the genealogists present at the
conference, resulting in a petition to ask for reconsideration. I was
able to upload
that petition, and conference attendees were asked to sign the online
petition
through announcements over the public address session, at the Friday
evening
banquet, in many of the sessions, and in the hallways.
Many people lined up at computers supplied by many of the vendors and
added
their names to the petition. Others signed the petition from their
laptops in
hotel rooms, from the hotel's public access computers in the lobby, and
elsewhere. I hope that others returned home and will sign the petition
from there.
As I write these words,(Monday AM) 1236 names
need

are on this petition. We
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>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

more, many more, In fact, we need YOUR

name.

>
>
>
>
>
>

Shirley B. Vanderbeck
CL?, PLS-PP, CLA, CNSA, CM
NALS 2004 Award of Excellence Recipient
Certified Legal Assistant to
Sandra N. Baldonado
Attorney at Law/Councilwoman of Claremont, CA

Just before the close of comments by the National Archives and Records
Administration, this petition will be printed and sent to the agency via
overnight mail.
With the limited amount of time left until the
genealogists everywhere need you to immediately
similar messages and send them to your friends,
"electronic signatures" to the petition. Please
the
petition on web sites, newsletters, and mailing
appropriate. We need to have as many signatures
U.S. residents BEFORE September 8.

close of comments,
copy and paste this or
asking them to add their
post information about
lists as you deem
as possible from concerned

To add your voice to the messages being sent to the National Archives,
please go to http://www.petitiononline.com/FGS2006.
NOTE: The letters "FGS" in the

above web address MUST be in upper case.

From bhill at rbhayes.org Wed Sep 6 13:04:58 2006
From: bhill at rbhayes.org (Becky Hill)
Date: Wed Sep 6 13:01:48 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Attn: OHIO genealogy and local history librarians
Message-ID: <004e01c6d1d6$95ac4760$8701a8c0@President.Local>
The Rutherford B. Hayes Presidential Center hosts an award-winning web site
that you can be a part of. We would like to extend an invitation for you to
join 36 other Ohio Public Libraries and become a partner in the Hayes
Obituary Index, www.rbhayes.org/index.

The Hayes Presidential Center will be demonstrating its Obituary Index at
the Ohio Library Council's 2006 Expo in Columbus on Friday, September 15th.
http://www.olc.org/exhibitors.asp . I will be there to greet old friends who
are currently partners and encourage other libraries to join us in this
online index of newspaper obituaries and other items, such as local history
collections of clippings, wills and estates, funeral records, etc.

Why re-invent the wheel and tax your own too-busy Technology Department when
we already have done the work, created a very user-friendly interface, and
attracted millions of viewers? Started in 2000, the web-based Index
currently receives almost 800,000 hits a month, is cited as a valuable
genealogical tool in books and referred to by over 200 other web sites. At
this time, we have over 800,000 names in the database from Fremont to
Marietta and citations to over 1.5 million newspaper sources. The Hayes
Obituary Index received the 2003 Technology Excellence Award given by the
New England Historic Genealogical Society.

For $1500, a public library or historical society can join the Hayes
partnership, receive training on how to enter their data, and start
inputting their names into the web-based system. The only other charge is
an annual fee of $200 for website maintenance and quality control. After the
first year, the library only pays the $200 annual fee. For an additional
fee, some of our partner libraries have imported their own databases into
our system and saved the re-keying expense.

Check to see if your Library Director, other staff member or you will be
attending the OLC 2006 Expo and stop by booth #215 to see the Hayes Obituary
Index and the administrative side of the database in action. We will also
be distributing CD-ROMS of Rutherford B. Hayes: Citizen, Soldier, President
for $5.00 (cost) to anyone who comes by the booth.
http://www.rbhayes.org/hayes/store/details.asp?did=811. If you have any
questions before or after, please contact me at bhill@rbhayes.org or
800-998-7737.

Sincerely

Becky Hill

Rebecca B. Hill
Head Librarian
Rutherford B. Hayes Presidential Center
Spiegel Grove
Fremont, OH 43420-2796
419-332-2081
ext. 31
419-332-4952 (fax)
bhill@rbhayes.org <mailto:bhill@rbhayes.org>
www.rbhayes.org <http://www.rbhayes.org>
Rebecca B. Hill
Head Librarian
Rutherford B. Hayes Presidential Center
Spiegel Grove
Fremont, OH 43420-2796
419-332-2081
ext. 31
419-332-4952 (fax)
bhill@rbhayes.org <mailto:bhill@rbhayes.org>
www.rbhayes.org <http://www.rbhayes.org>
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From joyrichny at earthlink.net Thu Sep 7 00:27:11 2006
From: joyrichny at earthlink.net (Joy Rich)
Date: Thu Sep 7 00:27:27 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Ellis Island One-Step Forms
Message-ID: <020001c6d235$e3b298b0$6401a8c0@DELL>
Steve Morse's blue and gray Ellis Island One-Step forms, which have been
inoperational
since the beginning of June, have been fixed and are now working.
The blue form (Searching for Jewish Passengers in the Ellis Island Database in One
Step)
became operational in mid-August and the gray form
(Short Form for Searching for Passengers in the Ellis Island Database in One Step)
about
an hour ago.
The forms are listed under "Ellis Island Search Forms and Ship Arrivals (1892-1924)
at
www.stevemorse.org .
Joy Rich
Brooklyn, NY
From dlwilson at pwcgov.org Thu Sep 7 12:21:29 2006
From: dlwilson at pwcgov.org (Wilson, Donald L)
Date: Thu Sep 7 12:21:33 2006
Subject: [Genealib] What's New in RELIC (September 2006)
Message-ID: <16A9005EDEB2D611BDE000306E015F16017429FE@chinn1.pwc.ad>
WHAT'S NEW IN RELIC
September 2006

The Ruth E. Lloyd Information Center for Genealogy and Local History,
Prince William Public Library System,
Bull Run Regional Library, 8051 Ashton Avenue, Manassas, VA 20109.
703-792-4540 www.pwcgov.org/library/relic
<http://www.pwcgov.org/library/relic>
Email: relic2@pwcgov.org
<mailto:RELIC2@pwcgov.org> .
To read the latest lists of new materials in RELIC (through the end of
August) go to www.pwcgov.org/library/relic
<http://www.pwcgov.org/library/relic>
and click on New Acquisitions.
RELIC PRESENTS -

UPCOMING PROGRAMS

Following are upcoming programs at Bull Run Regional Library related to
local history and genealogy. Regular times for monthly programs are the
fourth Tuesday of each month (except December) at 7:30 p.m. Group
programs are held in the Library's community room. Sign language
interpretation of library programs is available if requested three weeks

in advance. Funding for RELIC programs is supported by grants from the
Friends of the Central and Bull Run Libraries.

Tuesday, September 26 - Building a Family History Web Page Using
Pbwiki.com.
Tuesday, October 24 - Researching the History of Your Home.
The Genealogy Doctor is In - First and third Thursday of each month.
(For details, see below.
at end.)

See other history-related Library programs

COMING NEXT YEAR: We are planning another RELIC research trip,
tentatively scheduled for April or May 2007.
Also in the works is our
next gala evening, RELIC after Dark, now scheduled for September 29,
2007.
Our keynote speaker for the evening will be Megan Smolenyak
Smolenyak. Her topic will be "Trace Your Roots with DNA."
(See her
website at http://www.honoringourancestors.com/ )
Tuesday, September 26, 7:30 p.m.
BUILDING A FAMILY HISTORY WEB PAGE
USING PBWIKI.COM
One way of sharing what you've discovered, as well as attracting
contacts with other family members, is to set up a family web page.
One researcher has found that with Pbwiki.com it's quick, cheap and EASY
as making a peanut butter sandwich. Mary LeCompte will demonstrate how
it can be done on Tuesday, September 26, at Bull Run Regional Library,
beginning at 7:30 p.m.
To reserve a seat for this free program, contact RELIC at (703) 792-4540
or TTY: (703) 792-4524 or at relic2@pwcgov.org
<mailto:RELIC2@pwcgov.org> .
Tuesday, October 24, 7:30 p.m.
RESEARCHING THE HISTORY OF YOUR HOME
Want to know when your house was built?
Who built it and who has lived
there over the years?
Do you have a complete chain of title to the
property back to the earliest settler? RELIC's Virginiana librarian Don
Wilson will describe the steps needed to find that information, using
examples from Prince William County. The work can be challenging but
rewarding. The program begins at 7:30 p.m., Tuesday October 24, at Bull
Run Regional Library.
To reserve a seat for this free program, contact RELIC at (703) 792-4540
or TTY: (703) 792-4524 or at relic2@pwcgov.org
<mailto:RELIC2@pwcgov.org> .
THE GENEALOGY DOCTOR IS IN

For tips on starting your own research or to discuss and analyze an
historical or genealogical problem that has stumped you, schedule a
private, 30-minute visit with RELIC's Don Wilson. Generally the First
and Third Thursdays of each month, 10:00 a.m. - 12 noon, at Bull Run
Regional Library.

Upcoming available dates:
October 5 and 19.
Choice of times:

September 14 (note the change of date),

10:00, 10:45, 11:30 a.m.

Call RELIC at 703-792-4540 for a free appointment.

Other history-related programs sponsored by Prince William Public
Library System. For details, see our website at www.pwcgov.org/library,
click on Events.
BULL RUN REGIONAL LIBRARY (Call to register: 703-792-4500):
*
Saturdays, September 9, 16, 23 and 30, at 10 a.m. - TREASURE
BOOKING. Learn how you can apply multimedia to your family memories!
Scan, edit and organize your family photos! Cut, paste, and add music
and special effects! Sept. 9 - An overview of multimedia creations.
Sept. 16 - Learn about video editing. Sept. 23 - Learn about audio
editing. Sept. 30 - Digital photo magic.
*
Thurs. Oct. 19, 7 p.m. - GHOST WATCHING WITH DCMAG. Enter the
world of the D.C. Metro Area Ghost Watchers as they use science to
investigate local ghostly hauntings and other paranormal events.
#
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From pmanzell at bcls.lib.nj.us Thu Sep 7 14:40:30 2006
From: pmanzell at bcls.lib.nj.us (Paula Manzella)
Date: Thu Sep 7 14:40:34 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Undergrad programs
Message-ID: <4500679E.1000409@bcls.lib.nj.us>
Hi,
I have a customer who wishes to donate seed monies for a family
history/genealogy scholarship at a university that offers an associates
or bachelors degree with that speciality. I have only found three that
seem possibilities: Brigham Young, Univ. of Washington, and West
Virginia. Does anyone have other suggestions?
Thanks,

Paula
Burlington County Library
Local History & Genealogy
Westampton, NJ
From scperkins at gmail.com Thu Sep 7 15:03:14 2006
From: scperkins at gmail.com (steven perkins)
Date: Thu Sep 7 15:03:18 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Undergrad programs
In-Reply-To: <4500679E.1000409@bcls.lib.nj.us>
References: <4500679E.1000409@bcls.lib.nj.us>
Message-ID: <da404fe10609071203u161a9e61mc4521298c0f79316@mail.gmail.com>
Paula:
There is another, Samford University has a program in genealogy,
http://www.samford.edu/schools/ighr/
Regards,
Steven C. Perkins
On 9/7/06, Paula Manzella <pmanzell@bcls.lib.nj.us> wrote:
> Hi,
>
> I have a customer who wishes to donate seed monies for a family
> history/genealogy scholarship at a university that offers an associates
> or bachelors degree with that speciality. I have only found three that
> seem possibilities: Brigham Young, Univ. of Washington, and West
> Virginia. Does anyone have other suggestions?
>
> Thanks,
> Paula
> Burlington County Library
> Local History & Genealogy
> Westampton, NJ
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-Steven C. Perkins
SCPerkins@gmail.com
http://stevencperkins.com/
http://intelligent-internet.info/law/ipr2.html
kttp://iemlnews.blogspot.com/
http://jgg-online.blogspot.com/
http://stevencperkins.com/genealogy.html
From lcarter at arlsmail.org Thu Sep 7 19:09:16 2006
From: lcarter at arlsmail.org (Laura Carter)
Date: Thu Sep 7 19:09:22 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Undergrad programs
In-Reply-To: <da404fe10609071203u161a9e61mc4521298c0f79316@mail.gmail.com>
References: <4500679E.1000409@bcls.lib.nj.us>
<da404fe10609071203u161a9e61mc4521298c0f79316@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <4500A69C.4090804@arlsmail.org>

But, Samford does not offer a degree. IGHR is a week long intensive
institute that I have attended every year for the last 10 years and is
excellent.
Laura
steven perkins wrote:
> Paula:
>
> There is another, Samford University has a program in genealogy,
> http://www.samford.edu/schools/ighr/
>
> Regards,
>
> Steven C. Perkins
>
> On 9/7/06, Paula Manzella <pmanzell@bcls.lib.nj.us> wrote:
>
>> Hi,
>>
>> I have a customer who wishes to donate seed monies for a family
>> history/genealogy scholarship at a university that offers an associates
>> or bachelors degree with that speciality. I have only found three that
>> seem possibilities: Brigham Young, Univ. of Washington, and West
>> Virginia. Does anyone have other suggestions?
>>
>> Thanks,
>> Paula
>> Burlington County Library
>> Local History & Genealogy
>> Westampton, NJ
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>>
>
>
-Laura W. Carter
Heritage Room Librarian
Athens-Clarke County Library
2025 Baxter Street
Athens, Georgia 30606
Voice - 706 613-3650 Ext. 350
FAX - 706 613-3660
lcarter@arlsmail.org
From admin at genealogicalstudies.com Thu Sep 7 20:02:35 2006
From: admin at genealogicalstudies.com (Louise St Denis)
Date: Thu Sep 7 20:09:39 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Undergrad programs
In-Reply-To: <4500A69C.4090804@arlsmail.org>
Message-ID: <BAYC1-PASMTP1100858C900727F7276825C4370@CEZ.ICE>
The University of Toronto in partnership with the National Institute for

Genealogical Studies offers a program in Genealogical Studies. A student
needs to complete 40 courses, including compulsory courses and electives.
Students choose to specialize in the records of the United States, Canada,
Germany, England and Ireland. A Genealogical Librarianship program is also
offered. This has been quite a successful program, over 30,000 course
registrations have been received to date.
For more information: www.genealogicalstudies.com
Louise St Denis
National Institute for Genealogical Studies
stdenis@genealogicalstudies.com

> On 9/7/06, Paula Manzella <pmanzell@bcls.lib.nj.us> wrote:
>
>> Hi,
>>
>> I have a customer who wishes to donate seed monies for a family
>> history/genealogy scholarship at a university that offers an associates
>> or bachelors degree with that speciality. I have only found three that
>> seem possibilities: Brigham Young, Univ. of Washington, and West
>> Virginia. Does anyone have other suggestions?
>>
>> Thanks,
>> Paula
>> Burlington County Library
>> Local History & Genealogy
>> Westampton, NJ
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>>
>
>
-Laura W. Carter
Heritage Room Librarian
Athens-Clarke County Library
2025 Baxter Street
Athens, Georgia 30606
Voice - 706 613-3650 Ext. 350
FAX 706 613-3660
lcarter@arlsmail.org
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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From Cwitcher at acpl.lib.in.us Fri Sep 8 06:51:03 2006
From: Cwitcher at acpl.lib.in.us (Curt Witcher)
Date: Fri Sep 8 06:51:27 2006
Subject: [Genealib] New Genealogy Librarian Position at the Allen County
Public Library
Message-ID: <s50112ed.059@groupwise-server.acpl.lib.in.us>
In preparation for the exciting opening of a greatly expanded and
completely renovated Main Library in January of 2007, a new librarian
position has been created in the Historical Genealogy Department of the
Allen County Public Library in Fort Wayne, Indiana. The position
announcement is included below.
Librarian II (full-time)
Reynolds Historical Genealogy Collection
Allen County Public Library
RESPONSIBILITIES: Assist department manager and other staff members
with public service work, explaining research principles and procedures
to patrons. Participate in collection development. Help in planning and
implementing departmental programming, particularly educational
outreach.
MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS: ALA-accredited master of library science degree
with knowledge of genealogical librarianship acquired through
appropriate graduate or undergraduate course work in history, archives,
and genealogy. Previous genealogical research experience strongly
desired. One year's library experience. Good general reference and
librarian skills. Strong commitment to responsive proactive library
service. Excellent oral and written communication skills. Ability to
conduct a wide range of classes, from individual tutorials and small
group presentations to seminar and conference lectures. Ability to write
frequent articles and collection descriptions both for instructional and
public relations purposes. Familiarity with contemporary technology and
its applications in the information, historical, and genealogical
fields. Ability to work positively with a wide variety of staff members
and the public. Cooperative spirit, enthusiasm, friendliness, energy,
resourcefulness, initiative, tact, good judgment, and a sense of humor
are essential. Ability and willingness to work a variety of day,
evening, and weekend hours.
COMPENSATION: Salary range minimum is $35,547 and up, depending on
experience. Health, dental, vision, life and long-term disability plans.
Cumulative sick leave. Library-paid retirement fund. Personal business
leave. Four weeks vacation. Deferred compensation plan (457). Federal
credit union. Employee Assistance Program (EAP). Variety of voluntary
insurance plans, including long term care. Flexible spending account.
Free parking. Relocation allowance.
APPLICATION: Please send letter of interest and qualifications, resume,
and the names of three professional references to Charlene Holly, Human
Resources, Allen County Public Library, PO Box 2270, Fort Wayne, IN
46801-2270; e-mail to cholly@acpl.lib.in.us; fax to (260) 421-1389; or
bring in person at 200 East Berry Street on Monday, Tuesday or Thursday

from 9:00am - 5:00pm, or on Wednesday from 9:00am - 6:00pm. Our phone
number is (260) 421-1230. For further information see our home page at
http://www.acpl.info/hr.

Curt B. Witcher
Manager, Historical Genealogy Department
NE Director, Indiana Genealogical Society
Allen County Public Library
P. O. Box 2270, 200 E. Berry Street
Fort Wayne, IN 46801-2270
CWitcher@ACPL.Lib.in.us
260-421-1226
Fax: 260-421-1386
===========================================
The views, opinions, and judgments expressed
in this message are solely those of the author.
The message contents have not been reviewed
or approved by the Allen County Public Library.
===========================================
From Yvonne at bham.lib.al.us Fri Sep 8 10:36:23 2006
From: Yvonne at bham.lib.al.us (Yvonne Crumpler)
Date: Fri Sep 8 10:36:30 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Undergrad programs
In-Reply-To: <4500679E.1000409@bcls.lib.nj.us>
References: <4500679E.1000409@bcls.lib.nj.us>
Message-ID: <45017FE7.5020206@bham.lib.al.us>
Wallace Community College in Hanceville, Alabama offers a
history/genealogy program. Robert Scott Davis, Jr. teachs there.
Yvonne C,
Paula Manzella wrote:
> Hi,
>
> I have a customer who wishes to donate seed monies for a family
> history/genealogy scholarship at a university that offers an
> associates or bachelors degree with that speciality. I have only
> found three that seem possibilities: Brigham Young, Univ. of
> Washington, and West Virginia. Does anyone have other suggestions?
>
> Thanks,
> Paula
> Burlington County Library
> Local History & Genealogy
> Westampton, NJ
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
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From lcarter at arlsmail.org Fri Sep 8 17:10:27 2006
From: lcarter at arlsmail.org (Laura W. Carter)
Date: Fri Sep 8 17:10:33 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Undergrad programs
In-Reply-To: <4500679E.1000409@bcls.lib.nj.us>
References: <4500679E.1000409@bcls.lib.nj.us>
Message-ID: <20060908210914.M23616@arlsmail.org>
Here are a few more.?
Akamai University ? Hilo,Hawaii offers an? Associate of Arts in Genealogy
http://www.akamaiuniversity.us/AssociatesGenealogyStudies.html
?
WallaceState Universityin Hanceville AL? - but Yvonne hasalready mentioned that
one.
?
Heritage Gene@logy College seems to offer degrees but theweb page seems a little
ambiguous on what the degrees are in.? The school is in Salt Lake City, Utah.??
http://genealogy.edu
Haven't had a chance to get out to our reference dept and search college materials
by major, yet.
Laura W. Carter
Heritage Room Librarian
Athens-Clarke County Library
2025 Baxter Street
Athens, GA 30606
Phone:706 613-3650 ?Ext. 352
FAX: 706 613-3660
-Open WebMail Project (http://openwebmail.org)
---------- Original Message ----------From: Paula Manzella <pmanzell@bcls.lib.nj.us>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Thu, 07 Sep 2006 14:40:30 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Undergrad programs
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Hi,
I have a customer who wishes to donate seed monies for a family
history/genealogy scholarship at a university that offers an associates
or bachelors degree with that speciality. ?I have only found three that
seem possibilities: Brigham Young, Univ. of Washington, and ?West
Virginia. ?Does anyone have other suggestions?
Thanks,
Paula

> Burlington County Library
> Local History & Genealogy
> Westampton, NJ
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
------- End of Original Message -------------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060908/
bd984615/attachment.html
From kgaitken at gmail.com Fri Sep 8 19:46:25 2006
From: kgaitken at gmail.com (Kenneth Aitken)
Date: Fri Sep 8 19:46:27 2006
Subject: [Genealib] library lecture series
Message-ID: <b66a4ad50609081646y4f49cadege8138fa6c7ee6373@mail.gmail.com>
Dear Colleagues;
You may be interested in the recent post on www.genealogy-education.com,
"What Can Ypoour learn from an Old Program Brochure." on a series offered at
a Canadian library..
Ken
-Kenneth G. Aitken, MLS
Family History Education Services
Penticton, BC, Canada
kgaitken@gmail..com
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060908/
fbd0fdfb/attachment.html
From joyrichny at earthlink.net Fri Sep 8 21:59:31 2006
From: joyrichny at earthlink.net (Joy Rich)
Date: Fri Sep 8 21:59:33 2006
Subject: [Genealib] "Serving Genealogy Patrons: A Librarian's Guide"
Message-ID: <00aa01c6d3b3$9777dee0$6401a8c0@DELL>
As promised, here is information about how to purchase the live, unedited recording
of the
lecture "Serving Genealogy Patrons: A Librarian's Guide," presented by Toni Raptis,
MLS,
Reference Librarian at the Patchogue-Medford Library.
In her lecture, Toni examined the Genealogy Reference Interview process and
effective
methods of helping patrons with their research. She looked at various approaches
for
working with patrons who are just beginning their research and those patrons who
are well
into their family history but simply need help with the brick walls they've run
into. She
also discussed the best genealogy resources to have in a library collection.
When you purchase this individual CD, in addition to the audio, you will also
receive the

handout material, located on the CD. Handout material must be viewed and/or printed
from a
PC.
The product number is GS-06-01-318. See
http://www.conferencemediagroup.com/detail.asp?product_id=GS-06-01-318 . For
additional
details, please see http://www.jgsny2006.org/conference_recording.cfm . This page
is
especially important for Canadians.
Joy
Joy Rich
Co-chair, Repositories Committee
International Association of Jewish Genealogical Societies
26th Annual Conference on Jewish Genealogy
New York, NY
August 13-18, 2006
www.jgsny2006.org
From Dlunow at aol.com Sat Sep 9 18:23:08 2006
From: Dlunow at aol.com (Dlunow@aol.com)
Date: Sat Sep 9 18:23:14 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Shockey Chronicles
Message-ID: <c0d.4017d33.323498cc@aol.com>
Does anyone know if there are still copies of the Shockey Chronicles
available for purchase?
Diane Lunow
Stagecoach Library
585 County Road 1492
Wimberley, Texas 78676
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060909/10671e44/
attachment.html
From sea.weed at hotmail.com Sat Sep 9 19:32:50 2006
From: sea.weed at hotmail.com (Rebecca Kemp)
Date: Sat Sep 9 19:32:54 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Undergrad programs in Library Technology
In-Reply-To: <20060908210914.M23616@arlsmail.org>
Message-ID: <BAY108-F14C8C6805B7489E22F2A8C85340@phx.gbl>
I know that the question was originally posed for *genealogy* programs, but
there are a lot of programs for a Library Technology A.A or A.S. I went to
the program in Santa Ana, CA and it has been very helpful. The ALA
references this site: http://colt.ucr.edu/ltprograms.html
_________________________________________________________________
Call friends with PC-to-PC calling -- FREE
http://imagine-msn.com/messenger/launch80/default.aspx?locale=enus&source=wlmailtagline
From kissincousin at earthlink.net Sun Sep 10 23:42:27 2006
From: kissincousin at earthlink.net (Linda van der Veur)

Date: Sun Sep 10 23:42:42 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry Off Site
References: <03b301c6c88b$62b50e40$3102060a@rpl.org>
Message-ID: <00e901c6d554$5355f830$6400a8c0@lindap8aw0r16j>
Our local genealogical society has been using the personal Ancestry.com
subscription for a number of years. Now we are told that we will need to subscribe
to the Library version which will cost us about $1,600.00 per year. It's much too
expensive for our small society so we will not renew the subscription. It's very
frustrating that we would be charged the same as any large library but it seems
they need to squeeze as much money out of libraries that they can. (As you can
see, I'm very disgusted with Ancestry.) What I need to know (without calling
Ancestry and getting more frustrated), could Ancestry.com be available to our
local society using a subscription through our public library such as we do with
Heritage Quest. We are able to access Heritage Quest by logging on at our
genealogy library and using our public library card as the password. This might be
the answer for small libraries/societies like ours. Have any other small libraries
had this same problem? If so, how did you handle it?
Linda Collison van der Veur
Napa, California
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060910/7b59afe5/
attachment.html
From rstoffer at marion.lib.in.us Mon Sep 11 06:32:02 2006
From: rstoffer at marion.lib.in.us (Rhonda Stoffer)
Date: Mon Sep 11 06:32:34 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry Off Site
References: <03b301c6c88b$62b50e40$3102060a@rpl.org>
<00e901c6d554$5355f830$6400a8c0@lindap8aw0r16j>
Message-ID: <DD16069409ABBC4C9DFC5CE90135D4702F69EB@dc01.mpl01.marion.lib.in.us>
Ancestry Library Edition does not allow remote access like HeritageQuest does, so
that option would not be available to you.
Rhonda Stoffer
Marion Public Library
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of Linda van der Veur
Sent: Sun 9/10/2006 10:42 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry Off Site
Our local genealogical society has been using the personal Ancestry.com
subscription for a number of years. Now we are told that we will need to subscribe
to the Library version which will cost us about $1,600.00 per year. It's much too
expensive for our small society so we will not renew the subscription. It's very
frustrating that we would be charged the same as any large library but it seems
they need to squeeze as much money out of libraries that they can. (As you can
see, I'm very disgusted with Ancestry.) What I need to know (without calling
Ancestry and getting more frustrated), could Ancestry.com be available to our
local society using a subscription through our public library such as we do with
Heritage Quest. We are able to access Heritage Quest by logging on at our
genealogy library and using our public library card as the password. This might be

the answer for small libraries/societies like ours. Have any other small libraries
had this same problem? If so, how did you handle it?
Linda Collison van der Veur
Napa, California
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
Type: application/ms-tnef
Size: 4977 bytes
Desc: not available
Url : http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060911/
b7714a56/attachment.bin
From treviawbeverly at houston.rr.com Mon Sep 11 07:18:36 2006
From: treviawbeverly at houston.rr.com (Trevia W Beverly)
Date: Mon Sep 11 07:09:36 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry Off Site
References: <03b301c6c88b$62b50e40$3102060a@rpl.org>
<00e901c6d554$5355f830$6400a8c0@lindap8aw0r16j>
Message-ID: <002001c6d594$07ced770$6401a8c0@oemcomputer>
We have a subscription to AncestryPlus at Clayton Library for Genealogical
Research, through our Houston Public Library System. However, it must be used in
the library (I have no idea why since it won't be used if you don't or cannot go to
the library and it is already paid for - but I believe that is an Ancestry
stipulation, not the library system). Also through the Houston Public Library all
I need is my library card and I can access Heritage Quest, which is provided
through our TXSHARE (Texas State Library) Program, and several other great things
as well.
I carry my private subscription to Ancestry.com because I use it every day so it's
worth it to me. And it takes a lot of money to keep Ancestry up and running and
adding new things all the time (the information does not just appear out of
nowhere).
You don't say how large/small your society is, but looking at the AncestryPlus
library version at $1600 divided by 12 months = $133 a month or $30.77 a week. Now
divided by the number of members, is that 'too much?' Yes, it may be if you have a
very small society. Have you divided it by the number of members and figured that
cost into your dues?
NO! I am not an employee of Ancestry, nor have anything to do with it other than as
a user --- only offering the suggestion to consider.
Do I presume correctly that your society has some sort of small library where
everyone can go to use the personal Ancestry subscription you now have? That's
great, but folks don't forget that with the advent of home computers we've greatly
forsaken our public libraries and if they are not used they soon may be no more.
I'm guilty of doing almost all my census work from home and don't actually go to
the library nearly as much as I used to ---- a situation that I plan to remedy
shortly when my schedule changes again. But use your library! 'Everything' is not
on the computer and a lot of what is still needs to be double-checked for accuracy.
If you do have a small society library and your society is 501(c)(3), then have
you considered applying for a grant to fund that subscription?
Trevia Wooster Beverly
Houston, Texas
(Charter Member, Clayton Library Friends)

Visit us at Houston Public Library: http://www.hpl.lib.tx.us/index.html
Clayton Library Center for Genealogical Research: http://www.hpl.lib.tx.us/clayton/
Clayton Library Friends: http://www.houstonlibrary.org/clayton/clf/clf.html
* and a new site in progress: http://www.claytonlibraryfriends.org/
----- Original Message ----From: Linda van der Veur
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Sent: Sunday, September 10, 2006 10:42 PM
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry Off Site
Our local genealogical society has been using the personal Ancestry.com
subscription for a number of years. Now we are told that we will need to subscribe
to the Library version which will cost us about $1,600.00 per year. It's much too
expensive for our small society so we will not renew the subscription. It's very
frustrating that we would be charged the same as any large library but it seems
they need to squeeze as much money out of libraries that they can. (As you can
see, I'm very disgusted with Ancestry.) What I need to know (without calling
Ancestry and getting more frustrated), could Ancestry.com be available to our
local society using a subscription through our public library such as we do with
Heritage Quest. We are able to access Heritage Quest by logging on at our
genealogy library and using our public library card as the password. This might be
the answer for small libraries/societies like ours. Have any other small libraries
had this same problem? If so, how did you handle it?
Linda Collison van der Veur
Napa, California
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060911/
e810725a/attachment.html
From Munroe at oshkoshpubliclibrary.org Mon Sep 11 10:12:31 2006
From: Munroe at oshkoshpubliclibrary.org (Mara Munroe)
Date: Mon Sep 11 10:08:51 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry Off Site
In-Reply-To: <00e901c6d554$5355f830$6400a8c0@lindap8aw0r16j>
Message-ID: <9720CA43F755A148BF65B6618B90CB949403E5@magneto.wals.local>
If it makes you feel any better, you would not be charged "same as any
large library." Ancestry and Heritage Quest vary their charges based on
the service population of the library. I only wish we could subscribe
for that low a price.

Mara B. Munroe
Local and Family History Librarian
Oshkosh Public Library

Oshkosh WI 54901-4985

________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Linda van
der Veur
Sent: Sunday, September 10, 2006 10:42 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry Off Site

Our local genealogical society has been using the personal Ancestry.com
subscription for a number of years. Now we are told that we will need
to subscribe to the Library version which will cost us about $1,600.00
per year. It's much too expensive for our small society so we will not
renew the subscription. It's very frustrating that we would be charged
the same as any large library but it seems they need to squeeze as much
money out of libraries that they can. (As you can see, I'm very
disgusted with Ancestry.) What I need to know (without calling Ancestry
and getting more frustrated), could Ancestry.com be available to our
local society using a subscription through our public library such as we
do with Heritage Quest. We are able to access Heritage Quest by logging
on at our genealogy library and using our public library card as the
password. This might be the answer for small libraries/societies like
ours. Have any other small libraries had this same problem? If so, how
did you handle it?

Linda Collison van der Veur
Napa, California
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060911/
a0a93e1b/attachment.html
From Patricia.VanSkaik at cincinnatilibrary.org Mon Sep 11 10:12:28 2006
From: Patricia.VanSkaik at cincinnatilibrary.org (Van Skaik, Patricia)
Date: Mon Sep 11 10:12:31 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry Off Site
Message-ID: <6C507EF21BE92D40A93EF2E3452C256A13C8BE@EXVSCL1.PLCH.NET>
Sally,

Perhaps the first correspondent was complaining needlessly. Pat

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealibbounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Mara Munroe
Sent: Monday, September 11, 2006 10:13 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Ancestry Off Site

If it makes you feel any better, you would not be charged "same as any large
library." Ancestry and Heritage Quest vary their charges based on the service
population of the library. I only wish we could subscribe for that low a price.

Mara B. Munroe
Local and Family History Librarian
Oshkosh Public Library
Oshkosh WI 54901-4985

_____
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealibbounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Linda van der Veur
Sent: Sunday, September 10, 2006 10:42 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry Off Site

Our local genealogical society has been using the personal Ancestry.com
subscription for a number of years. Now we are told that we will need to subscribe
to the Library version which will cost us about $1,600.00 per year. It's much too
expensive for our small society so we will not renew the subscription. It's very
frustrating that we would be charged the same as any large library but it seems
they need to squeeze as much money out of libraries that they can. (As you can
see, I'm very disgusted with Ancestry.) What I need to know (without calling
Ancestry and getting more frustrated), could Ancestry.com be available to our
local society using a subscription through our public library such as we do with
Heritage Quest. We are able to access Heritage Quest by logging on at our
genealogy library and using our public library card as the password. This might be
the answer for small libraries/societies like ours. Have any other small libraries
had this same problem? If so, how did you handle it?

Linda Collison van der Veur
Napa, California
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060911/
e7db0f59/attachment.html
From lepreda at cableone.net Mon Sep 11 16:27:50 2006
From: lepreda at cableone.net (Darnell Lepre)
Date: Mon Sep 11 16:28:09 2006
Subject: [Genealib] A list of genealogy books
Message-ID: <000901c6d5e0$c2488140$9b717718@darnellm2quyoq>
Skipped content of type multipart/alternative-------------- next part

-------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: All FamiliesKnowYourAncestors.doc
Type: application/msword
Size: 67072 bytes
Desc: not available
Url :
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060911/98662e26/
AllFamiliesKnowYourAncestors.doc
From cclibrary at gmail.com Tue Sep 12 12:12:51 2006
From: cclibrary at gmail.com (Alice Soles)
Date: Tue Sep 12 12:12:59 2006
Subject: [Genealib] ScanPro 1000 or 500
Message-ID: <fa9ea48c0609120912g1a857254oce8d07dc55df935b@mail.gmail.com>
HI!
Does anyone on this list has seen or used a ScanPro 1000 or 500?
We are considering purchasing a microfilm reader printer and would like any
suggestions from the list. The most important item to use it with will be
the local newspaper.
Appreciate your comments.

Thanks!

-Alice Soles, Interlibrary Loan & Local History Librarian
Columbus County Public Library
407 N. Powell Blvd.
Whiteville, NC 28472
910-641-3979/3976
http://home.earthlink.net/~columbusgenealogy
CCLibrary@gmail.com
The opinions in this message may not necessarily be that of this agency.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060912/4ee0a091/
attachment.html
From bvelke at archivecdbooksusa.com Tue Sep 12 13:52:50 2006
From: bvelke at archivecdbooksusa.com (Bob Velke)
Date: Tue Sep 12 13:53:56 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Free to a good home: Holmes' Ancestral Heads of New
England Families
Message-ID: <7.0.1.0.2.20060912134516.08bea8b8@archivecdbooksusa.com>
Skipped content of type multipart/alternative-------------- next part
-------------No virus found in this outgoing message.
Checked by AVG Free Edition.
Version: 7.1.405 / Virus Database: 268.12.3/445 - Release Date: 9/11/2006
From lkoch at alleganlibrary.org Tue Sep 12 15:27:21 2006
From: lkoch at alleganlibrary.org (Linda Koch)
Date: Tue Sep 12 15:27:23 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Free to a good home: Holmes' Ancestral Heads of New
England Families

References: <7.0.1.0.2.20060912134516.08bea8b8@archivecdbooksusa.com>
Message-ID: <001e01c6d6a1$788971b0$7b01a8c0@lindas>
If the book is not taken, we would love to have it.
Linda Koch
Reference & Adult Services Librarian
The Allegan Public Library
331 Hubbard St.
Allegan, MI 49010
269-673-4625
FAX 269-673-8661
open M-Th 10-9; F & Sa 9-5:30
www.alleganlibrary.org
----- Original Message ----From: Bob Velke
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Tuesday, September 12, 2006 1:52 PM
Subject: [Genealib] Free to a good home: Holmes' Ancestral Heads of New England
Families
The following book is free to a good home:
- Frank R. Holmes, Directory of the Ancestral Heads of New England Families
(1923).
NOT a reprint. All pages are intact but many have been cut out and taped back
into the binding.
The title page and two internal pages are photocopies.
A reading copy and not worth rebinding -- but worth every penny that you won't
pay for it <g>.
For description and photo of the actual book, see:
http://www.archivecdbooksusa.com/find_acdb.mvc?refid=LIST&p=US0310
The book will be accompanied by a free copy of the digital book on CD-ROM, a free
on-site network license, and free shipping.
In order to share material with as many libraries as possible, those who have
received a donation from Archive CD Books USA are not eligible for another for 90
days. Interested parties should please write to bvelke@archivecdbooksusa.com (NOT
to the list).
Bob Velke
Archive CD Books USA
www.ArchiveCDBooksUSA.com
The Archive CD Books Project exists to make digital reproductions
of old books available to the public, to donate original publications
to libraries and other institutions, and to cooperate with these
repositories to preserve their existing collections for future generations.
Public libraries and qualified membership societies in the U.S. can get
33%-50% off every CD title and a free on-site network license.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

No virus found in this outgoing message.

Checked by AVG Free Edition.
Version: 7.1.405 / Virus Database: 268.12.3/445 - Release Date: 9/11/2006

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060912/220c3579/
attachment.html
From bvelke at archivecdbooksusa.com Tue Sep 12 15:41:26 2006
From: bvelke at archivecdbooksusa.com (Bob Velke)
Date: Tue Sep 12 15:41:38 2006
Subject: [Genealib] TAKEN: Holmes' Ancestral Heads of New England Families
In-Reply-To: <7.0.1.0.2.20060912134516.08bea8b8@archivecdbooksusa.com>
References: <7.0.1.0.2.20060912134516.08bea8b8@archivecdbooksusa.com>
Message-ID: <7.0.1.0.2.20060912154055.0b9362d0@archivecdbooksusa.com>
Skipped content of type multipart/alternative-------------- next part
-------------No virus found in this outgoing message.
Checked by AVG Free Edition.
Version: 7.1.405 / Virus Database: 268.12.3/445 - Release Date: 9/11/2006
From marjorie.bardeen at lancasterhistory.org Tue Sep 12 16:09:10 2006
From: marjorie.bardeen at lancasterhistory.org (Marge Bardeen)
Date: Tue Sep 12 16:05:52 2006
Subject: [Genealib] ScanPro 1000 or 500
In-Reply-To: <fa9ea48c0609120912g1a857254oce8d07dc55df935b@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <002901c6d6a7$4fad7c90$4a5942a6@lchs.lancasterhistory.org>
Alice,
Please share your findings with the list.
Marjorie R. Bardeen
Assistant Librarian
Lancaster County Historical Society
230 N. President Ave.
Lancaster, PA 17603
(717) 392-4633 ex. 108
www.lancasterhistory.org
-----Original Message----From: Alice Soles [mailto:cclibrary@gmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, September 12, 2006 12:13 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] ScanPro 1000 or 500
HI!

Does anyone on this list has seen or used a ScanPro 1000 or 500?
We are considering purchasing a microfilm reader printer and would like
any suggestions from the list. The most important item to use it with will
be the local newspaper.
Appreciate your comments.

Thanks!

-Alice Soles, Interlibrary Loan & Local History Librarian
Columbus County Public Library
407 N. Powell Blvd.
Whiteville, NC 28472
910-641-3979/3976
http://home.earthlink.net/~columbusgenealogy
CCLibrary@gmail.com
The opinions in this message may not necessarily be that of this agency.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060912/6fb67aa1/
attachment.html
From pmanzell at bcls.lib.nj.us Wed Sep 13 16:12:16 2006
From: pmanzell at bcls.lib.nj.us (Paula Manzella)
Date: Wed Sep 13 16:12:20 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Undergrad programs
In-Reply-To: <BAY108-F14C8C6805B7489E22F2A8C85340@phx.gbl>
References: <BAY108-F14C8C6805B7489E22F2A8C85340@phx.gbl>
Message-ID: <45086620.20303@bcls.lib.nj.us>
Thanks to everyone for their suggestions on Undergrad programs. Several
were suggested that I had not found. I will forward the list to my
customer.
Regards,
Paula Manzella
From OTugarina at nehgs.org Wed Sep 13 16:16:52 2006
From: OTugarina at nehgs.org (Tugarina, Olga)
Date: Wed Sep 13 16:16:55 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Periodicals available A-D
Message-ID: <1159AFB3D3416141857B5208287569BC2019C1@nehgsmail.nehgs.local>
To Librarians Serving Genealogists:
We are offering the following periodicals (A-D) to libraries and ask
that postage be reimbursed. Please send requests off-list, along with
your shipping address, to otugarina@nehgs.org.
<mailto:otugarina@nehgs.org.aS> I am going to post more periodicals in
September - October and to avoid multiple shipments to the same place I
could collect your orders until the very end and then send them all at
once.
Good luck!
Olga Tugarina
Technical Services Assistant
NEHGS
101 Newbury St.
Boston, MA 02116

American Antiquarian Society : Proceedings
v.109(1999)
v.110:pt.!(2000)
v.112:pt.2(2002)
v.113:pt.2(2003)
v.115:pt.1(2005)
American Elm
v.18:no.4(1990)
American Historical Review
v.34:no.1,3,4(1928-29)
"Ansearchin" News : Tennessee Genealogical Magazine
v.35(1988)
v.36(1989)
Archival Anecdotes
v.9:no.3/4(2004)
v.10:no.1,2,3(2005)
v.11:no.2/3(2006)
Archives : Journal of British Record Association
v.13:no.60(1978) v.15:no.63,65,66,67(1980-82) v.16:no.71(1984)
v.17:no.73-75(1985-86) v.18:no.77-79(1987-88) v.19:no.81-86(1989-91)
v.20:no.88(1992) Indexes to
no.61-64,65-68,69-72,73-76,77-80,81-86,87-88,89-90,91-92,93-97
The Armigers News
v.23:no.2(2001)
Avery Notes & Queries
No.9,10(1900)
Barney Family News
no.99(2003)
no.100(2003/2004)
Bates Bulletin
Ser.6:v.1:no.1,2(1932-34), v.2:no.2(1938)
Ser.7:v.1:no.1(1994)
Ser.9:v.2:no.2(2005)
Bickford Newsletter
v.16:no.1(2004)
Bluegrass Roots
v.11(1984) [bound]
Bond Family Newsletter
Summer (2003)
The Book : American Antiquarian Society
No.65(2005)
Bosworth Bulletin
No.2(1924)-10(1928)
no.12(1929)
no.24(19350
no.36(1941)
Branches & Twigs : Newsletter of Genealogical Society of Vermont
v.10:no.4(1981)
v.11:no.1,4(1982)
v.12:no.4(1984(83?)
British Record Association Newsletter
Ser.2:no.14(2005)
Children of the American Revolution Magazine
v.105:no.2,3,4 (2005)
v.106:no.1,2(2006)
Chronicles of Oklahoma
v.82:no.1-4(2004-05)
Crossroads
v.77:1st qt.(2005)
Descent
v.34: pt.4(2004)
Dodge Family Journal
v.20:no.1(2003)
Dukes County Intelligencer
v.46:no.4(2005)

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060913/981f91aa/

attachment.html
From daysa at oplin.org Wed Sep 13 19:43:01 2006
From: daysa at oplin.org (Sandy Day)
Date: Wed Sep 13 19:45:27 2006
Subject: [Genealib] library funding
Message-ID: <000601c6d78e$599b36b0$7401a8c0@Ohio>
Hi
I work in a public library in SE Ohio. All libraries in Ohio have experienced major
budget cuts the past several years. I am trying to be "creative" in seeking funding
for some projects I am working on the local history dept. I have contacted some
local agencies in hopes of receiving some grants or funds but this is slow coming
if at all. I keep hearing that state and federal funding is not so great as it was
in the past.
Any Ohio librarians out there that can give me ideas for fund raising?
I have thought about trying to sell some of our original books that we have in
storage that are duplicates and in some cases rare books. Has anyone attempted this
venture and how did it work out?
I am open to any suggestions.
Sandy Day
Genealogy Librarian
Schiappa Library
Steubenville, OH
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060913/640c0a0c/
attachment.html
From localhistory at forbeslibrary.org Wed Sep 13 20:09:09 2006
From: localhistory at forbeslibrary.org (Local History)
Date: Wed Sep 13 20:09:16 2006
Subject: [Genealib] library funding
References: <000601c6d78e$599b36b0$7401a8c0@Ohio>
Message-ID: <001f01c6d792$01d8a490$1701a8c0@P08NO>
I have recently done a large weeding of our genealogy and local history materials
(dups as well as things that no longer fall in our collecting scope). This did
include uncaptioned duplicates or gifts in the basement storage. I sent many items
to local libraries and through this list but the majority went to a local
auctioneer. While some patrons complain about items being sold at auction, we are
very clear that the funds from sold items are restricted to our book fund to
purchase new materials or our preservation fund to take care of remaining items or
purchase archival supplies. Funds from sold items are never used for general
operational expenses.
Good luck!!
Julie H. Bartlett
Archivist
Calvin Coolidge Presidential Library & Museum
Hampshire Room for Local History
Forbes Library
20 West St.
Northampton, MA 01060
(413) 587-1014
jbartlett@forbeslibrary.org
----- Original Message ----From: Sandy Day
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists

Sent: Wednesday, September 13, 2006 7:43 PM
Subject: [Genealib] library funding
Hi
I work in a public library in SE Ohio. All libraries in Ohio have experienced
major budget cuts the past several years. I am trying to be "creative" in seeking
funding for some projects I am working on the local history dept. I have contacted
some local agencies in hopes of receiving some grants or funds but this is slow
coming if at all. I keep hearing that state and federal funding is not so great as
it was in the past.
Any Ohio librarians out there that can give me ideas for fund raising?
I have thought about trying to sell some of our original books that we have in
storage that are duplicates and in some cases rare books. Has anyone attempted this
venture and how did it work out?
I am open to any suggestions.
Sandy Day
Genealogy Librarian
Schiappa Library
Steubenville, OH
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060913/
b148fb7e/attachment.html
From soniap at cooklib.org Thu Sep 14 15:11:52 2006
From: soniap at cooklib.org (Sonia Schoenfield)
Date: Thu Sep 14 15:11:43 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Publishers for genealogy material
Message-ID: <F473D3F3CB7E9240BDA34E607DA43DA9EFEAC7@CMLSRV02.cooklib.local>
Hi-

I have a genealogy patron who is looking to publish a book but is not
sure how to go about accomplishing this. He has a wonderful collection
of letters that he would like to have put into a book. These letters
were sent to his grandmother from her siblings and other relatives, and
they really cover a slice of American life from a certain time period.
One person fought in the Civil War, another had an encounter with John
Wilkes Booth before Lincoln's assassination, still another wrote from
the fields of the gold rush. That's just to give you an idea of what he
has and to illustrate that it's not a genealogy or family history that
he wants to publish, but something of interest to his relatives and
possibly historians as well.
Any ideas about who I should send him to?

Thanks for your input!

Sonia Schoenfield
Cook Memorial Public Library District
Libertyville, Illinois

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060914/6b83e477/
attachment.html
From dunnl at einetwork.net Thu Sep 14 15:35:19 2006
From: dunnl at einetwork.net (Dunn, Lesle)
Date: Thu Sep 14 15:38:43 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Publishers for genealogy material
References: <F473D3F3CB7E9240BDA34E607DA43DA9EFEAC7@CMLSRV02.cooklib.local>
Message-ID: <5F759A0CB3A86C4D906048E08DC317C403F800E6@exchange.einetwork.net>
Hi,
The 3 best around here (Pittsburgh) are:
Craig Scott and Willow Bend, Mechling Bookbindery, and Closson Press. All have a
web site.
All 3 produce a good quality publication.
Lesle
Ms Lesle Dunn
Chairperson Library Committee
Western Pa. Genealogical Society
and in real life
Head of Technical Services
Shaler North Hills Library
1822 Mt. Royal Blvd.
Glenshaw, Pa. 15116
412-486-0211
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of Sonia Schoenfield
Sent: Thu 9/14/2006 3:11 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Publishers for genealogy material

Hi-

I have a genealogy patron who is looking to publish a book but is not sure how to
go about accomplishing this. He has a wonderful collection of letters that he would
like to have put into a book. These letters were sent to his grandmother from her
siblings and other relatives, and they really cover a slice of American life from a

certain time period. One person fought in the Civil War, another had an encounter
with John Wilkes Booth before Lincoln's assassination, still another wrote from the
fields of the gold rush. That's just to give you an idea of what he has and to
illustrate that it's not a genealogy or family history that he wants to publish,
but something of interest to his relatives and possibly historians as well.
Any ideas about who I should send him to?
Thanks for your input!

Sonia Schoenfield
Cook Memorial Public Library District
Libertyville, Illinois

-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
Type: application/ms-tnef
Size: 5729 bytes
Desc: not available
Url :
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060914/17162533/
attachment.bin
From marjorie.bardeen at lancasterhistory.org Thu Sep 14 16:21:33 2006
From: marjorie.bardeen at lancasterhistory.org (Marge Bardeen)
Date: Thu Sep 14 16:18:05 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Publishers for genealogy material
In-Reply-To: <5F759A0CB3A86C4D906048E08DC317C403F800E6@exchange.einetwork.net>
Message-ID: <002301c6d83b$5fc9f960$4a5942a6@lchs.lancasterhistory.org>
I would recommend Masthof Press over Closson Press, I think Closson books
are cheaply prepared.
www.wasthof.com <http://www.wasthof.com>
Marjorie R. Bardeen
Assistant Librarian
Lancaster County Historical Society
230 N. President Ave.
Lancaster, PA 17603
(717) 392-4633 ex. 108
www.lancasterhistory.org
-----Original Message----From: Dunn, Lesle [mailto:dunnl@einetwork.net]
Sent: Thursday, September 14, 2006 3:35 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Publishers for genealogy material
Hi,
The 3 best around here (Pittsburgh) are:

Craig Scott and Willow Bend, Mechling Bookbindery, and Closson Press. All
have a web site.
All 3 produce a good quality publication.
Lesle
Ms Lesle Dunn
Chairperson Library Committee
Western Pa. Genealogical Society
and in real life
Head of Technical Services
Shaler North Hills Library
1822 Mt. Royal Blvd.
Glenshaw, Pa. 15116
412-486-0211
_____
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of Sonia Schoenfield
Sent: Thu 9/14/2006 3:11 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Publishers for genealogy material

Hi-

I have a genealogy patron who is looking to publish a book but is not sure
how to go about accomplishing this. He has a wonderful collection of letters
that he would like to have put into a book. These letters were sent to his
grandmother from her siblings and other relatives, and they really cover a
slice of American life from a certain time period. One person fought in the
Civil War, another had an encounter with John Wilkes Booth before Lincoln's
assassination, still another wrote from the fields of the gold rush. That's
just to give you an idea of what he has and to illustrate that it's not a
genealogy or family history that he wants to publish, but something of
interest to his relatives and possibly historians as well.
Any ideas about who I should send him to?
Thanks for your input!

Sonia Schoenfield
Cook Memorial Public Library District
Libertyville, Illinois

-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: winmail.dat
Type: application/ms-tnef
Size: 6288 bytes

Desc: not available
Url : http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060914/
e18e0281/winmail.bin
From treviawbeverly at houston.rr.com Thu Sep 14 16:49:20 2006
From: treviawbeverly at houston.rr.com (Trevia W Beverly)
Date: Thu Sep 14 16:40:32 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Publishers for genealogy material
References: <F473D3F3CB7E9240BDA34E607DA43DA9EFEAC7@CMLSRV02.cooklib.local>
<5F759A0CB3A86C4D906048E08DC317C403F800E6@exchange.einetwork.net>
Message-ID: <004401c6d83f$43ee7c80$6401a8c0@oemcomputer>
Are the letters going to be reproduced or typed? A good 'hands-on' method
is to use one of the large office supply chains that can use archival paper,
do spiral binding of several kinds, etc..... worth investigating There are
also several 'print on demand' companies. A goggle search should bring them
up.
Publish your own book at Gateway Press. We help self-publish books.
Publishing family history books, local history books, church history books
and ...
www.gatewaypress.com/
Publishing The power to publish your own book.
Print & sell your content now! www.Lulu.com
Trevia Wooster Beverly
Houston, Texas
----- Original Message ----From: "Dunn, Lesle" <dunnl@einetwork.net>
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Thursday, September 14, 2006 2:35 PM
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Publishers for genealogy material
Hi,
The 3 best around here (Pittsburgh) are:
Craig Scott and Willow Bend, Mechling Bookbindery, and Closson Press. All
have a web site.
All 3 produce a good quality publication.
Lesle
Ms Lesle Dunn
Chairperson Library Committee
Western Pa. Genealogical Society
and in real life
Head of Technical Services
Shaler North Hills Library
1822 Mt. Royal Blvd.
Glenshaw, Pa. 15116
412-486-0211
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of Sonia Schoenfield
Sent: Thu 9/14/2006 3:11 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu

Subject: [Genealib] Publishers for genealogy material
HiI have a genealogy patron who is looking to publish a book but is not sure
how to go about accomplishing this. He has a wonderful collection of letters
that he would like to have put into a book. These letters were sent to his
grandmother from her siblings and other relatives, and they really cover a
slice of American life from a certain time period. One person fought in the
Civil War, another had an encounter with John Wilkes Booth before Lincoln's
assassination, still another wrote from the fields of the gold rush. That's
just to give you an idea of what he has and to illustrate that it's not a
genealogy or family history that he wants to publish, but something of
interest to his relatives and possibly historians as well.
Any ideas about who I should send him to?
Thanks for your input!

Sonia Schoenfield
Cook Memorial Public Library District
Libertyville, Illinois

------------------------------------------------------------------------------>
>
>
>

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

From rallen at danville.lib.il.us Thu Sep 14 16:43:47 2006
From: rallen at danville.lib.il.us (Roberta Allen)
Date: Thu Sep 14 16:43:50 2006
Subject: [Genealib] New Genealogy Librarian Position at the Allen
CountyPublic Library
Message-ID: <8E411585ED0D1346ADBDD5623974A07901593B@server2003.staff-lan.local>
Dear Curt,
This is not about the new genealogy librarian position at ACPL.
We talked about the membership to the Indiana Genealogical Society at NGS in June
2006. Our Technical Services Dept. at Danville Public Library are still getting
Claim Letters for the Indiana Genealogical Society membership for 2006.
Thanks,

Roberta Allen
Director of Reference and Archives
Danville Public Library
319 N. Vermilion St.
Danville, IL 61832
PH: 217-477-5228
FAX: 217-477-5230
-----Original Message----From: Curt Witcher [mailto:Cwitcher@acpl.lib.in.us]
Sent: Friday, September 08, 2006 5:51 AM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] New Genealogy Librarian Position at the Allen CountyPublic
Library
In preparation for the exciting opening of a greatly expanded and
completely renovated Main Library in January of 2007, a new librarian
position has been created in the Historical Genealogy Department of the
Allen County Public Library in Fort Wayne, Indiana. The position
announcement is included below.
Librarian II (full-time)
Reynolds Historical Genealogy Collection
Allen County Public Library
RESPONSIBILITIES: Assist department manager and other staff members
with public service work, explaining research principles and procedures
to patrons. Participate in collection development. Help in planning and
implementing departmental programming, particularly educational
outreach.
MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS: ALA-accredited master of library science degree
with knowledge of genealogical librarianship acquired through
appropriate graduate or undergraduate course work in history, archives,
and genealogy. Previous genealogical research experience strongly
desired. One year's library experience. Good general reference and
librarian skills. Strong commitment to responsive proactive library
service. Excellent oral and written communication skills. Ability to
conduct a wide range of classes, from individual tutorials and small
group presentations to seminar and conference lectures. Ability to write
frequent articles and collection descriptions both for instructional and
public relations purposes. Familiarity with contemporary technology and
its applications in the information, historical, and genealogical
fields. Ability to work positively with a wide variety of staff members
and the public. Cooperative spirit, enthusiasm, friendliness, energy,
resourcefulness, initiative, tact, good judgment, and a sense of humor
are essential. Ability and willingness to work a variety of day,
evening, and weekend hours.
COMPENSATION: Salary range minimum is $35,547 and up, depending on
experience. Health, dental, vision, life and long-term disability plans.
Cumulative sick leave. Library-paid retirement fund. Personal business
leave. Four weeks vacation. Deferred compensation plan (457). Federal
credit union. Employee Assistance Program (EAP). Variety of voluntary
insurance plans, including long term care. Flexible spending account.
Free parking. Relocation allowance.
APPLICATION: Please send letter of interest and qualifications, resume,

and the names of three professional references to Charlene Holly, Human
Resources, Allen County Public Library, PO Box 2270, Fort Wayne, IN
46801-2270; e-mail to cholly@acpl.lib.in.us; fax to (260) 421-1389; or
bring in person at 200 East Berry Street on Monday, Tuesday or Thursday
from 9:00am - 5:00pm, or on Wednesday from 9:00am - 6:00pm. Our phone
number is (260) 421-1230. For further information see our home page at
http://www.acpl.info/hr.

Curt B. Witcher
Manager, Historical Genealogy Department
NE Director, Indiana Genealogical Society
Allen County Public Library
P. O. Box 2270, 200 E. Berry Street
Fort Wayne, IN 46801-2270
CWitcher@ACPL.Lib.in.us
260-421-1226
Fax: 260-421-1386
===========================================
The views, opinions, and judgments expressed
in this message are solely those of the author.
The message contents have not been reviewed
or approved by the Allen County Public Library.
===========================================
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From Cwitcher at acpl.lib.in.us Thu Sep 14 17:16:48 2006
From: Cwitcher at acpl.lib.in.us (Curt Witcher)
Date: Thu Sep 14 17:42:34 2006
Subject: [Genealib] New Genealogy Librarian Position at the Allen
CountyPublic Library
In-Reply-To: <8E411585ED0D1346ADBDD5623974A07901593B@server2003.staff-lan.local>
References: <8E411585ED0D1346ADBDD5623974A07901593B@server2003.staff-lan.local>
Message-ID: <45098ECF.A5B4.0069.0@acpl.lib.in.us>
Roberta,
Thank you for your message.

I will respond to you offline.

Again, my thanks.
Curt
===-===
>>> rallen@danville.lib.il.us 9/14/2006 4:43 PM >>>
Dear Curt,
This is not about the new genealogy librarian position at ACPL.
We talked about the membership to the Indiana Genealogical Society at NGS in June
2006. Our Technical Services Dept. at Danville Public Library are still getting
Claim Letters for the Indiana Genealogical Society membership for 2006.
Thanks,

Roberta Allen
Director of Reference and Archives
Danville Public Library
319 N. Vermilion St.
Danville, IL 61832
PH: 217-477-5228
FAX: 217-477-5230
-----Original Message----From: Curt Witcher [mailto:Cwitcher@acpl.lib.in.us]
Sent: Friday, September 08, 2006 5:51 AM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] New Genealogy Librarian Position at the Allen CountyPublic
Library
In preparation for the exciting opening of a greatly expanded and
completely renovated Main Library in January of 2007, a new librarian
position has been created in the Historical Genealogy Department of the
Allen County Public Library in Fort Wayne, Indiana. The position
announcement is included below.
Librarian II (full-time)
Reynolds Historical Genealogy Collection
Allen County Public Library
RESPONSIBILITIES: Assist department manager and other staff members
with public service work, explaining research principles and procedures
to patrons. Participate in collection development. Help in planning and
implementing departmental programming, particularly educational
outreach.
MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS: ALA-accredited master of library science degree
with knowledge of genealogical librarianship acquired through
appropriate graduate or undergraduate course work in history, archives,
and genealogy. Previous genealogical research experience strongly
desired. One year's library experience. Good general reference and
librarian skills. Strong commitment to responsive proactive library
service. Excellent oral and written communication skills. Ability to
conduct a wide range of classes, from individual tutorials and small
group presentations to seminar and conference lectures. Ability to write
frequent articles and collection descriptions both for instructional and
public relations purposes. Familiarity with contemporary technology and
its applications in the information, historical, and genealogical
fields. Ability to work positively with a wide variety of staff members
and the public. Cooperative spirit, enthusiasm, friendliness, energy,
resourcefulness, initiative, tact, good judgment, and a sense of humor
are essential. Ability and willingness to work a variety of day,
evening, and weekend hours.
COMPENSATION: Salary range minimum is $35,547 and up, depending on
experience. Health, dental, vision, life and long-term disability plans.
Cumulative sick leave. Library-paid retirement fund. Personal business
leave. Four weeks vacation. Deferred compensation plan (457). Federal
credit union. Employee Assistance Program (EAP). Variety of voluntary
insurance plans, including long term care. Flexible spending account.
Free parking. Relocation allowance.

APPLICATION: Please send letter of interest and qualifications, resume,
and the names of three professional references to Charlene Holly, Human
Resources, Allen County Public Library, PO Box 2270, Fort Wayne, IN
46801-2270; e-mail to cholly@acpl.lib.in.us; fax to (260) 421-1389; or
bring in person at 200 East Berry Street on Monday, Tuesday or Thursday
from 9:00am - 5:00pm, or on Wednesday from 9:00am - 6:00pm. Our phone
number is (260) 421-1230. For further information see our home page at
http://www.acpl.info/hr.

Curt B. Witcher
Manager, Historical Genealogy Department
NE Director, Indiana Genealogical Society
Allen County Public Library
P. O. Box 2270, 200 E. Berry Street
Fort Wayne, IN 46801-2270
CWitcher@ACPL.Lib.in.us
260-421-1226
Fax: 260-421-1386
===========================================
The views, opinions, and judgments expressed
in this message are solely those of the author.
The message contents have not been reviewed
or approved by the Allen County Public Library.
===========================================
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
Curt B. Witcher
Manager, Historical Genealogy Department
NE Director, Indiana Genealogical Society
Allen County Public Library
P. O. Box 2270, 200 E. Berry Street
Fort Wayne, IN 46801-2270
CWitcher@ACPL.Lib.in.us
260-421-1226
Fax: 260-421-1386
===========================================
The views, opinions, and judgments expressed
in this message are solely those of the author.
The message contents have not been reviewed
or approved by the Allen County Public Library.
===========================================
From jgaronzi at genealogical.com Thu Sep 14 17:49:02 2006
From: jgaronzi at genealogical.com (Joe Garonzik)
Date: Thu Sep 14 17:49:32 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Publishers for genealogy material
In-Reply-To: <004401c6d83f$43ee7c80$6401a8c0@oemcomputer>
Message-ID: <20060914214930.BB8C13E563E@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>

At the risk of feathering our own nest, authors who have used our sister
company, Gateway Press to publish their family histories (and a variety of
other monographs), have won more NGS awards for excellence than authors who
worked with all other subsidy publishers in this field combined. No
exaggeration.
Joe Garonzik
Genealogical Publishing Company
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Trevia W
Beverly
Sent: Thursday, September 14, 2006 3:49 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Publishers for genealogy material
Are the letters going to be reproduced or typed? A good 'hands-on' method
is to use one of the large office supply chains that can use archival paper,
do spiral binding of several kinds, etc..... worth investigating There are
also several 'print on demand' companies. A goggle search should bring them
up.
Publish your own book at Gateway Press. We help self-publish books.
Publishing family history books, local history books, church history books
and ...
www.gatewaypress.com/
Publishing The power to publish your own book.
Print & sell your content now! www.Lulu.com
Trevia Wooster Beverly
Houston, Texas
----- Original Message ----From: "Dunn, Lesle" <dunnl@einetwork.net>
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Thursday, September 14, 2006 2:35 PM
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Publishers for genealogy material
Hi,
The 3 best around here (Pittsburgh) are:
Craig Scott and Willow Bend, Mechling Bookbindery, and Closson Press. All
have a web site.
All 3 produce a good quality publication.
Lesle
Ms Lesle Dunn
Chairperson Library Committee
Western Pa. Genealogical Society
and in real life
Head of Technical Services
Shaler North Hills Library
1822 Mt. Royal Blvd.
Glenshaw, Pa. 15116
412-486-0211

________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of Sonia Schoenfield
Sent: Thu 9/14/2006 3:11 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Publishers for genealogy material
HiI have a genealogy patron who is looking to publish a book but is not sure
how to go about accomplishing this. He has a wonderful collection of letters
that he would like to have put into a book. These letters were sent to his
grandmother from her siblings and other relatives, and they really cover a
slice of American life from a certain time period. One person fought in the
Civil War, another had an encounter with John Wilkes Booth before Lincoln's
assassination, still another wrote from the fields of the gold rush. That's
just to give you an idea of what he has and to illustrate that it's not a
genealogy or family history that he wants to publish, but something of
interest to his relatives and possibly historians as well.
Any ideas about who I should send him to?
Thanks for your input!

Sonia Schoenfield
Cook Memorial Public Library District
Libertyville, Illinois

------------------------------------------------------------------------------>
>
>
>

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From crscott at HeritageBooks.com Wed Sep 13 21:54:09 2006
From: crscott at HeritageBooks.com (Craig R. Scott)
Date: Thu Sep 14 18:13:28 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Publishers for genealogy material
References: <F473D3F3CB7E9240BDA34E607DA43DA9EFEAC7@CMLSRV02.cooklib.local>
Message-ID: <028d01c6d7a0$ade6ef90$6400a8c0@WillowBendBooks.local>

"Publish" can mean many things.
Is your patron looking for someone to pay for the printing of their book and pay
them a royalty?
If that is the case then you need to find a traditional genealogical publisher
that will accept the manuscript. A lot will depend on the quality of the content of
the letters.
Is your patron willing to pay for the printing of their book and therefore "selfpublish?"
Would they be willing to purchase a guaranteed quantity of the title if a
publishing house published it for them?
Can your patron edit the material or will they need help?
These and many more are the questions that need to be asked before a publishing
company can be appropriately selected by an author.
I will say that if you don't know what you are doing, need lots of help getting it
done, and expect a lot of hand holding during the process than my experience is
that Gateway Press is your best bet, and if you came to me that is where I would
send you.
If you don't need a lot of hand holding and can provide camera ready copy, but need
someone to create the cover for you, there is this other company that can help you.
Each publishing firm brings its own expertise to the process and the issue is
finding out what the best fit will be. Each publisher is different and brings a
different set of expectations to the process.
The most important thing that an author can do is ask questions to see if there is
a good fit.
C.
Craig R. Scott, CG
President & CEO
Heritage Books, Inc.
65 East Main Street
Westminster, MD 21157
800 876-6103
410 876-6101
(fax) 410 871-2674
crscott@HeritageBooks.com
Visit our websites www.HeritageBooks.com and www.WillowBendBooks.com
Subscribe to Heritage Books eNews http://www.HeritageBooks.com/hbsignup.htm

----- Original Message ----From: Sonia Schoenfield
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Thursday, September 14, 2006 3:11 PM
Subject: [Genealib] Publishers for genealogy material
Hi-

I have a genealogy patron who is looking to publish a book but is not sure how to
go about accomplishing this. He has a wonderful collection of letters that he would
like to have put into a book. These letters were sent to his grandmother from her
siblings and other relatives, and they really cover a slice of American life from a
certain time period. One person fought in the Civil War, another had an encounter
with John Wilkes Booth before Lincoln's assassination, still another wrote from the
fields of the gold rush. That's just to give you an idea of what he has and to
illustrate that it's not a genealogy or family history that he wants to publish,
but something of interest to his relatives and possibly historians as well.
Any ideas about who I should send him to?
Thanks for your input!

Sonia Schoenfield
Cook Memorial Public Library District
Libertyville, Illinois

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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From crscott at HeritageBooks.com Wed Sep 13 22:15:29 2006
From: crscott at HeritageBooks.com (Craig R. Scott)
Date: Thu Sep 14 18:34:47 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Publishers for genealogy material
References: <002301c6d83b$5fc9f960$4a5942a6@lchs.lancasterhistory.org>
Message-ID: <02a401c6d7a3$a8571c00$6400a8c0@WillowBendBooks.local>
>I would recommend Masthof Press over Closson Press, I think Closson books
> are cheaply prepared.

Although I would not have ever said this about Closson, until recently their
books had simple covers and usually lacked lamination, but the glue binding
was always good. Their books looked inexpensive and their pricing reflected
that fact. They are very inexpensive compared to other publishers. With new
equipment obtained during the past couple of years their covers on new
titles have more variety and many are laminated. Their production of the
"Early Landowners of Pennsylvania" series for Ancestral Tracks is excellent
and reflects what they are capable of doing in the perfect binding market.
There has, to my mind not every been the hint that their cloth titles, were
anything other than excellent bindings.
It is also important to recognize that you get what you pay for when it
comes to self-publishing. You have to be willing to pay for the lamination,
the color cover, the screened pictures and so much more.
Although I can not speak for Closson and would not even try to, I can say
that in my opinion, they have done everything that they can do to provide
their product as inexpensively as possible. There is a deference between a
publisher inexpensively creating product and pricing it as such and
producing a product to the known expectation of a author who is willing to
pay for the production.
I have always found that my dealings with both these two companies to be
honest, fair and perfectly fine in every way. They are both a joy to work
with and I am happy to know both of them.
C.
Craig R. Scott, CG
President & CEO
Heritage Books, Inc.
65 East Main Street
Westminster, MD 21157
800 876-6103
410 876-6101
(fax) 410 871-2674
crscott@HeritageBooks.com
Visit our websites www.HeritageBooks.com and www.WillowBendBooks.com
Subscribe to Heritage Books eNews http://www.HeritageBooks.com/hbsignup.htm
From OTugarina at nehgs.org Fri Sep 15 11:27:46 2006
From: OTugarina at nehgs.org (Tugarina, Olga)
Date: Fri Sep 15 11:27:48 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Periodicals available E-H
Message-ID: <1159AFB3D3416141857B5208287569BC2019D0@nehgsmail.nehgs.local>
To Librarians Serving Genealogists:
We are offering the following periodicals (E-H) to libraries and ask
that postage be reimbursed. Please send requests off-list, along with
your shipping address, to otugarina@nehgs.org.
<mailto:otugarina@nehgs.org.aS> I am going to post more periodicals in
September - October and to avoid multiple shipments to the same place I
could collect your orders until the very end and then send them all at
once.

Good luck!
Olga Tugarina
Technical Services Assistant
NEHGS
101 Newbury St.
Boston, MA 02116
Eaton Family Association Report
1888, 1890. 1898
Essex Genealogist
v.7:no.3(1987)
Everton's Genealogical Helper
v.60:no.4(2006)
FAMILIENNACHRICHTEN = Family News
79/05(2005)
Footnotes : Newsmagazine of Georgia Historical Society
v.31:no.1(2005), v.32:no.1,2)
Forum : Federation of Genealogical Societies
v.1:no.3(1989), v.2:no.2,3,4(1990), v.17:no.2,3(2005), v.18:no.1,2(2006)
Genealogical Computing
V.24:no.3(2005), v.25:no.1(2005)
Genealogical Journal : Utah Genealogical Association
v.29:no.4(2001) v.32:no.2(2004)
Guardian : Newsletter of the Jefferson Co. Hist Society, West Virginia
v.3:no.3,4(2005), v.4:no.1,2(2006)
Hartwells of America Newsletter
v.121:no.1(2005)
Heritage : American Jewish Historical Society
May 2005
Heritage Quest
v.21:no.1:issue 113(2005)
Highland Family History Society Journal
v.171998/99)-v.23(2004/05)
Holt Happenings
34th year(1955)-47th(1968), 51st year(1972)-58th year(1979), 61st
year(1982),64th year (1985)
Hoosier Genealogist
No.5,6(1962), no.1,2,4,5,6(1963),
v.4:no.1,3,5,6(1964),v.5:no.1(1965),v.45:no.4(2005)
Howard Historian
v.15(fall:1990)
Huguenot Families
no.9(2003), no.10(2004)
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From diane at kovacs.com Fri Sep 15 13:51:37 2006
From: diane at kovacs.com (Diane K. Kovacs)
Date: Fri Sep 15 14:46:11 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Results of Consumer and Professional/Research
Medical/Health Core Reference Tools 2006 Survey
Message-ID: <p06230900c13084c01e30@[192.168.1.101]>
Dear Colleagues,
Thank you very much for responding and for your patience in waiting
for the results to be compiled.
I always post the data I've gathered on core subject reference topics
back to the lists I posted the surveys to for everyone to share. You
will find the current results at:
Consumer Medical/Health core reference at
http://www.kovacs.com/results/consmedcore.html
Professional/research Medical/Health core reference
http://www.kovacs.com/results/profmedcore.html
Please note. I had only one response to my Spanish language
medical/health core reference survey and the professional/research
survey is based on only five responses but I compiled the data as a
way to prepare for next year's re-surveying.
Other survey results will be going up one at a time at
http://www.kovacs.com/misc.html and at
http://www.kovacs.com/results/coreresults.html. I hope to get all
the subject data posted yet this month. Last year's data is
available on that page now - scroll down past the current survey
links. Feel free to forward this to anyone or any other lists you
think will find it useful.
Thank you very much for your thoughtful assistance. I will re-run
these surveys winter/spring 2007 as well.
Cordially,
Diane
-Diane K. Kovacs, Web Teacher
"How to Find Medical Information on the Internet"
12 MLA CE Web-based Course
http://www.kovacs.com/mlace.html
Register anytime 2005-2006 to work at your own pace.
In person for 6 MLA and Ohio Public Library Certification CE OHIONET, Columbus, OH. October 26, 2006 9:00a-4:00p.
http://www.ohionet.org/training_desc.php?ID=416
Three Day Program: Medical Information on the Internet, 5-7 December
2006, Capitol Hotel, Dubai ??? UAE.
http://www.rt.ae/programs/MedInfo.htm (sessions include: How to Find
Medical Information on the Internet for the Healthcare Professional
and Consumer; How to Find Good Complementary & Alternative Medicine
(CAM) Information on the Web; Electronic Collection Development for
Health and Medicine E-Libraries)
AIM & Yahoo: SaintsMrsDi - MSN - diane@kovacs.com
From historian at mail2world.com Fri Sep 15 15:08:37 2006
From: historian at mail2world.com (Christine SweetHart CG)

Date: Fri Sep 15 15:11:21 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Collections Software
Message-ID: <1b5d01c6d8fa$59411960$0a04010a@mail2world.com>
Dear List Members:
I am heading up a preservation project of historical documents at my
local library. They have a multitude of items: artifacts, textiles,
paintings, artwork, books, papers, journals, etc. that need to be
preserved, catalogued, and later made accessible for researchers to use.
When working at a historical society in another part of the state, we
used Past Perfect software. Is this the industry standard? Has anyone
else used something different? I would appreciate the benefit of your
expertise in this area.
Sincerely,
Christine L. Sweet-Hart, CG(sm)
www.pastmassters.com
Dedicated to the rediscovery of and reconnection to Massachusetts
history through research, documentation, and preservation.
Email: info@pastmassters.com
Blog: www.pastmassters.blogspot.com
Certified Genealogist is a service mark of the Board for Certification
of Genealogists, used under license by board-certified associates after
periodic competency evaluations
Want fast fitness results? Click for free info, revolutionary product
<http://tagline.mail2world.com/fc/KCuVllYB1VRcsWhE9dxRlsBxKos6HQ/>

<span id=m2wTl><p><font face="Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif" size="2" style="fontsize:13.5px">_______________________________________________________________<BR>Get
the Free email that has everyone talking at <a href=http://www.mail2world.com
target=new>http://www.mail2world.com</a><br> <font color=#999999>Unlimited Email
Storage &#150; POP3 &#150; Calendar &#150; SMS &#150; Translator &#150; Much More!
</font></font></span>
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From dplumer at tsl.state.tx.us Fri Sep 15 15:25:04 2006
From: dplumer at tsl.state.tx.us (Danielle Plumer)
Date: Fri Sep 15 15:25:06 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Collections Software
Message-ID:
<45057232A4AC6444B0F9452131E7446E0410C4E9@exchange.win2k.tsl.state.tx.us>
Christine,
Many museums use Past Perfect; it's a lot less common in libraries. Some libraries
use a module added to their local catalog system, while others use custom databases
or other proprietary systems. An advantage of Past Perfect is that it has different
templates for different types of materials, but some of the newer library systems
have that type of option too. You might look around to see what's best, depending
on your budget and the system your library already uses.

You might check out the Massachusetts Digital Commonwealth (
http://www.nmrls.org/digitalcommonwealth/)
<http://www.nmrls.org/digitalcommonwealth/) for> for recommendations, particularly
if you ever plan to digitize any of the collection. Past Perfect is a less than
optimal way to serve digital collections.
Danielle Cunniff Plumer, Coordinator
Texas Heritage Digitization Initiative
Texas State Library and Archives Commission
512.463.5852 (phone) / 512.936.2306 (fax)
dplumer@tsl.state.tx.us
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealibbounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Christine SweetHart CG
Sent: Friday, September 15, 2006 2:09 PM
To: genealib@lists.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Collections Software
Dear List Members:
I am heading up a preservation project of historical documents at my local library.
They have a multitude of items: artifacts, textiles, paintings, artwork, books,
papers, journals, etc. that need to be preserved, catalogued, and later made
accessible for researchers to use.
When working at a historical society in another part of the state, we used Past
Perfect software. Is this the industry standard? Has anyone else used something
different? I would appreciate the benefit of your expertise in this area.
Sincerely,
Christine L. Sweet-Hart, CG(sm)
www.pastmassters.com
Dedicated to the rediscovery of and reconnection to Massachusetts history through
research, documentation, and preservation.
Email: info@pastmassters.com
Blog: www.pastmassters.blogspot.com
Certified Genealogist is a service mark of the Board for Certification of
Genealogists, used under license by board-certified associates after periodic
competency evaluations
Want fast fitness results? Click for free info, revolutionary
<http://tagline.mail2world.com/fc/KCuVllYB1VRcsWhE9dxRlsBxKos6HQ/> product
_______________________________________________________________
Get the Free email that has everyone talking at http://www.mail2world.com
Unlimited Email Storage - POP3 - Calendar - SMS - Translator - Much More!
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From rcarr at nypl.org Fri Sep 15 15:32:05 2006
From: rcarr at nypl.org (rcarr@nypl.org)

Date: Fri Sep 15 15:28:12 2006
Subject: [Genealib] GPC Award Nominations Sought
Message-ID: <OFFF0E679B.93993B58-ON852571EA.006ADCE0-852571EA.006AF1DD@nypl.org>
Call for Nominations
Nominations are solicited for the ALA History Section/Genealogical
Publishing Company Award, 2007. The award, established in 1992, consists
of $1,500 cash, with a citation, to a librarian, library, or publisher who
has achieved excellence in historical reference and research librarianship.
Sponsored by Genealogical Publishing Company, this award may be a career
achievement award for persons who have made ongoing contributions to the
local history and genealogy fields over many years and who have been active
in the History Section.
Current membership in RUSA and the History
Section is required. The nominations will be evaluated for exceptional
accomplishment in such fields as bibliography, book reviewing, indexing,
professional association leadership, programs, and training. The list of
previous winners can be viewed at
http://www.ala.org/Template.cfm?Section=awards&template=/ContentManagement/
ContentDisplay.cfm&ContentID=54578
.
To nominate an individual, please follow the format below, detailing the
individual's accomplishments and service to the field. The GPC Award
Committee understands that not all fields may be relevant for all nominees.
Nominations must be received by December 15, 2006. Nominations should be
sent via mail to the Chair:
Ruth A. Carr, Chief
Irma & Paul Milstein Division of United States History, Local History &
Genealogy
Humanities and Social Sciences Library
New York Public Library
Fifth Avenue and 42nd Street
New York, NY 10018
or via email to:
rcarr@nypl.org
****
Name of nominee:
Present title:
Present employer:
Contact information:
Past positions:
Service to History Section:
Service to RUSA:

Service to ALA:
Service to allied organizations:
Awards received:
Publications:
Anything else the Committee should know:
Nominator:
Nominator's Contact Information:
*****
Accompanying materials are welcomed.

Nominations will remain active for

two years. Individuals nominated this year who do not receive the award
will automatically be reconsidered for the 2008 award.
From SWoodard at daytonmetrolibrary.org Fri Sep 15 16:18:45 2006
From: SWoodard at daytonmetrolibrary.org (Shawna Woodard)
Date: Fri Sep 15 16:18:49 2006
Subject: [Genealib] offer: Good Gene Pool book
Message-ID: <7898A79C279DB84281A9B3CEEDBA48F7016B7173@mail.DMCPL.local>
Free:
"A Good Gene Pool of the Eastern Shore of Virginia and Maryland"
by Robert Leland Johnson.
*Author is from Denver, Colorado.
*The book, as you can tell from the title, features Virginia and Maryland.
Some surnames are:
*Scarborough
*Toft
*Fowke
*Fooks
These famous people are mentioned:
*President John Adams
*President John Quincy Adams.
The family appears to be of English origin.
Shawna Woodard
Genealogy Librarian
Dayton Metro Library
315 E. Third St.
Dayton, OH 45402
937-496-8653
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From gaelicpilgrim at yahoo.com Fri Sep 15 18:05:55 2006
From: gaelicpilgrim at yahoo.com (Rita Gibson)
Date: Fri Sep 15 18:05:57 2006
Subject: [Genealib] ideas regarding library automated systems
In-Reply-To: <OFFF0E679B.93993B58-ON852571EA.006ADCE0-852571EA.006AF1DD@nypl.org>
Message-ID: <20060915220555.22992.qmail@web42409.mail.scd.yahoo.com>
Our genealogical society is looking into obtaining our first automated library
system, mostly for tech services (cataloging, acquisitions and serials) more so
than circ as we are a reference only library. Will you folks out there be willing
to share with me off-list any pros and cons regarding the various systems available
out there? I'd like to be able to put together an informal report of the findings
in time for next month's monthly meeting (mid-October). In your in reply, will you
also let me know what type of library and size and anything other info that might
prove helpful for them to decide which direction to pursue? I realize that this
topic has probably been discussed, but I wanted to obtain current views.
Thanks in advance!
Rita

--------------------------------All-new Yahoo! Mail - Fire up a more powerful email and get things done faster.
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From treviawbeverly at houston.rr.com Fri Sep 15 22:37:58 2006
From: treviawbeverly at houston.rr.com (Trevia W Beverly)
Date: Fri Sep 15 22:28:48 2006
Subject: [Genealib] ideas regarding library automated systems
References: <20060915220555.22992.qmail@web42409.mail.scd.yahoo.com>
Message-ID: <001201c6d939$1fa46ab0$6401a8c0@oemcomputer>
In the interest of other genealogical societies that may have libraries, or
individuals who have a large number of books, do look into Church Related Online
Software System ....
CROSS .... http://www.cross-products.com/
a good general
program suitable not only for church libraries but general ones as well.
I use it for my personal library, which I suspect makes a fair showing against
many small libraries. Books, periodicals, CDs, maps, etc. Cataloging can be fairly
simple ... I simple look up my book on the public library's online catalog ...
(includes Clayton Library Center for Genealogical Research) -- on the rare occasion
when I have something HPL does not have, I call one of the universities, etc.
Great for insurance purposes. Very user-friendly; anyone can input the
information - and your patrons can easily use it --- and you have good support.
But I'm sure there are other good programs out there -Trevia Wooster Beverly
Houston, Texas
----- Original Message ----From: Rita Gibson
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Sent: Friday, September 15, 2006 5:05 PM
Subject: [Genealib] ideas regarding library automated systems

Our genealogical society is looking into obtaining our first automated library
system, mostly for tech services (cataloging, acquisitions and serials) more so
than circ as we are a reference only library. Will you folks out there be willing
to share with me off-list any pros and cons regarding the various systems available
out there? I'd like to be able to put together an informal report of the findings
in time for next month's monthly meeting (mid-October). In your in reply, will you
also let me know what type of library and size and anything other info that might
prove helpful for them to decide which direction to pursue? I realize that this
topic has probably been discussed, but I wanted to obtain current views.
Thanks in advance!
Rita

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------All-new Yahoo! Mail - Fire up a more powerful email and get things done faster.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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From ECole at oakville.ca Fri Sep 15 22:31:04 2006
From: ECole at oakville.ca (ECole@oakville.ca)
Date: Fri Sep 15 22:31:18 2006
Subject: [Genealib] I am currently out of the office and will return at 1
p.m. on Tuesday, September 19, 2006.
Message-ID: <OF9534F257.F5446B15-ON852571EB.000DD4C2-852571EB.000DD4C2@oakville.ca>
I will be out of the office starting
09/19/2006.

09/15/2006 and will not return until

If you require more immediate assistance, please contact AskUs!, our e-mail
reference service at oplreference@oakville.ca or call our Information Desk
at 905-815-2044 during business hours.
From genlib at srlsys.org Mon Sep 18 08:46:44 2006
From: genlib at srlsys.org (Genealogy Department)
Date: Mon Sep 18 08:45:12 2006
Subject: [Genealib] offer: Good Gene Pool book
In-Reply-To: <7898A79C279DB84281A9B3CEEDBA48F7016B7173@mail.DMCPL.local>
Message-ID: <002f01c6db20$7f6bb780$7a00140a@ComputerC>
Where can I get book or from whom.

Lydia Lott
Genealogy Department

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Shawna
Woodard
Sent: Friday, September 15, 2006 3:19 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] offer: Good Gene Pool book

Free:
"A Good Gene Pool of the Eastern Shore of Virginia and Maryland"
by Robert Leland Johnson.

*Author is from Denver, Colorado.

*The book, as you can tell from the title, features Virginia and
Maryland.

Some surnames are:
*Scarborough
*Toft
*Fowke
*Fooks

These famous people are mentioned:
*President John Adams
*President John Quincy Adams.

The family appears to be of English origin.

Shawna Woodard

Genealogy Librarian
Dayton Metro Library
315 E. Third St.
Dayton, OH

45402

937-496-8653
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From OTugarina at nehgs.org Mon Sep 18 12:06:21 2006
From: OTugarina at nehgs.org (Tugarina, Olga)
Date: Mon Sep 18 12:06:24 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Periodicals available K-N
Message-ID: <1159AFB3D3416141857B5208287569BC2019DB@nehgsmail.nehgs.local>
To Librarians Serving Genealogists:
We are offering the following periodicals (K-N) to libraries and ask
that postage be reimbursed. Please send requests off-list, along with
your shipping address, to otugarina@nehgs.org.
<mailto:otugarina@nehgs.org.aS> I am going to post more periodicals in
September - October and to avoid multiple shipments to the same place I
could collect your orders until the very end and then send them all at
once.
Good luck!
Olga Tugarina
Technical Services Assistant
New England Historic Genealogical Society
101 Newbury St.
Boston, MA 02116
K-N
Ke Ku'auhau : Honolulu Co., Gen Soc.
v.15:no.5(2006)
Kent Family History Society Journal
v.9:no.10(2001)
Kentucky Ancestors
v.1:no.1(1965)
Kentucky Genealogist
v.17(1975) v.18(1976) v.19:no.1,2,4(1977) v.20(1978)
Kentucky Historical Society Chronicle
Autumn/Winter 2005-06
Keyhole: Quarterly Publication of Genealogical Society of Southwestern
PA
v.34:no.2,3,4(2005)
Livermore Roots Tracer
v.18:no.2(1998)

Maine Genealogist
v.20:no.1,2(1998)
MASSOG: Genealogical Magazine for Commonwealth of Massachusetts
v.11(1987) v.12 (1988) v.27:no.3/4(2003)
Mayflower Descendant
v.54:no.1(2005)
Missouri Historical Review
v.68:no.4(1974) v.69(1974/75) v.70(1975/76) v.71(1976/77) v.72(1977/78)
v.73(1978/79) v.74:no.1(1979) v.77:no.1(1982)
Mistletoe Leaves : Oklahoma Historical Society
v.36(2005)
NCGS News
v.29(2005)
Nebraska Ancestry
v.7:no.4(1985)
Network to Freedom : Official Newsletter of the National Underground
Railroad Network to Freedom
No.9(2005)
New Hampshire Historical Society Newsletter
v.40:no.1(2002), v.41:no.1(2003)
New Hampshire Society of Genealogists Newsletter
v.25:no.2,3(2005)
New-York Historical Society Quarterly
v.36:no.2(1952)
New York History
v.72:no.1(1991)
Newsletter of the Saint-Domingue Special Interest Group
v.1:no.1(1989) v.2:no.1,2(1990)v.3:no.1,2,3(1991) v.4:no.1,2,3(1992)
v.5:no.3,4(1993) v.6:no.1,2,3(1994) v.8:no.2(1996)
Newsline : a quarterly journal of the East Tenn. Hist. Soc.
v.14:no.2,4(1998) v.15 (1999) v.16(2000) v.17(2001) v.18(2002)
Newton-Forsythe
v.9:no.2(198)
NGS Newsmagazine
v.27:no.1,3,4(2001)

v.28:no.3,4(2002)

v.29:no.1(2003)

North Carolina Genealogical Society Journal
v.9:no.1-4(1983)
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From cheryls at plano.gov Mon Sep 18 14:01:58 2006

From: cheryls at plano.gov (Cheryl Smith)
Date: Mon Sep 18 14:02:02 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Tatterson family history book
Message-ID: <608A148346033945A88A2FEFC8B8B0140158A459@ISMB05.city.plano.gov>
Hello,
I'm looking for a book, "History of the Tatterson family in Virginia &
West Virginia, 1792-1926" by Ray Michael Tatterson. I've looked in
Worldcat, Heritage Quest online, FamilySearch.org, and tried googling
it. I cannot locate it. Does anyone know of a library that might own
it? Other Tatterson books can be found in Worldcat and such. Those we
are doing Interlibrary Loans on.
I'd be grateful if anyone has a copy and could do a look-up for us.
Thanks
Cheryl Smith
Public Services Librarian Senior
Harrington Library
1501 18th St.
Plano, TX 75074
972-941-7175
From reminder at comcast.net Mon Sep 18 14:43:49 2006
From: reminder at comcast.net (Ceya)
Date: Mon Sep 18 14:43:56 2006
Subject: [Genealib] INVENTORY OF Genealogy BOOKS FOR SALE Updated September
18, 2006.doc
Message-ID: <00d401c6db52$67dc4d50$6501000a@minder>
Skipped content of type multipart/alternative-------------- next part
-------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: INVENTORY OF Genealogy BOOKS FOR SALE Updated September 18,
2006.doc
Type: application/msword
Size: 83456 bytes
Desc: not available
Url :
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060918/4dc44997/
INVENTORYOFGenealogyBOOKSFORSALEUpdatedSeptember182006-0001.doc
From kstanley at flash.net Mon Sep 18 14:47:20 2006
From: kstanley at flash.net (Karen Stanley)
Date: Mon Sep 18 14:47:22 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Tatterson family history book
In-Reply-To: <608A148346033945A88A2FEFC8B8B0140158A459@ISMB05.city.plano.gov>
Message-ID: <20060918184720.31010.qmail@web80228.mail.yahoo.com>
Found a posting by the author on Genforum. You can contact him at
rmtatterson@msn.com to inquire about libraries that may have purchased a copy.
See http://genforum.genealogy.com/tatterson/messages/23.html
Karen Stanley
Houston, TX
Cheryl Smith <cheryls@plano.gov> wrote:
Hello,

I'm looking for a book, "History of the Tatterson family in Virginia &
West Virginia, 1792-1926" by Ray Michael Tatterson. I've looked in
Worldcat, Heritage Quest online, FamilySearch.org, and tried googling
it. I cannot locate it. Does anyone know of a library that might own
it? Other Tatterson books can be found in Worldcat and such. Those we
are doing Interlibrary Loans on.
I'd be grateful if anyone has a copy and could do a look-up for us.
Thanks
Cheryl Smith
Public Services Librarian Senior
Harrington Library
1501 18th St.
Plano, TX 75074
972-941-7175
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060918/
cda5d8f5/attachment.html
From ehayes at lclsonline.org Mon Sep 18 16:13:52 2006
From: ehayes at lclsonline.org (Elaine Hayes)
Date: Mon Sep 18 16:14:27 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Old Quakers Town
Message-ID: <s50ea9bf.085@lclsonline.org>
Hello,
I have a patron that has an old family history that refers to a place
called "Old Quakers Town". I have been able to find a Quakertown, PA
in
Bucks County, a Quakertown Rd. in Middlesex County, New Jersey and a
Quaker City in Guernsey County, Ohio as possibilities. But I wonder if
anyone is aware of an "Old Quakers Town" or a "Quakers Town" that
previously existed but may have changed it's name or otherwise
disappeared? The time period we're looking at is 1873. We were
looking
for a Zabel family there, spefically a Fritz Zabel who married Theresa
Schliske. Unfortunately my patron is very short on clues as to where
this place may be.
Elaine Jones Hayes MLS
Special Collections Librarian
Family and Local History
Laramie County Library System
2800 Central Avenue
Cheyenne, Wyoming 82001
ehayes@lclsonline.org
307-634-3561 x132
"There is a history in all men's lives." -- William Shakespeare

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From Suzanne.Levy at fairfaxcounty.gov Mon Sep 18 20:29:07 2006
From: Suzanne.Levy at fairfaxcounty.gov (Levy, Suzanne S.)
Date: Mon Sep 18 20:29:12 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Attn: Lydia Lott
Message-ID:
<99C1F7217998E84790D8D979BD81EF740341F20B@FFXEXVM01.FFX.CO.FAIRFAX.VA.US>
Please contact me directly about a copy of this book. I have an extra.
Suzanne S. Levy, Virginia Room Librarian
Fairfax City Regional Library
3915 Chain Bridge Road
Fairfax VA 22030
703-293-6383
http://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/library/branches/vr/
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Genealogy
Department
Sent: Monday, September 18, 2006 8:47 AM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: RE: [Genealib] offer: Good Gene Pool book

Where can I get book or from whom.

Lydia Lott
Genealogy Department

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Shawna
Woodard
Sent: Friday, September 15, 2006 3:19 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] offer: Good Gene Pool book

Free:
"A Good Gene Pool of the Eastern Shore of Virginia and Maryland"
by Robert Leland Johnson.

*Author is from Denver, Colorado.

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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From genlib at srlsys.org Tue Sep 19 08:37:44 2006
From: genlib at srlsys.org (Genealogy Department)
Date: Tue Sep 19 08:36:12 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Attn: Lydia Lott
In-Reply-To:
<99C1F7217998E84790D8D979BD81EF740341F20B@FFXEXVM01.FFX.CO.FAIRFAX.VA.US>
Message-ID: <002401c6dbe8$67e75fb0$7a00140a@ComputerC>
Suzanne, I tried calling this morning. Please let me know as to what
time is good for you.

Thanks,
Lydia

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Levy,
Suzanne S.
Sent: Monday, September 18, 2006 7:29 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Attn: Lydia Lott

Please contact me directly about a copy of this book. I have an extra.

Suzanne S. Levy, Virginia Room Librarian
Fairfax City Regional Library
3915 Chain Bridge Road
Fairfax VA 22030
703-293-6383
http://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/library/branches/vr/

_____
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu

[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Genealogy
Department
Sent: Monday, September 18, 2006 8:47 AM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: RE: [Genealib] offer: Good Gene Pool book
Where can I get book or from whom.

Lydia Lott
Genealogy Department

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Shawna
Woodard
Sent: Friday, September 15, 2006 3:19 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] offer: Good Gene Pool book

Free:
"A Good Gene Pool of the Eastern Shore of Virginia and Maryland"
by Robert Leland Johnson.

*Author is from Denver, Colorado.

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From Suzanne.Levy at fairfaxcounty.gov Tue Sep 19 09:59:09 2006
From: Suzanne.Levy at fairfaxcounty.gov (Levy, Suzanne S.)
Date: Tue Sep 19 09:59:13 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Attn: Lydia Lott
Message-ID:
<99C1F7217998E84790D8D979BD81EF740341F217@FFXEXVM01.FFX.CO.FAIRFAX.VA.US>
I am here now. No. is 703-934-8192.
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Genealogy
Department
Sent: Tuesday, September 19, 2006 8:38 AM

To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Attn: Lydia Lott

Suzanne, I tried calling this morning. Please let me know as to what
time is good for you.

Thanks,
Lydia

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Levy,
Suzanne S.
Sent: Monday, September 18, 2006 7:29 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Attn: Lydia Lott

Please contact me directly about a copy of this book. I have an extra.

Suzanne S. Levy, Virginia Room Librarian
Fairfax City Regional Library
3915 Chain Bridge Road
Fairfax VA 22030
703-293-6383
http://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/library/branches/vr/

________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Genealogy
Department
Sent: Monday, September 18, 2006 8:47 AM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: RE: [Genealib] offer: Good Gene Pool book
Where can I get book or from whom.

Lydia Lott

Genealogy Department

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Shawna
Woodard
Sent: Friday, September 15, 2006 3:19 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] offer: Good Gene Pool book

Free:
"A Good Gene Pool of the Eastern Shore of Virginia and Maryland"
by Robert Leland Johnson.

*Author is from Denver, Colorado.
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From Munroe at oshkoshpubliclibrary.org Tue Sep 19 14:09:14 2006
From: Munroe at oshkoshpubliclibrary.org (Mara Munroe)
Date: Tue Sep 19 14:08:52 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Old Quakers Town
In-Reply-To: <s50ea9bf.085@lclsonline.org>
Message-ID: <9720CA43F755A148BF65B6618B90CB94AE4449@magneto.wals.local>
Elaine,
Have you found the family in 1880 or 1870 censuses? Heritage Quest 1870
shows Zabels in Newark NJ and one family in Berks Co. PA.
1880 census on familysearch.org shows a Ferdinand & Theresa Zabel in
Belleville IL. Both in their 50s, no kids at home.

Mara B. Munroe
Local and Family History Librarian
Oshkosh Public Library
Oshkosh WI 54901-4985

________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Elaine
Hayes
Sent: Monday, September 18, 2006 3:14 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Old Quakers Town

Hello,
I have a patron that has an old family history that refers to a place
called "Old Quakers Town". I have been able to find a Quakertown, PA in
Bucks County, a Quakertown Rd. in Middlesex County, New Jersey and a
Quaker City in Guernsey County, Ohio as possibilities. But I wonder if
anyone is aware of an "Old Quakers Town" or a "Quakers Town" that
previously existed but may have changed it's name or otherwise
disappeared? The time period we're looking at is 1873. We were looking
for a Zabel family there, spefically a Fritz Zabel who married Theresa
Schliske. Unfortunately my patron is very short on clues as to where
this place may be.
Elaine Jones Hayes MLS
Special Collections Librarian
Family and Local History
Laramie County Library System
2800 Central Avenue
Cheyenne, Wyoming 82001
ehayes@lclsonline.org
307-634-3561 x132
"There is a history in all men's lives." -- William Shakespeare
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From Munroe at oshkoshpubliclibrary.org Tue Sep 19 15:01:59 2006
From: Munroe at oshkoshpubliclibrary.org (Mara Munroe)
Date: Tue Sep 19 15:01:58 2006
Subject: [Genealib] ScanPro 1000 or 500 or other MF reader
In-Reply-To: <fa9ea48c0609120912g1a857254oce8d07dc55df935b@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <9720CA43F755A148BF65B6618B90CB94AE445A@magneto.wals.local>
Alice,

For a free-lance project, I have been at a different library which has a
new Minolta 3000 MK which connects to a pc. I am able to select just
the ad or article itself and save scans directly to my USB key as tif
files. My big items are one column by 8 inches or maybe a 4 x 6 ad. I
will be able to get 75 items on my key at the rate I'm going. LOVE IT.

Mara B. Munroe
Local and Family History Librarian
Oshkosh Public Library
Oshkosh WI 54901-4985

________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Alice Soles
Sent: Tuesday, September 12, 2006 11:13 AM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] ScanPro 1000 or 500

HI!

Does anyone on this list has seen or used a ScanPro 1000 or 500?

We are considering purchasing a microfilm reader printer and would like
any suggestions from the list. The most important item to use it with
will be the local newspaper.

Appreciate your comments.

Thanks!

-Alice Soles, Interlibrary Loan & Local History Librarian
Columbus County Public Library
407 N. Powell Blvd.
Whiteville, NC 28472
910-641-3979/3976
http://home.earthlink.net/~columbusgenealogy
CCLibrary@gmail.com
The opinions in this message may not necessarily be that of this agency.
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From abrisee at yahoo.com Wed Sep 20 12:12:36 2006
From: abrisee at yahoo.com (adrian brisee)
Date: Wed Sep 20 12:12:38 2006

Subject: [Genealib] Quakertown
Message-ID: <20060920161236.25089.qmail@web52105.mail.yahoo.com>
On page 391 of A Gazetteer of the State Of Pennsylvania, by Thomas F. Gordon (1832)
(reprinted by Polyanthos 1975):
Quakertown p-t (post town) and village of Richland T-ship, Bucks co., on the tpike road from Philadelphia to Bethlehem, 37 ms. N.N.W. from the former, and 15 ms.
south from the latter, and 17 ms. N.W. of Doylestown, 172 ms. N.E. of W.C.., 86 E.
of Harrisburg. It is a small neat town of a single street, containing about 40
dwellings, 2 stores, 3 taverns, and a Quaker meeting house, situated in a rich and
thriving settlement.
Hope this helps.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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From laurie at epodunk.com Wed Sep 20 12:14:55 2006
From: laurie at epodunk.com (Laurie Bennett)
Date: Wed Sep 20 12:14:58 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Quakertown
Message-ID: <ae40e8f30609200914w50844697ibddbdc7fac0797b@mail.gmail.com>
Don't know if this is the one your'e looking for, but our database
shows that Farmington, MI, was formerly known as Quakertown. See:
http://www.epodunk.com/cgi-bin/genInfo.php?locIndex=21782
Laurie Bennett
ePodunk - Celebrating the power of place
http://www.epodunk.com - US
http://ca.epodunk.com - Canada
http://uk.epodunk.com - UK
From ABurrows at slv.vic.gov.au Wed Sep 20 14:02:41 2006
From: ABurrows at slv.vic.gov.au (ABurrows@slv.vic.gov.au)
Date: Wed Sep 20 14:02:47 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Leave
Message-ID: <OFC2D79525.32EC490F-ONCA2571EF.00631F7ACA2571EF.00631F7A@slv.vic.gov.au>

I will be out of the office starting
25/09/2006.

21/09/2006 and will not return until

This message and any attachment is intended only for the use of the
Addressee and may contain information that is PRIVILEGED and CONFIDENTIAL.
If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any
dissemination of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have
received this communication in error, please delete all copies of the
message and its attachments and notify the sender immediately. Thank you.
From rhager at slcl.org

Wed Sep 20 14:38:17 2006

From: rhager at slcl.org (Ruth Ann Hager)
Date: Wed Sep 20 14:39:04 2006
Subject: [Genealib] New online index for Mo. U.S. Colored Troops
Message-ID: <5.2.0.9.0.20060920124527.00c4c748@199.181.178.202>
Below is the announcement of a new online index. If you have questions
about it or the National Archives microfilm publication from which it was
derived, please feel free to contact me.
**************************************
The St. Louis County Library Special Collections Department is proud to
announce a new online index for Descriptive Recruitment Lists of Volunteers
for the United States Colored Troops for the State of Missouri, 1863-1865
(National Archives microfilm publication M1894). This microfilm set (6
rolls) was produced in 2002 through a partnership between the National
Archives and the Julius K. Hunter & Friends African American Research
Collection, St. Louis County Library. Unique to border states, these
extremely rare Civil War era records provide information for approximately
5,000 African American recruits who enlisted at a Missouri recruiting station.
Each indexed document includes a physical description of the recruit
including his age, height, and place of birth (county and state). The
documents also show the name and residence (county and state) of each
recruit's former slave owner.
This new online index includes two lists, one alphabetical by name of
recruit, the other alphabetical by name of former slave owner. About 10% of
the recruits were listed as "free" or did not list a slave owner.
Although this is a Missouri resource, birth places of the recruits included
23 states, the District of Columbia, and the Cherokee Nation.
The index is available at
http://www.slcl.org/branches/hq/sc/jkh/usctmo/usctmosoldiers.htm
More extensive information about the microfilm set can be found at
http://www.slcl.org/branches/hq/sc/jkh/m1894.htm
**************************************
Please share this with anyone who might benefit from it.
Ruth Ann
____________________________________________________________________
Ruth Ann Hager, CG, CGL
Reference Specialist, Special Collections
St. Louis County Library
1640 South Lindbergh Blvd.
St. Louis, MO 63131-3598
(314) 994-3300 ext. 208
rhager@slcl.org
http://www.slcl.org/branches/hq/sc/
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From lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us Wed Sep 20 14:48:24 2006
From: lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us (Larry Naukam)
Date: Wed Sep 20 14:46:27 2006

Subject: [Genealib] ScanPro 1000 or 500 or other MF reader
In-Reply-To: <9720CA43F755A148BF65B6618B90CB94AE445A@magneto.wals.local>
Message-ID: <0a9c01c6dce5$6046ec00$3102060a@rpl.org>
We set up our scanner/microfilm reader last year to save either to a CD (not
used, because of technical considerations) or save to a flash drive. Patrons
love it, because you can get a digital copy on the flash drive and just take
it home. We sell them for 10 dollars each, and recently upgraded to selling
a 64 meg flash drive, as we could no longer find anything as small as a 32
megger!

We can get scans of newspaper, and anything else on microfilm, such as
scrapbooks.
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From ksmith at aapld.org Wed Sep 20 15:04:03 2006
From: ksmith at aapld.org (Kristen Smith)
Date: Wed Sep 20 15:03:40 2006
Subject: [Genealib] ideas regarding library automated systems
Message-ID: <50B2DA3E3BEA9F4D80DFCDCA8891183D8C336C@www.aapld.info>
Rita,

You might find the following article from Computers in Libraries
helpful:

Helping You Buy: integrated library systems. (survey) Andrew K. Pace.
Computers in Libraries, Sept 2005 v25 i8 p25(7)

Kristen Newton Smith, M.L.S.
Reference & Genealogy Librarian
Algonquin Area Public Library
847-458-6060 ext. 129

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Trevia W
Beverly
Sent: Friday, September 15, 2006 9:38 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] ideas regarding library automated systems

In the interest of other genealogical societies that may have
libraries, or individuals who have a large number of books, do look into
Church Related Online Software System ....
CROSS ....
http://www.cross-products.com/
a good general program suitable not
only for church libraries but general ones as well.
I use it for my personal library, which I suspect makes a fair
showing against many small libraries. Books, periodicals, CDs, maps,
etc. Cataloging can be fairly simple ... I simple look up my book on
the public library's online catalog ... (includes Clayton Library
Center for Genealogical Research) -- on the rare occasion when I have
something HPL does not have, I call one of the universities, etc.
Great for insurance purposes. Very user-friendly; anyone can input
the information - and your patrons can easily use it --- and you have
good support. But I'm sure there are other good programs out there --

Trevia Wooster Beverly
Houston, Texas
----- Original Message ----From: Rita Gibson <mailto:gaelicpilgrim@yahoo.com>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
<mailto:genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Friday, September 15, 2006 5:05 PM
Subject: [Genealib] ideas regarding library automated systems

Our genealogical society is looking into obtaining our first
automated library system, mostly for tech services (cataloging,
acquisitions and serials) more so than circ as we are a reference only
library. Will you folks out there be willing to share with me off-list
any pros and cons regarding the various systems available out there? I'd
like to be able to put together an informal report of the findings in
time for next month's monthly meeting (mid-October). In your in reply,
will you also let me know what type of library and size and anything
other info that might prove helpful for them to decide which direction
to pursue? I realize that this topic has probably been discussed, but I
wanted to obtain current views.

Thanks in advance!

Rita

_____
All-new Yahoo! Mail
<http://us.rd.yahoo.com/evt=43256/*http:/advision.webevents.yahoo.com/ma
ilbeta> - Fire up a more powerful email and get things done faster.
_____
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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From gresd at ohoopeelibrary.org Wed Sep 20 15:20:59 2006
From: gresd at ohoopeelibrary.org (Dusty Gres)
Date: Wed Sep 20 15:20:57 2006
Subject: [Genealib] ideas regarding library automated systems
In-Reply-To: <50B2DA3E3BEA9F4D80DFCDCA8891183D8C336C@www.aapld.info>
Message-ID: <000001c6dce9$e7c0f0f0$140ba8c0@Director>
You might want to look into our new Evergreen system, here in Georgia.
Written and designed for public libraries in the PINES consortium (252
libraries) by our PINES staff, it is being offered free as an open ILS -- We
are still working out some bugs, daily, but have been up and operating since
September 5th. The catalog can been seen at http://www.gapines.org
The system info is here:
http://open-ils.org

Dusty Gres, Director
Ohoopee Regional Library System
Hdq: Vidalia-Toombs County Library
610 Jackson Street
Vidalia, GA 30474
PH: (912) 537-9283
FAX: (912) 537-3735
EMAIL: gresd@ohoopeelibrary.org
WEB: http://www.ohoopeelibrary.org <http://www.ohoopeelibrary.org/>

_____
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Kristen Smith
Sent: Wednesday, September 20, 2006 3:04 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] ideas regarding library automated systems

Rita,

You might find the following article from Computers in Libraries helpful:

Helping You Buy: integrated library systems. (survey) Andrew K. Pace.
Computers in Libraries, Sept 2005 v25 i8 p25(7)

Kristen Newton Smith, M.L.S.
Reference & Genealogy Librarian
Algonquin Area Public Library
847-458-6060 ext. 129

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Trevia W
Beverly
Sent: Friday, September 15, 2006 9:38 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] ideas regarding library automated systems

In the interest of other genealogical societies that may have libraries, or
individuals who have a large number of books, do look into Church Related
Online Software System ....
CROSS .... http://www.cross-products.com/
a
good general program suitable not only for church libraries but general ones
as well.
I use it for my personal library, which I suspect makes a fair showing
against many small libraries. Books, periodicals, CDs, maps, etc.
Cataloging can be fairly simple ... I simple look up my book on the public
library's online catalog ... (includes Clayton Library Center for
Genealogical Research) -- on the rare occasion when I have something HPL
does not have, I call one of the universities, etc.
Great for insurance purposes. Very user-friendly; anyone can input the
information - and your patrons can easily use it --- and you have good
support. But I'm sure there are other good programs out there --

Trevia Wooster Beverly
Houston, Texas
----- Original Message -----

From: Rita

<mailto:gaelicpilgrim@yahoo.com> Gibson

To: Librarians Serving

<mailto:genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu> Genealogists

Sent: Friday, September 15, 2006 5:05 PM
Subject: [Genealib] ideas regarding library automated systems

Our genealogical society is looking into obtaining our first automated
library system, mostly for tech services (cataloging, acquisitions and
serials) more so than circ as we are a reference only library. Will you
folks out there be willing to share with me off-list any pros and cons
regarding the various systems available out there? I'd like to be able to
put together an informal report of the findings in time for next month's
monthly meeting (mid-October). In your in reply, will you also let me know
what type of library and size and anything other info that might prove
helpful for them to decide which direction to pursue? I realize that this
topic has probably been discussed, but I wanted to obtain current views.

Thanks in advance!

Rita
_____
All-new
<http://us.rd.yahoo.com/evt=43256/*http:/advision.webevents.yahoo.com/mailbe
ta> Yahoo! Mail - Fire up a more powerful email and get things done faster.
_____
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060920/1fa60513/
attachment.html
From bcopeley at nhhistory.org Wed Sep 20 16:53:00 2006
From: bcopeley at nhhistory.org (Bill Copeley)
Date: Wed Sep 20 16:57:31 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Professional Researchers List
Message-ID: <ADF486B25AAD414A970790B1E68A632A31DB11@exchange.mdomain.nhhistory.org>

Does anyone maintain an online listing of professional researchers in
your locality? If so, do you charge researchers to be so listed?

I know many of us keep a keep a formal or informal list of such folks at
our desks, because it is a frequently asked question by patrons. Now
the suggestion has been made that we put the list on our organizational
website, and charge a fee.
We now charge $25 per year to be included
on a list which I e-mail and hand out liberally.

Thanks as usual for your penetrating insights.

William Copeley, Librarian
New Hampshire Historical Society
30 Park Street
Concord, NH

03301-6384

603-856-0641

bcopeley@nhhistory.org

Website: www.nhhistory.org
Catalog of library and museum items at http://nhhistory.library.net

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060920/746e8537/
attachment.html
From cringel at webrary.org Wed Sep 20 17:25:48 2006
From: cringel at webrary.org (Colleen Ringel)
Date: Wed Sep 20 17:25:51 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Professional Researchers List
In-Reply-To:
<ADF486B25AAD414A970790B1E68A632A31DB11@exchange.mdomain.nhhistory.org>
References: <ADF486B25AAD414A970790B1E68A632A31DB11@exchange.mdomain.nhhistory.org>
Message-ID: <1B3CF3C5-AAB7-4D54-A54F-2100490C33F8@webrary.org>
The Chicago Genealogical Society maintains a list of researchers.
They must be members of the society and the list is maintained by our
corresponding secretary who sends it out to those who request more
than a simple request. For the most part, our corresponding secretary
will attempt to answer simple requests (such as where to find an
obituary, or where would someone look to find a probate record,
etc.), however, it the request is extremely involved or difficult, he
explains that the society does not do research but here is a list of
professional researchers and they can be contacted and fees
negotiated individually.
Colleen Ringel

Treasurer, Chicago Genealogical Society
From joyrichny at earthlink.net Wed Sep 20 19:46:56 2006
From: joyrichny at earthlink.net (Joy Rich)
Date: Wed Sep 20 19:47:03 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Professional Researchers List
Message-ID: <004701c6dd0f$0f14b0e0$6401a8c0@DELL>
Your website could include a link to the website of the Association of Professional
Genealogists (http://www.apgen.org ). APG's local chapters are listed at
http://www.apgen.org/localchapters/index.html . Some include a list of their
members,
their contact information, and a brief description of their services. Fuller
descriptions
are available through http://www.apgen.org/directory/index.php . The names of all
APG
members living in a particular state or who do research in a particular state can
also be
found on that page. New Hampshire and the rest of New England are covered by APG's
Greater
Boston Chapter ( http://www.apgen.org/localchapters/boston/index.html ).
Joy Rich
Brooklyn, NY
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------[Genealib] Professional Researchers List
Bill Copeley bcopeley at nhhistory.org
Wed Sep 20 16:53:00 EDT 2006
Does anyone maintain an online listing of professional researchers in
your locality? If so, do you charge researchers to be so listed?
I know many of us keep a keep a formal or informal list of such folks at
our desks, because it is a frequently asked question by patrons. Now
the suggestion has been made that we put the list on our organizational
website, and charge a fee.
We now charge $25 per year to be included
on a list which I e-mail and hand out liberally.
Thanks as usual for your penetrating insights.
William Copeley, Librarian
New Hampshire Historical Society
30 Park Street
Concord, NH

03301-6384

603-856-0641

bcopeley at nhhistory.org

Website: www.nhhistory.org
Catalog of library and museum items at http://nhhistory.library.net
From vctinney at sbcglobal.net Thu Sep 21 01:20:13 2006
From: vctinney at sbcglobal.net (Chris & Tom Tinney, Sr.)

Date: Thu Sep 21 01:22:09 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Professional Researchers List
In-Reply-To:
<ADF486B25AAD414A970790B1E68A632A31DB11@exchange.mdomain.nhhistory.org>
References: <ADF486B25AAD414A970790B1E68A632A31DB11@exchange.mdomain.nhhistory.org>
Message-ID: <4512210D.7070604@sbcglobal.net>
Bill Copeley wrote:
> Does anyone maintain an online listing of professional researchers in
> your locality? If so, do you charge researchers to be so listed?
>
If you search Google Local for Genealogists
http://local.google.com/
you obtain about 8,290 items.
There is also Yahoo! Local
Business and Professional Researchers, at:
http://www.academic-genealogy.com/documentationpublications.htm#Professional
has additional individuals and resources.
Respectfully yours,
Tom Tinney, Sr.
Who's Who in America,
Millennium Edition [54th] through 2004
Who's Who In Genealogy and Heraldry, [both editions]
Genealogy and Family History Internet Web Directory
http://www.academic-genealogy.com/
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060920/824f09b9/
attachment.html
From treviawbeverly at houston.rr.com Thu Sep 21 08:59:14 2006
From: treviawbeverly at houston.rr.com (Trevia W Beverly)
Date: Thu Sep 21 08:49:57 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Professional Researchers List
References: <ADF486B25AAD414A970790B1E68A632A31DB11@exchange.mdomain.nhhistory.org>
<4512210D.7070604@sbcglobal.net>
Message-ID: <005101c6dd7d$bf263300$6401a8c0@oemcomputer>
Both the Genealogy Dept of the Texas State Library (Austin) and Clayton Library for
Genealogical Research (Houston) have a list of those who do research for a fee
(better than saying 'professional' as, in my observation, not all are experienced
nor certified nor a member of APG).
The listings are free; they both give a caveat that it is a list of those who
request to be listed; no endorsement (not the exact wording). I believe that if
someone wants a copy of the list they are asked to send a business size SASE for
it; or it is available on site.
Another place to find researchers in any locality, including Europe, is the
Association for Professional Genealogists (APG). If you have a list that your
library publishes, you might think about listing them at the top and give the web
address: http://apgen.org/directory/index.php
Trevia Wooster Beverly
Houston, Texas

----- Original Message ----From: Chris & Tom Tinney, Sr.
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Sent: Thursday, September 21, 2006 12:20 AM
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Professional Researchers List
Bill Copeley wrote:
Does anyone maintain an online listing of professional researchers in your
locality? If so, do you charge researchers to be so listed?
If you search Google Local for Genealogists
http://local.google.com/
you obtain about 8,290 items.
There is also Yahoo! Local
Business and Professional Researchers, at:
http://www.academic-genealogy.com/documentationpublications.htm#Professional
has additional individuals and resources.
Respectfully yours,
Tom Tinney, Sr.
Who's Who in America,
Millennium Edition [54th] through 2004
Who's Who In Genealogy and Heraldry, [both editions]
Genealogy and Family History Internet Web Directory
http://www.academic-genealogy.com/

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060921/
b07dd752/attachment.html
From marjorie.bardeen at lancasterhistory.org Thu Sep 21 09:24:41 2006
From: marjorie.bardeen at lancasterhistory.org (Marge Bardeen)
Date: Thu Sep 21 09:20:51 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Professional Researchers List
In-Reply-To: <4512210D.7070604@sbcglobal.net>
Message-ID: <004e01c6dd81$4c56e280$4a5942a6@lchs.lancasterhistory.org>
We maintain a contract researchers list on our web site as a service for
those who request research that is out of our immediate county, of if the
magnitude of the request is such that our staff can not spend the time under
the regular mail research service we run.

http://www.lancasterhistory.org/research/services.html
Marjorie R. Bardeen
Assistant Librarian
Lancaster County Historical Society
230 N. President Ave.
Lancaster, PA 17603
(717) 392-4633 ex. 108
www.lancasterhistory.org
-----Original Message----From: Chris & Tom Tinney, Sr. [mailto:vctinney@sbcglobal.net]
Sent: Thursday, September 21, 2006 1:20 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Professional Researchers List
Bill Copeley wrote:
Does anyone maintain an online listing of professional researchers in
your locality? If so, do you charge researchers to be so listed?
If you search Google Local for Genealogists
http://local.google.com/
you obtain about 8,290 items.
There is also Yahoo! Local
Business and Professional Researchers, at:
http://www.academic-genealogy.com/documentationpublications.htm#Professional
has additional individuals and resources.
Respectfully yours,
Tom Tinney, Sr.
Who's Who in America,
Millennium Edition [54th] through 2004
Who's Who In Genealogy and Heraldry, [both editions]
Genealogy and Family History Internet Web Directory
http://www.academic-genealogy.com/
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060921/133e87e8/
attachment.html
From marjorie.bardeen at lancasterhistory.org Thu Sep 21 09:27:17 2006
From: marjorie.bardeen at lancasterhistory.org (Marge Bardeen)
Date: Thu Sep 21 09:23:23 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Professional Researchers List
In-Reply-To:
<ADF486B25AAD414A970790B1E68A632A31DB11@exchange.mdomain.nhhistory.org>
Message-ID: <005301c6dd81$a97c8eb0$4a5942a6@lchs.lancasterhistory.org>
P.S. We do not charge individuals to be on our list, but we do require that
they be a member of our organization. In addition they must fill our an
application, including some research they have done, for our library staff
to evaluate. We have turned down individuals we feel are not adequately
qualified. We have removed individuals from our list if we receive viable
complaints.

Marjorie R. Bardeen
Assistant Librarian
Lancaster County Historical Society
230 N. President Ave.
Lancaster, PA 17603
(717) 392-4633 ex. 108
www.lancasterhistory.org
-----Original Message----From: Bill Copeley [mailto:bcopeley@nhhistory.org]
Sent: Wednesday, September 20, 2006 4:53 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Professional Researchers List

Does anyone maintain an online listing of professional researchers in your
locality? If so, do you charge researchers to be so listed?

I know many of us keep a keep a formal or informal list of such folks at our
desks, because it is a frequently asked question by patrons. Now the
suggestion has been made that we put the list on our organizational website,
and charge a fee.
We now charge $25 per year to be included on a list
which I e-mail and hand out liberally.

Thanks as usual for your penetrating insights.

William Copeley, Librarian
New Hampshire Historical Society
30 Park Street
Concord, NH

03301-6384

603-856-0641

bcopeley@nhhistory.org

Website: www.nhhistory.org
Catalog of library and museum items at http://nhhistory.library.net

-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: winmail.dat
Type: application/ms-tnef
Size: 6124 bytes
Desc: not available
Url :
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060921/187184e4/

winmail.bin
From ge_librarian at mcpl.lib.mo.us Thu Sep 21 09:44:06 2006
From: ge_librarian at mcpl.lib.mo.us (Janice Schultz)
Date: Thu Sep 21 09:44:54 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Professional Researchers List
In-Reply-To:
<ADF486B25AAD414A970790B1E68A632A31DB11@exchange.mdomain.nhhistory.org>
Message-ID: <451250D6.17980.AAB14@localhost>
Yes, we keep a list. No we do not charge to be on it. I feel that
would be endorsing the researcher. We have a disclaimer on our list
stating we do not endorse the people on the list. You can view our
list at http://www.mcpl.lib.mo.us/genlh/researchers.htm.

On 20 Sep 2006 at 16:53, Bill Copeley wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Does anyone maintain an online listing of professional researchers in
your locality? If so, do you charge researchers to be so listed?

I know many of us keep a keep a formal or informal list of such folks at
our desks, because it is a frequently asked question by patrons. Now
the suggestion has been made that we put the list on our organizational
website, and charge a fee.
We now charge $25 per year to be included
on a list which I e-mail and hand out liberally.

Thanks as usual for your penetrating insights.

William Copeley, Librarian
New Hampshire Historical Society
30 Park Street
Concord, NH

03301-6384

603-856-0641

bcopeley@nhhistory.org

Website: www.nhhistory.org
Catalog of library and museum items at http://nhhistory.library.net

Janice Schultz, Genealogy Librarian
Mid-Continent Public Library
ge_librarian@mcpl.lib.mo.us -=- http://www.mcpl.lib.mo.us/ge
Unless explicitly attributed, the opinions expressed are personal.

From WittGB at co.rowan.nc.us Thu Sep 21 09:55:49 2006
From: WittGB at co.rowan.nc.us (Witt, Gretchen B.)
Date: Thu Sep 21 09:55:52 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Professional Researchers List
Message-ID: <45D41CECEA557B4C8AE68EAAC2BEFD35015B96F6@is01s063.rowannc.org>
We keep a list of researchers on our website. We do not charge them to
be on the list nor do we endorse them. We also list other organizations
that might be helpful - local and state genealogical societies, etc. see http://www.rowanpubliclibrary.org/HistoryRoom/html/querypolicy.htm
Sincerely,
Gretchen Beilfuss Witt
History Room Librarian
Edith M. Clark History Room
Rowan Public Library
P.O. Box 4039
Salisbury, NC 28145-4039
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Bill
Copeley
Sent: Wednesday, September 20, 2006 4:53 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Professional Researchers List

Does anyone maintain an online listing of professional researchers in
your locality? If so, do you charge researchers to be so listed?

I know many of us keep a keep a formal or informal list of such folks at
our desks, because it is a frequently asked question by patrons. Now
the suggestion has been made that we put the list on our organizational
website, and charge a fee.
We now charge $25 per year to be included
on a list which I e-mail and hand out liberally.

Thanks as usual for your penetrating insights.

William Copeley, Librarian
New Hampshire Historical Society
30 Park Street
Concord, NH

03301-6384

603-856-0641

bcopeley@nhhistory.org

Website: www.nhhistory.org
Catalog of library and museum items at http://nhhistory.library.net

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060921/6ebcdd71/
attachment.html
From localhistory at forbeslibrary.org Thu Sep 21 10:10:25 2006
From: localhistory at forbeslibrary.org (localhistory@forbeslibrary.org)
Date: Thu Sep 21 10:10:32 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Professional Researchers List
In-Reply-To: <ADF486B25AAD414A970790B1E68A632A31DB11@exchange.mdomain.nhhistory.org
>
References: <ADF486B25AAD414A970790B1E68A632A31DB11@exchange.mdomain.nhhistory.org>
Message-ID: <52909.134.241.135.70.1158847825.squirrel@webmail.salinger.jf-olm.com>

do you charge this as a fee or do you consider it a
"donation" and give them a tax receipt so they may claim it as a
donation?
Julie Bartlett
Forbes Library
Northampton, MA 01060
> Does anyone maintain an online listing of professional researchers
in
> your locality? If so, do you charge researchers to be so listed?
>
>
>
> I know many of us keep a keep a formal or informal list of such folks
at
> our desks, because it is a frequently asked question by patrons. Now
> the suggestion has been made that we put the list on our
organizational
> website, and charge a fee. We now charge $25 per year to be included
> on a list which I e-mail and hand out liberally.

>
>
>
> Thanks as usual for your penetrating insights.
>
>
>
> William Copeley, Librarian
>
> New Hampshire Historical Society
>
> 30 Park Street
>
> Concord, NH 03301-6384
>
> 603-856-0641 bcopeley@nhhistory.org
>
> Website: www.nhhistory.org
>
> Catalog of library and museum items at http://nhhistory.library.net
>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...

URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060921/
b0d76c1f/attachment-0001.html
From martha.ospina at sideinltda.com Thu Sep 21 10:12:16 2006
From: martha.ospina at sideinltda.com (Martha Lucia Ospina Tarazona)
Date: Thu Sep 21 10:12:19 2006
Subject: [Genealib] spare parts for a dukane 27a77
Message-ID: <1AF6CCE5F9C59B428049DF571B50E078063C48@master.SIDEIN.local>
Hello, my name is Martha Ospina and I have a dukane 27a77 reader in my archive. I
need to change the two belts that come with the reader and I haven?t been able to
find a belt supplier for this equipment!! Does anyone have information of where I
can find spare parts for this reader? The reader has been very helpful and had
worked without inconvience until now. After 20 years of use it is just normal that
it needs a spare...

Thank you very much for your help

Martha Ospina
martha.ospina@sideinltda.com

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060921/
f659fda7/attachment.html
From a.doering at lacrosse.lib.wi.us Thu Sep 21 10:13:48 2006
From: a.doering at lacrosse.lib.wi.us (Anita T. Doering)
Date: Thu Sep 21 10:13:52 2006
Subject: [Genealib] ScanPro 1000 or 500 or other MF reader
Message-ID: <7089659A3B0E5645A0B205C5C2216EF23C6F27@Exch2K3.library.org>
Do you allow patrons to bring their own flash drives or do they have to
purchase them from the library? I assume you aren't charging anyone to
download an image.
Anita Doering
La Crosse Public Library
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Larry
Naukam
Sent: Wednesday, September 20, 2006 1:48 PM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'

Subject: RE: [Genealib] ScanPro 1000 or 500 or other MF reader

We set up our scanner/microfilm reader last year to save either to a CD
(not used, because of technical considerations) or save to a flash
drive. Patrons love it, because you can get a digital copy on the flash
drive and just take it home. We sell them for 10 dollars each, and
recently upgraded to selling a 64 meg flash drive, as we could no longer
find anything as small as a 32 megger!

We can get scans of newspaper, and anything else on microfilm, such as
scrapbooks.

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060921/
f9dac7cb/attachment.html
From historian at mail2world.com Thu Sep 21 10:21:27 2006
From: historian at mail2world.com (Christine SweetHart CG)
Date: Thu Sep 21 10:24:20 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Microfilm to CD
Message-ID: <04e001c6dd89$39851980$70cb010a@mail2world.com>
Good morning!
I am the Project Manager for my library's Preservation of Historical
Documents Project. The Director of the Library would like to put on CD
their microfilmed collection of documents. They still have both the
original documents and the microfilmed copies. Is there a way to
digitize the microfilm or do we have to scan the originals again.
Any ideas, suggestions would be greatly appreciated.

Christine L. Sweet-Hart, CG(sm)
Project Manager, Langley-Adams Library Preservation Project
www.pastmassters.com
Dedicated to the rediscovery of and reconnection to Massachusetts
history through research, documentation, and preservation.
Email: info@pastmassters.com
Blog: www.pastmassters.blogspot.com
Certified Genealogist is a service mark of the Board for Certification
of Genealogists, used under license by board-certified associates after
periodic competency evaluations
<-----Original Message----->
From: localhistory@forbeslibrary.org
Sent: 9/21/2006 10:13:25 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Professional Researchers List

do you charge this as a fee or do you consider it a
"donation" and give them a tax receipt so they may claim it as a
donation?
Julie Bartlett
Forbes Library
Northampton, MA 01060
> Does anyone maintain an online listing of professional researchers
in
> your locality? If so, do you charge researchers to be so listed?
>
>
>
> I know many of us keep a keep a formal or informal list of such folks
at
> our desks, because it is a frequently asked question by patrons. Now
> the suggestion has been made that we put the list on our
organizational
> website, and charge a fee. We now charge $25 per year to be included
> on a list which I e-mail and hand out liberally.
>
>
>
> Thanks as usual for your penetrating insights.
>
>
>
> William Copeley, Librarian
>
> New Hampshire Historical Society

>
> 30 Park Street
>
> Concord, NH 03301-6384
>
> 603-856-0641 bcopeley@nhhistory.org
>
> Website: www.nhhistory.org <http://www.nhhistory.org/>
>
> Catalog of library and museum items at http://nhhistory.library.net
<http://nhhistory.library.net/>
>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

Click to compare & save $100's on medical insurance, free quote
<http://tagline.bidsystem.com/fc/KCuVllXqd8rHQhY29XCF6lLOz2e2dq/>

<span id=m2wTl><p><font face="Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif" size="2" style="fontsize:13.5px">_______________________________________________________________<BR>Get
the Free email that has everyone talking at <a href=http://www.mail2world.com
target=new>http://www.mail2world.com</a><br> <font color=#999999>Unlimited Email
Storage &#150; POP3 &#150; Calendar &#150; SMS &#150; Translator &#150; Much More!
</font></font></span>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060921/
d643208e/attachment.html
From historian at mail2world.com Thu Sep 21 10:22:46 2006
From: historian at mail2world.com (Christine SweetHart CG)
Date: Thu Sep 21 10:25:39 2006

Subject: [Genealib] My apologies
Message-ID: <1108801c6dd89$68dab6e0$0a0f010a@mail2world.com>
My apologies to the list -- I tried to copy the email for this list and
appended someone's email to the bottom of mine by mistake.
Sorry!
Christine Sweet-Hart
Need cash? Apply now for a credit loan, bad credit ok, fast approval
<http://tagline.bidsystem.com/fc/KCuVllXsIsfd88c7hUZwMKffSdX1VW/>

<span id=m2wTl><p><font face="Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif" size="2" style="fontsize:13.5px">_______________________________________________________________<BR>Get
the Free email that has everyone talking at <a href=http://www.mail2world.com
target=new>http://www.mail2world.com</a><br> <font color=#999999>Unlimited Email
Storage &#150; POP3 &#150; Calendar &#150; SMS &#150; Translator &#150; Much More!
</font></font></span>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20060921/
efa97c06/attachment.html
From SMacinnes at cox.net Thu Sep 21 11:02:45 2006
From: SMacinnes at cox.net (Sharon)
Date: Thu Sep 21 11:03:30 2006
Subject: [Genealib] AncestorTracks: Major Source for Pinpointing Early PA
Landowners
Message-ID: <20060921150254.CRMP22014.centrmmtao02.cox.net@eastrmimpo01.cox.net>
Ancestor Tracks ( <http://www.ancestortracks.com/> www.AncestorTracks.com)
specializes in producing reference resources for tracking early PA
landowners through their land tracts.
Land ownership maps are one of the
most valuable, yet underused, tools available to researchers.
We now offer
two product lines which complement each other: (1) state-wide Warrant,
Patent, and Tract Name Registers which document the first transfers of land
from the Penns or the state to private owners (see below); and (2) county
atlases of the Pennsylvania Township Warrantee Maps on file at the
Pennsylvania Archives in Harrisburg showing the exact metes-and-bounds
tracts of early pioneers who purchased land from colonial or the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania authorities. While some of our reference
resources are CDs, all of the files on those CDs are in common formats (such
as .pdf or .jpg) and may be copied to the hard drive of individual
computers. We also offer site licenses to libraries and societies. As you
know, the ?Keystone State? may be the most important state in supplying
settlers for westward migration. Countless families who started out in
Pennsylvania moved west into Ohio and beyond, while thousands more floated
down the Ohio River into Kentucky and beyond.
NEW STATE-WIDE PRODUCT!
We are proud to announce publication of three CDs
which contain the indexes to the Warrant Registers, Patent Registers, and
Tract Name Registers from 1682-1959+.
The first CD, First Landowners of Pennsylvania: Colonial and State Warrant
<http://ancestortracks.com/warrant_registers_CD.htm> Registers in the
Pennsylvania Archives in Harrisburg, contains all 70 of the Warrant
Registers showing the first transfer of land tracts to private owners.

These are the people who applied for land from either the Propietors or the
state. These records start in 1682 and continue through most of the first
legally-recognized owners of land originally owned by the Penns, and later
the state, to private individuals.
Every county register, containing
thousands of pages, is on this CD. The dates of land transfers continue
throughout the 1700s and 1800s and into the mid-1900s.
NOTE: These
registers document the first owners of land for approximately 70% of
Pennsylvania and cover each county.
The registers should not be confused
with the deed registers located in the counties which show all subsequent
land transfers. No maps are contained in these registers.
The second CD in this series, First Landowners of Pennsylvania: Indexes to
the Colonial and <http://ancestortracks.com/patent_registers_CD.html> State
Patent Registers in the PA Archives, Harrisburg, 1684-ca 1995, contains the
indexes to all people who actually were granted final title from colony or
state authorities. In very many cases, they are not the same individuals who
actually applied for the land (termed warrantees).
Finally, the third CD, First Landowners of Pennsylvania: Indexes to Tract
Names of <http://ancestortracks.com/FirstLandownersTractNameIndexes.html>
Patented Land in the PA Archives, Harrisburg, ca 1684-1811, is the place to
look when only the original name of the tract is known but not who the very
first owners were.
IINTRODUCING THE LATEST COUNTY ATLAS!
Early
<http://ancestortracks.com/berks_blurb.html> Landowners of Pennsylvania:
Atlas of Township Warrantee Maps of Berks County, PA
(575 pages). These
maps show precise metes-and-bounds outlines of each original tract and all
surrounding tracts in individual townships, giving the names of the
warrantee and patentee; dates of the warrant, survey, and patent; and the
survey and patent book pages where transaction was recorded. Dates of the
transactions range from the 1700s into the 1900s. Each chapter starts with
the Township Warrantee Map reduced to a 8 ? X 11? and includes tables of
transcriptions of all information from each tract, along with atlas
coordinates where the tract may be found (see an example of a page from the
Fayette County book at http://ancestortracks.com/Dunbar_pg1.htm). An
everyname index is included. In addition to the warrantee atlas for Berks
County, we have also published atlases of Fayette, Greene and Washington
Counties.
ALSO AVAILABLE--Berks <http://ancestortracks.com/berks_map_CD_blurb.html>
County Township Warrantee Maps on CD, the companion CD to the atlas. This CD
contains the full-sized images of the maps shown in the atlas which can be
enlarged almost infinitely. In addition to being able to see every detail of
each individual tract (including the "white oak" and "stone pile"
notations), you can cut and paste individual tracts to illustrate your
family history or web site.
Similar companion CDs are available for the
other atlases we have published.
Ancestor Tracks is also committed to providing links to other sources of
Pennsylvania land records, and we eventually hope to provide such links for
every county in the state. Click on the colored counties on the map at our
website (www.ancestortracks.com <http://www.ancestortracks.com/> ) for
currently available known resources for early PA land owners.
We are
posting 19th century maps online which coordinate with census records.
Armed with these Warrant and Patent Registers, plus the atlases we are
publishing, researchers now can:

o

Pin families down to exact locations prior to the 1790 census

o
Verify their ancestors by identifying settler groups who lived and
moved near each other.
o
Identify migration trails of their families as they moved through
Pennsylvania
o
Determine the correct location of family wills, church records,
deeds and orphans court records by knowing exactly where their families
lived
o
Plan a trip to the land of their ancestors so they can walk where
they walked and feel their roots
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From Marilyn.Finke at nara.gov Thu Sep 21 11:05:06 2006
From: Marilyn.Finke at nara.gov (Marilyn Finke)
Date: Thu Sep 21 11:05:43 2006
Subject: [Genealib] spare parts for a dukane 27a77
Message-ID: <s5127204.035@A2GWPR3.nara.gov>
Martha,
I believe Radio Shack has a belt that works as a replacement. I'll check with our
tech repairperson this evening and let you know tomorrow. As I recall it's not
very expensive.
Marilyn R. Finke
NARA - Central Plains Region
2312 E. Bannister Road
Kansas City, MO 64131
marilyn.finke@nara.gov
>>> martha.ospina@sideinltda.com 9/21/2006 9:12 AM >>>
Hello, my name is Martha Ospina and I have a dukane 27a77 reader in my archive. I
need to change the two belts that come with the reader and I havent been able to
find a belt supplier for this equipment!! Does anyone have information of where I
can find spare parts for this reader? The reader has been very helpful and had
worked without inconvience until now. After 20 years of use it is just normal that
it needs a spare* Thank you very much for your help Martha
Ospinamartha.ospina@sideinltda.com
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From OTugarina at nehgs.org Thu Sep 21 11:14:05 2006
From: OTugarina at nehgs.org (Tugarina, Olga)
Date: Thu Sep 21 11:14:07 2006

Subject: [Genealib] Periodicals available O-R
Message-ID: <1159AFB3D3416141857B5208287569BC2019F8@nehgsmail.nehgs.local>
We are offering the following periodicals to libraries and ask that
postage be reimbursed. Please send requests off-list, along with your
shipping address, to otugarina@nehgs.org <mailto:jmaguire@nehgs.org> .
Good luck!
Olga Tugarina
Technical Services Assistant
NEHGS
101 Newbury St.
Boston, MA 02116
O-R
OHS Bulletin : Ontario Historical Society
no.134(2002) no.148-152(2005)
Old-Time New England
v.71:no.258(1981) v.78:no.268(2000)
Past Tracks : Green Valley Genealogical Society, AZ
v.13:no.2-7(2005-06)
Pennsylvania Genealogical Magazine
v.30:no.3,4(1978) v.31:no.2(1979) v.32:no.1,3(1982) v.33:no.1,
index(1983-84) v.34:no.1-$(1985-86) v.35:no.1-4(1987-88)
v.36:no1,2,3(1989-90) v.41:no.3(2000)
Pine Cone & Tassel : Genealogy Newsletter on Maine Family History...
v.4:no.1(2006)
Prologue : Journal of National Archives
v.8:no.2(1976)
Quarterly Journal of Pakistan Historical Society
v.46:no.1,4(1998)
Rev. Christopher Yonges Family Newsletter
No.45-50(200506)
Reynolds Family Association : Annual Report
25th (1916) 31st (1922) 33rd/34th (1925) 35th/36th (1927) 37th
(1928) 38th (1929) 39th/40th(1931) 41st/43rd(1934) 44th/46th(1937)
Ridge Runners : A Magazine of Migration
v.1(1972) v.12(1979-80), v.15:no.4(1982)
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From lepreda at cableone.net Thu Sep 21 11:26:26 2006
From: lepreda at cableone.net (Darnell Lepre)
Date: Thu Sep 21 11:26:32 2006
Subject: [Genealib] genealib mailing list submission
Message-ID: <02b501c6dd92$4de4c5c0$9b717718@darnellm2quyoq>

Hello,
Please add this to your regular mailings.
Books on Descendant of MS Gulf Coast Families by Brother Jerome Lepre are
available.
Families are Seymour $38, Meaut $35, & $30 for Fountain, Krohn, Santa Cruz,
Trochesset,
Saujon,Carriere, Despau & Delaunay & Ignacio Sierra (Florida) families.
Add $4 if shipping.
Drive,

Call Darnell Lepre at 228-396-2811 or mail to 11105 Pin Oak

Biloxi, MS 39532.
I also have numerous articles on Land Grants, Settlers of the Gulf Coast and Other
historical articles.

For a brief description of the books and/or articles please email me at
lepreda@cableone.net
Thank you,

Darnell Lepre
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From on.sarah at 4cls.org Thu Sep 21 12:48:33 2006
From: on.sarah at 4cls.org (Sarah Livingston)
Date: Thu Sep 21 12:49:57 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Tree Talks / years 1972 to 2000 (later years may not be
inclusive)
Message-ID: <7.0.1.0.2.20060921124517.02966008@4cls.org>
HI,
Tree Talks available for anyone willing to pay shipping.
Thanks,
Sarah

Sarah Livingston
Librarian
Huntington Memorial Library

Prefer NY library.

62 Chestnut Street
Oneonta, NY 13820
on.sarah@4cls.org
From on.sarah at 4cls.org Thu Sep 21 13:12:08 2006
From: on.sarah at 4cls.org (Sarah Livingston)
Date: Thu Sep 21 13:13:32 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Tree Talks clarification
Message-ID: <7.0.1.0.2.20060921131100.029665b0@4cls.org>
Hi,
The Tree Talks that is put out by the Central NY Genealogical Society.
Sarah

Sarah Livingston
Librarian
Huntington Memorial Library
62 Chestnut Street
Oneonta, NY 13820
on.sarah@4cls.org
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From walters at alaweb.com Thu Sep 21 13:18:41 2006
From: walters at alaweb.com (David Walters)
Date: Thu Sep 21 13:18:43 2006
Subject: [Genealib] spare parts for a dukane 27a77
Message-ID: <380-220069421171841141@alaweb.com>
Try googling for Florida Micrfilm. I have used them in the for parts
on other machines. Good folks.
David
---- Original Message ---From: martha.ospina@sideinltda.com
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: RE: [Genealib] spare parts for a dukane 27a77
Date: Thu, 21 Sep 2006 09:12:16 -0500
>Hello, my name is Martha Ospina and I have a dukane 27a77 reader in
>my archive. I need to change the two belts that come with the reader
>and I haven?t been able to find a belt supplier for this equipment!!
>Does anyone have information of where I can find spare parts for this
>reader? The reader has been very helpful and had worked without
>inconvience until now. After 20 years of use it is just normal that
>it needs a spare...
>
>
>

>Thank you very much for your help
>
>
>
>Martha Ospina
>
>martha.ospina@sideinltda.com
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
From lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us Thu Sep 21 14:46:50 2006
From: lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us (Larry Naukam)
Date: Thu Sep 21 14:44:42 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Microfilm to CD
In-Reply-To: <04e001c6dd89$39851980$70cb010a@mail2world.com>
Message-ID: <0b4f01c6ddae$4d8c5bd0$3102060a@rpl.org>
Our Konica Minolta ST 200 takes the film and renders a digital copy. Now,
patrons are well satisfied. We have never used it for ?production? quality
output.

_____
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Christine
SweetHart CG
Sent: Thursday, September 21, 2006 10:21 AM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Microfilm to CD

Good morning!

I am the Project Manager for my library's Preservation of Historical
Documents Project. The Director of the Library would like to put on CD
their microfilmed collection of documents. They still have both the
original documents and the microfilmed copies. Is there a way to digitize
the microfilm or do we have to scan the originals again.

Any ideas, suggestions would be greatly appreciated.

Click to compare
<http://tagline.bidsystem.com/fc/KCuVllXqd8rHQhY29XCF6lLOz2e2dq/> & save
$100's on medical insurance, free quote
_______________________________________________________________
Get the Free email that has everyone talking at http://www.mail2world.com
Unlimited Email Storage ? POP3 ? Calendar ? SMS ? Translator ? Much More!
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From lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us Thu Sep 21 14:48:21 2006
From: lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us (Larry Naukam)
Date: Thu Sep 21 14:46:12 2006
Subject: [Genealib] ScanPro 1000 or 500 or other MF reader
In-Reply-To: <7089659A3B0E5645A0B205C5C2216EF23C6F27@Exch2K3.library.org>
Message-ID: <0b5401c6ddae$82fcee60$3102060a@rpl.org>
We allow them to download to their own flash drives, or to ones that we sell
them. I suppose I am telling tales out of school when I say that most of the
librarians here (NOT my staff) confuse uploading and downloading a file with
opening and saving an Office document...

_____
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Anita T.
Doering
Sent: Thursday, September 21, 2006 10:14 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] ScanPro 1000 or 500 or other MF reader

Do you allow patrons to bring their own flash drives or do they have to
purchase them from the library? I assume you aren't charging anyone to
download an image.

Anita Doering
La Crosse Public Library
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From lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us Thu Sep 21 15:48:29 2006
From: lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us (Larry Naukam)
Date: Thu Sep 21 15:46:25 2006

Subject: [Genealib] Professional Researchers List
In-Reply-To: <45D41CECEA557B4C8AE68EAAC2BEFD35015B96F6@is01s063.rowannc.org>
Message-ID: <0b6f01c6ddb6$ecb09660$3102060a@rpl.org>
For the 30 years I have been here we have maintained a list. They do not pay
to be on it, the list says only that these people do research for a fee,
that the library makes the list available only to help users, and does not
endorse the people or their work.

We have never had any complaints from patrons (that we have heard!).
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From WuehlerAC at ldschurch.org Thu Sep 21 17:31:59 2006
From: WuehlerAC at ldschurch.org (Anne Wuehler)
Date: Thu Sep 21 17:52:29 2006
Subject: [Genealib] ProQuest Newspaper Archive
Message-ID: <4512B0700200006E0001B0A3@inet-wh1.gmhwh.org>
One of our patrons is asking about a Los Angeles Times newspaper archive.
ProQuest use to have a newspaper archive available for free to subscribing
libraries. Is it still true that they have it online? Can you tell me a library
that our patron can contact to get access to the archive? The patron does not
live in the Los Angeles area.
Thanks for your help.
Anne Wuehler
Family History Research Support
15 E South Temple St
Salt Lake City, UT 84150-3400
801-240-2089
wuehlerac@ldschurch.org
---------------------------------------------------------------------NOTICE: This email message is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may
contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use,
disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient,
please contact the sender by reply email and destroy all copies of the original
message.
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From tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org Thu Sep 21 18:11:55 2006
From: tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org (Tracy Luscombe)
Date: Thu Sep 21 18:15:04 2006
Subject: [Genealib] INVENTORY OF Genealogy BOOKS FOR SALE Updated
September18, 2006.doc
Message-ID: <45255A04888B1047B7266192603F135B2CAA51@mckmail1.ds.mckinneytexas.org>

To where do I mail the check?

Tracy E. Luscombe
Genealogy Librarian
McKinney Memorial Public Library
101 E. Hunt Street
McKinney, TX 75069
tluscombe@mckinneytexas.org
972-547-7343
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Ceya
Sent: Monday, September 18, 2006 1:44 PM
To: Reminder@comcast.net
Subject: [Genealib] INVENTORY OF Genealogy BOOKS FOR SALE Updated
September18, 2006.doc

I am gradually disposing of my home library due to health problems.
This is the most current list of items with which I am parting.
There
may or may not be one more list. If you see something that you want,
hurry! Everytime I send these out, they are gone within a few days.

Nothing is "sold" until your cashier's check or money order arrives at
my doorstep. If I know you personally, you may send a personal check.
Don't procrastinate if you want one of these books.

Mrs. Ceya Minder
Reminder@comcast.net

The material in this e-mail is intended only for the use of the individual to
whom it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential,
privileged, and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the
intended recipient, be advised that the unauthorized review, use, disclosure,
duplication, distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on this
information is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error,
please notify the sender by return email and destroy all electronic and paper
copies of the original message and any attachments immediately. Please note
that neither City of McKinney nor the sender accepts any responsibility for
viruses and it is your responsibility to scan attachments (if any). Thank You.
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From FamRSearch at aol.com Thu Sep 21 18:55:08 2006
From: FamRSearch at aol.com (FamRSearch@aol.com)
Date: Thu Sep 21 18:55:19 2006
Subject: [Genealib] ProQuest Newspaper Archive
Message-ID: <c04.4eb6640.3244724c@aol.com>
I do not know about libraries.
Times archives site at:

However it can be accessed through the

LA

_http://pqasb.pqarchiver.com/latimes/advancedsearch.html_
(http://pqasb.pqarchiver.com/latimes/advancedsearch.html)
Searches are free but it costs to down load.
with in a stated time.

You may for so many down

loads

Julia Coldren-Walker
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From ikie4 at netzero.com Thu Sep 21 21:36:05 2006
From: ikie4 at netzero.com (Don)
Date: Thu Sep 21 21:36:48 2006
Subject: [Genealib] ProQuest Newspaper Archive
In-Reply-To: <4512B0700200006E0001B0A3@inet-wh1.gmhwh.org>
Message-ID: <AABCTGRSQAB9SLF2@smtp04.lax.untd.com>
If your patron has a library card for your local Public Library, or even
in-house there, have them check if an even better source if available. For
me it has been to use a newspaper archive called Newsbank. I find it more
current with postings and free to a holder of a library card from their home
computer.
Don

_____
Subject: [Genealib] ProQuest Newspaper Archive
One of our patrons is asking about a Los Angeles Times newspaper archive.
ProQuest use to have a newspaper archive available for free to subscribing
libraries. Is it still true that they have it online? Can you tell me a
library that our patron can contact to get access to the archive? The patron
does not live in the Los Angeles area.
Thanks for your help.
Anne Wuehler
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From ljokel at comcast.net Thu Sep 21 22:20:06 2006
From: ljokel at comcast.net (Lorie Okel)
Date: Thu Sep 21 22:20:06 2006
Subject: [Genealib] ProQuest Newspaper Archive
In-Reply-To: AAAAAEzMAf8pd9JAouyGK68QSy4EyyQA
Message-ID: <000f01c6dded$9ef4aa60$6401a8c0@LORIESDELL>
You are right Newsbank it is up to date.

I'm editing my book today. Hope to spend more time tomorrow on it. This is
not fun for me. It's the hunt that I enjoy.
Lorie

_____
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Don
Sent: Thursday, September 21, 2006 6:36 PM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: RE: [Genealib] ProQuest Newspaper Archive

If your patron has a library card for your local Public Library, or even
in-house there, have them check if an even better source if available. For
me it has been to use a newspaper archive called Newsbank. I find it more
current with postings and free to a holder of a library card from their home
computer.
Don

_____
Subject: [Genealib] ProQuest Newspaper Archive
One of our patrons is asking about a Los Angeles Times newspaper archive.
ProQuest use to have a newspaper archive available for free to subscribing
libraries. Is it still true that they have it online? Can you tell me a
library that our patron can contact to get access to the archive? The patron
does not live in the Los Angeles area.
Thanks for your help.
Anne Wuehler
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From reminder at comcast.net Fri Sep 22 09:02:01 2006
From: reminder at comcast.net (Ceya)
Date: Fri Sep 22 09:01:58 2006
Subject: [Genealib] The INDEX
to HISTORY OF HENRY COUNTY,
ALABAMA
by Mrs. Marvin Scott is now ready...
Message-ID: <00b001c6de47$4b979f30$6501000a@minder>
The Southeast Alabama Genealogical & Historical Society, Inc. (SEAGHS); Dothan,
Alabama, has worked for nearly two years compiling an index to THE HISTORY OF
HENRY COUNTY, ALABAMA by Mrs. Marvin Scott.
This is a very excellent resource
book for all of southeast
Alabama and is out-of-print; but, this wonderful book has never had an index.
Now it does!!!
Remember that in 1819 Henry County was a county a few months before Alabama was a
state.
At one time, Henry County, went all the way to the Florida line.
The index is ready; but, a study is underway to determine the cost of the index
plus the cost of mailing.
If you would like to be notified when this index is ready for sale, please email
me. There will be only 20 sets printed at the onset.
The index is 173 pages,
printed on back and front, with 2 columns per
page for a total of about 346 pages worth on names.
It is just wonderful!!!
There were only 101 copies printed and now we are down to 70. If you want a copy,
hurry.
Send your check for $22 (includes shipping/handling, etc. to:
Southeast Alabama Genealogical & Historical Society, Inc.
or
SEAGHS
P.O. Box 246
Dothan, AL 36302
Ceya Minder, Librarian
SEAGHS, Inc. (Wiregrass Roots, our quarterly, covers most of
southeast Ala. counties)
Join us!
Reminder@comcast.net
PLEASE FORWARD THIS TO ANY INDIVIDUAL, GROUP, OR LIBRARY THAT MIGHT BE
INTERESTED IN KNOWING ABOUT THIS INDEX.
THANK YOU.
----- Original Message ----From: Ceya
To: Reminder@comcast.net
Sent: Wednesday, July 05, 2006 7:49 AM
Subject: My response to request for index...
Will add you to the notify list and let you know soon.
This is an "Index" only; but, to an old, well-known book on Henry County (The
Mother County), Alabama.
An index only has surnames in it and then you have to go
to the book itself and find your information.

Ceya Minder, Librarian
Southeast Alabama Genealogical &
Historical Society, Inc.(Join us and get our quarterly, Wiregrass
Roots, which covers many southeast Alabama Counties.)
Dothan, Alabama
Reminder@comcast.net
Bolton, Burkett, Champion, Childs, Deavers, Gill, Hall, Manly, McVay, Rials,
Richards, Sellers, Stanaland, Tyler, and others...
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From crscott at HeritageBooks.com Thu Sep 21 13:19:38 2006
From: crscott at HeritageBooks.com (Craig R. Scott)
Date: Fri Sep 22 11:21:40 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Heritage Books Midnight Madness Sales
References: <00b001c6de47$4b979f30$6501000a@minder>
Message-ID: <00b601c6ddb0$75a30b80$6400a8c0@WillowBendBooks.local>
Midnight Madness is here. The 8th Annual Midnight Madness Sale began at 9:00 this
morning and will run until midnight 29 September 2006. This sale offers a 20%
discount on all orders recieved either via website, www.HeritageBooks.com, phone
(800 876-6103), fax (410 871-2674) or mail (postmarked by 29 September 2006). It
covers anything that Heritage Books has in stock. No rain checks or backorders,
please.
C.
Craig R. Scott, CG
President & CEO
Heritage Books, Inc.
65 East Main Street
Westminster, MD 21157
800 876-6103
410 876-6101
(fax) 410 871-2674
crscott@HeritageBooks.com
Visit our websites www.HeritageBooks.com and www.WillowBendBooks.com
Subscribe to Heritage Books eNews http://www.HeritageBooks.com/hbsignup.htm
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From tneel at ogs.org Fri Sep 22 15:22:08 2006
From: tneel at ogs.org (Tom Neel)
Date: Fri Sep 22 15:22:14 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy Librarians' Seminar in Ohio
Message-ID: <004901c6de7c$66954f50$6501a8c0@Librarian>
Ohioans on this list or those nearby might be interested in the seminar we have

once per year - "an educational gathering for professionals who work in the
genealogy and local history field in Ohio's libraries." It gives us an opportunity
to meet each other, share program and purchasing ideas, set up duplicate book
exchanges, etc.

Tom Neel, Library Director
Ohio Genealogical Society

3rd Annual GENEALOGY LIBRARIANS' SEMINAR
Friday, Oct. 13th, 2006 - 9:30 AM to 3:00 PM
Ohio Genealogical Society Library
713 South Main Street
Mansfield OH 44907-1644
PH: 419-756-7294 FAX: 419-756-8681
http://www.ogs.org

9:00-9:30 Arrival and registration

9:30-9:45 Welcome - E. Paul Morehouse, OGS President; Bvenitta Williams, Seminar
Chair; Thomas Stephen Neel, Library Director

9:45-10:45 Concurrent Sessions
A - Using the Sanborn Maps on OPLIN - Wally Huskonen, OGS Trustee of Brecksville
OH, gives his popular program about the history of Sanborn fire insurance maps and
their value to genealogists and local historians.
B - Family History Education for Youth through the 4-H Program - Andrew Nicewander
of Navarre OH, the student 4-H Ohio State Fair winner for this year tells about the
4-H genealogy program and how librarians can assist students.

11:00-12:00 Concurrent Sessions
A - Basic Archival Preservation - Frederick N. Honneffer, Document
Conservator/Manuscripts Specialist at the Center for Archival Collections, BGSU,
will provide technical support for preserving our manuscript and photographic
materials.
D - OCLC Cataloging & WorldCat - Roman Panchyshyn of OhioNet will give us the
advantages and tell us how to get our local history/genealogy collections into

WorldCat.

12:00-1:00 Lunch (Box Lunch or nearby restaurants)

1:00-2:00 Joint Session - Introducing the Columbus Metropolitan Library - Julie
Callahan, Librarian, Biography History & Travel, will give us information on their
services to Ohioans, tell about their end of the State Library of Ohio genealogy
collection move, and mention their web patrons cards for database access (including
Heritage Quest) for any Ohio residents.

2:00-3:00 Joint Session - Open Discussion Forum - any topics, but these three have
been suggested to start:
1. Does the ProQuest dropping of HQ for genealogical societies foretell our future?
2. How much of your local history/genealogy room is in the online catalog and web
site?
3. What's the working relationship between the library staff, society volunteers,
and professionals in addressing research inquiries?

3:00-5:00 Ohio Genealogical Society Library is open for research.

Fees: $15.00 for seminar; $10.00 for box lunch if desired; free parking; free
library admittance. Please email Tom Neel [tneel@ogs.org] for a box lunch card and
additional information. Please try to register by October 9th although we can
accept a few at the last minute.
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From dsmith at mail.usf.edu Thu Sep 21 22:25:06 2006
From: dsmith at mail.usf.edu (Drew Smith)
Date: Fri Sep 22 16:31:48 2006
Subject: [Genealib] ProQuest Newspaper Archive
In-Reply-To: <4512B0700200006E0001B0A3@inet-wh1.gmhwh.org>
Message-ID: <001401c6ddee$5197dde0$640fa8c0@Drew>
Anne,
This information may help you:
http://www.proquest.com/products_pq/descriptions/lat.shtml
Without knowing where your patron lives (at least approximately), it will be
difficult to suggest the nearest library that may subscribe to one of those
products.

Drew Smith
_____
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Anne Wuehler
Sent: Thursday, September 21, 2006 5:32 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] ProQuest Newspaper Archive
One of our patrons is asking about a Los Angeles Times newspaper archive.
ProQuest use to have a newspaper archive available for free to subscribing
libraries. Is it still true that they have it online? Can you tell me a
library that our patron can contact to get access to the archive? The patron
does not live in the Los Angeles area.
Thanks for your help.
Anne Wuehler
Family History Research Support
15 E South Temple St
Salt Lake City, UT 84150-3400
801-240-2089
wuehlerac@ldschurch.org
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From vctinney at sbcglobal.net Mon Sep 25 01:33:03 2006
From: vctinney at sbcglobal.net (Chris & Tom Tinney, Sr.)
Date: Mon Sep 25 01:35:02 2006
Subject: [Genealib] UPDATED: The Genealogy and Family History Internet Web
Directory
Message-ID: <45176A0F.4020102@sbcglobal.net>
The Genealogy and Family History
Internet Web Directory is updated, at:
http://www.academic-genealogy.com/
It provides scholarly educational access
to all key worldwide Internet genealogical
and family history databases and resources.
As noted in the San Diego Genealogical
Society Newsletter, July 2006; Vol. 39,
No. 6, page 8:
"Their approach will reveal possibilities
you may not have thought of before and take
you to new sites that can open your research
to new horizons."
Two examples of additions are:
(1) * socialmeter for Genealogy Webmasters
Scans the major social websites to analyze
a webpage's social popularity.
http://www.socialmeter.com/

(2) Family History Research Child Detectives - Google Video
for Marriage and Family Ties
http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=-1213442602761387027&q=genealogy&hl=en
Respectfully yours,
Tom Tinney, Sr.
Who's Who in America,
Millennium Edition [54th] through 2004
Who's Who In Genealogy and Heraldry, [both editions]
Genealogy and Family History Internet Web Directory
http://www.academic-genealogy.com/
From info at arphax.com Mon Sep 25 11:05:41 2006
From: info at arphax.com (Arphax Publishing)
Date: Mon Sep 25 11:05:45 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Largest Genealogical Reference Book-Series in History:
what Ft. Wayne, Dallas, the Newberry, Los Angeles, Salt Lake,
St. Louis, and the Library of Michigan know
Message-ID: <002901c6e0b4$11e56820$6c01a8c0@HP4>
If you are curious about the largest, newest additions to the collections of
our nation's most important genealogical libraries, you need only educate
yourself about the "Family Maps" series of federal land patent books from
Arphax Publishing (www.arphax.com <http://www.arphax.com/> ).

Formally introduced to the market at NGS in Nashville in June 2005, this
series has grown to include over 165 new titles (and continues to grow by
about three titles each week), and offers first-of-their-kind "patent-maps"
showing original land-owners, county-by-county in the public-land states. We
are producing for 16 states at present but will be adding more western
states soon.

I encourage you to contact your fellow librarians at Allen County,
Mid-Continent, Dallas, the Newberry, Los Angeles, Tulsa, Fresno, Salt Lake
City, St. Louis (City), or the Library of Michigan (among others), and ask
them if the series hasn't been a huge success with their patrons, and if the
service they have received has not been top-notch.

Check out the FAQs, Samples, Reviews, and more at our web-site. Our current
hardbound list is available at
http://www.arphax.com/Arphax_Titles_22Sep2006.pdf. Our on-line book-store
allows immediate purchases of our spiral-bound volumes. Hardbound orders
should be placed by phone, fax, mail, or email (contact information is
below).

Oh yeah, and as for the claim of "the Largest Genealogical Reference
Book-series in history": our current analysis looks to put this series in at

a minimum of 1200 volumes. If there is a larger series out there, please let
me hear about it---I don't want to be inaccurate.

Many thanks,
Gregory A. Boyd, J.D.
Author of the Family Maps Series

Arphax Publishing Co.
2210 Research Park Blvd.
Norman, OK

73069

(405) 366-6181
(405) 366-8184 Fax
(800) 681-5298
www.arphax.com <http://www.arphax.com/>

Inquiries: info@arphax.com (Nancy Kinard)
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From simpsonj at newberry.org Mon Sep 25 12:00:19 2006
From: simpsonj at newberry.org (Jack Simpson)
Date: Mon Sep 25 12:00:21 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Re: genealib Digest, Vol 36, Issue 25
Message-ID: <892950537@nl-mail.newberry.org>
I will be out of the office from September 25- October 10. If you need to reach a
staff member in the genealogy department, email genealogy@newberry.org, or call
312-255-3512 during library hours.
Jack Simpson
From bvelke at archivecdbooksusa.com Mon Sep 25 13:23:26 2006
From: bvelke at archivecdbooksusa.com (Bob Velke)
Date: Mon Sep 25 13:23:40 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Free to a good home: Austin's Genealogical Dictionary of
Rhode Island
Message-ID: <7.0.1.0.2.20060925131534.07e542b8@archivecdbooksusa.com>
Skipped content of type multipart/alternative-------------- next part
-------------No virus found in this outgoing message.

Checked by AVG Free Edition.
Version: 7.1.405 / Virus Database: 268.12.8/455 - Release Date: 9/22/2006
From bvelke at archivecdbooksusa.com Mon Sep 25 15:54:47 2006
From: bvelke at archivecdbooksusa.com (Bob Velke)
Date: Mon Sep 25 15:54:57 2006
Subject: [Genealib] TAKEN: Austin's Genealogical Dictionary of Rhode Island
Message-ID: <7.0.1.0.2.20060925155422.0b9d8e50@archivecdbooksusa.com>
Skipped content of type multipart/alternative-------------- next part
-------------No virus found in this outgoing message.
Checked by AVG Free Edition.
Version: 7.1.405 / Virus Database: 268.12.8/455 - Release Date: 9/22/2006
From cheryls at plano.gov Mon Sep 25 16:04:08 2006
From: cheryls at plano.gov (Cheryl Smith)
Date: Mon Sep 25 16:04:13 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Understanding a photograph
Message-ID: <608A148346033945A88A2FEFC8B8B0140158A481@ISMB05.city.plano.gov>
A few years ago, I heard a woman speak on identifying old photographs.
She could guestimate the age of the photo. She also could help
understand what's going on in the picture. I believe she was an editor
of a magazine about old photographs or something along those lines. If
this rings a bell with someone please let me know!
I have a patron who has an old photograph of an Italian great great
grandmother standing by a chair holding a bar of soap and a rag was
lying across the back of the chair. Nobody in her family knows why she
posed with soap in her hand.
Does anyone know who could help me with this photograph?
Thanks for the help!
Cheryl Smith
Public Services Librarian Senior
Harrington Library
1501 18th St.
Plano, TX 75074
972-941-7175
From dsmith at mail.usf.edu Mon Sep 25 18:06:37 2006
From: dsmith at mail.usf.edu (Drew Smith)
Date: Mon Sep 25 18:06:41 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Understanding a photograph
In-Reply-To: <608A148346033945A88A2FEFC8B8B0140158A481@ISMB05.city.plano.gov>
Message-ID: <005001c6e0ee$df1fa870$640fa8c0@Drew>
Cheryl,
You probably are referring to Maureen Taylor, the Photo Detective.
find details at her site at www.photodetective.com
Drew Smith
> -----Original Message----> From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
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Cheryl Smith
Sent: Monday, September 25, 2006 4:04 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Understanding a photograph
A few years ago, I heard a woman speak on identifying old photographs.
She could guestimate the age of the photo. She also could
help understand what's going on in the picture. I believe
she was an editor of a magazine about old photographs or
something along those lines. If this rings a bell with
someone please let me know!
I have a patron who has an old photograph of an Italian great
great grandmother standing by a chair holding a bar of soap
and a rag was lying across the back of the chair. Nobody in
her family knows why she posed with soap in her hand.
Does anyone know who could help me with this photograph?
Thanks for the help!
Cheryl Smith
Public Services Librarian Senior
Harrington Library
1501 18th St.
Plano, TX 75074
972-941-7175

From cheryls at plano.gov Mon Sep 25 18:30:03 2006
From: cheryls at plano.gov (Cheryl Smith)
Date: Mon Sep 25 18:30:07 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Understanding a photograph
Message-ID: <608A148346033945A88A2FEFC8B8B0140158A483@ISMB05.city.plano.gov>
That's exactly who I was thinking of!
Cheryl

Thanks!

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Drew Smith
Sent: Monday, September 25, 2006 5:07 PM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Understanding a photograph
Cheryl,
You probably are referring to Maureen Taylor, the Photo Detective.
You'll
find details at her site at www.photodetective.com
Drew Smith
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-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of
Cheryl Smith
Sent: Monday, September 25, 2006 4:04 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Understanding a photograph
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A few years ago, I heard a woman speak on identifying old photographs.
She could guestimate the age of the photo. She also could
help understand what's going on in the picture. I believe
she was an editor of a magazine about old photographs or
something along those lines. If this rings a bell with
someone please let me know!
I have a patron who has an old photograph of an Italian great
great grandmother standing by a chair holding a bar of soap
and a rag was lying across the back of the chair. Nobody in
her family knows why she posed with soap in her hand.
Does anyone know who could help me with this photograph?
Thanks for the help!
Cheryl Smith
Public Services Librarian Senior
Harrington Library
1501 18th St.
Plano, TX 75074
972-941-7175

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From localhistory at forbeslibrary.org Mon Sep 25 18:30:45 2006
From: localhistory at forbeslibrary.org (Local History)
Date: Mon Sep 25 18:30:46 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Fw: freebies
Message-ID: <021001c6e0f2$3f6b4560$1701a8c0@P08NO>

I have some donations that I am not adding to our collection that are free to a
good home.
A Research Guide for the New York 1910 Federal Census
Moultonborough, NH Vital Records (Heritage Books reprint)
The Four Seasons of Shaker Life: An Intimate Portrait of the Community at
Sabbathday Lake, Maine
40'x28'x4': The Eerie Canal - One hundred &f ifty years
Genealogy in America v.1 (1968)
Sommers: The Story of a Connecticut Town
Historic Houses of Connecticut Open to the Public (1969)
Julie H. Bartlett
Archivist
Calvin Coolidge Presidential Library & Museum
Hampshire Room for Local History
Forbes Library
20 West St.
Northampton, MA 01060
(413) 587-1014
jbartlett@forbeslibrary.org
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From lepreda at cableone.net Mon Sep 25 20:14:39 2006
From: lepreda at cableone.net (Darnell Lepre)
Date: Mon Sep 25 20:15:02 2006
Subject: [Genealib] book posting for mailing
Message-ID: <01d401c6e100$c2a1efc0$9b717718@darnellm2quyoq>
Mississippi Gulf Coast Genealogy - The Seymour Family by Brother Jerome Lepre, S.
C., Brother of the Sacred Heart, + 9/19/1998, Perfect Binding with Softcover, 457
pages, indexed by last name on several separate pages, The earliest known
documented evidence of the exact origin of the Seymour family is the marriage
between Genevieve Baudreau of Pascagoula and Charles LeBlanc of Pennsylvania, son
of Thomas and Perrine LeBlanc. No contemporary documentation during the period l780
- l790 disputes this. The marriage record had been in the author's holdings, but
he did not know who Charles LeBlanc was. It remained dormant for years in his
possession. The marriage between Charles and Genevieve was held in St. Louis parish
church of New Orleans on l September l783 and presided over by the famous, or
infamous, "Pere Antoine," the Rev. Antonio de Sedella, a Spanish Capuchin priest.
(SLC, MB4, #l55). Jean Baptiste Baudreau dit Graveline came to the Mississippi
Coast with Iberville in l699. He immediately became a planter, a cattle owner, a
cattle breeder and a mentor to others who settled here. Born on his dad's
plantation in the West Pascagoula area, grew up there and eventually married
Catherine Vinconneau of France. They had four children, one of whom was Jean
Baptiste III. This Jean Baptiste III built up a liaison with Mary Louise Fayard of
New Orleans and had a family of five children, Jean Baptiste IV, Margaret,
Angelique, Genevieve and Francoise. The first three always used the name Baudreau,
the other two, because of the non-marriage condition of their parents, used the
name of their mother, Fayard. It is the daughter, Genevieve, who interests us here
because she was to become the wife of Charles LeBlanc, and, together, the parents
of St. Cyr Joseph LeBlanc, alias Seymour. This Baudreau family has permeated the
Gulf Coast with its descendants under various names. Only one known child was born
of the marriage between Charles LeBlanc and Genevieve Baudreau. His name was St.
Cyr Joseph LeBlanc, born in l788, as noted on his tomb in the oldest section of the
Biloxi cemetery near the beach. It is stated by a great granddaughter of St. Cyr
Seymour II, last child of St. Cyr Joseph LeBlanc, that St. Cyr J. LeBlanc was an
only child; although there is a tradition that there were two boys. No evidence
known supports a second son. St. Cyr was a fisherman and, with a large group of
boys around, he, no doubt, took each of them at times to let them learn about that
kind of work, but it seems quite probable that each of the boys would settle on
land, raise a garden, take care of livestock, make charcoal and other wood products
for sale. Marie-Josephe died in l876, probably at the home of St. Cyr. She was
buried in the old Biloxi Cemetery near the beach. These two old people were truly
patriarch and matriarch of a huge descendance, certainly close to 20,000. What a
tribute to them and to those who are their progeny. Cost is $38 (US) Shipping add
$4.00. Contact Darnell Lepre, 11105 Pin Oak Drive, Biloxi, MS 39532, Phone: 228396-2811, email: lepreda@cableone.net
Relatives of the Seymour Family found in the Seymour Book: (Partial Index List Not Completed as of 9/24/06) Ables, Adamo, Adams, Adamson, Adkins, Agazarm, Ahsen,
Ainsworth, Albert, Albritton, Alexander, Alford, Allemand, Allen, Alley, Alvarez,
Alves, Amadio, Ames, Badgley, Bailey, Baird, Balius, Ball, Balliet, Bancroft,
Banfill, Bangs, Barbari, Barbie, Barefield, Barfoot, Barham, Barhonovich, Barker,
Barnet, Barnette, Barton, Caffey, Cagle, Caldwell, Calhoun, Calkins, Callender,
Calton, Calvero, Campbell, Canady, Canizaro,
Canna, Cannette, Cannon, Carco, Carey, Carlswell, Carnley, Carpenter, Daigle, Dale,
D'Angelo, Daniels, Dart, Daudle, Daughdrill, David, Davis, Davison, Dawson, De
George, De Sandro, Dean, DeAngelo, DeCausey, Dedeaux, Dees, Earl, Eckland, Edwards,

Egger, Ekhlas, Elder, Eleuterius, Elgin, Ellis, Ellzey, Emerson, Emmons, Endt,
English, Entrekin, Etheridge, Eubanks, Evans, Eysermans, Fagan, Fairley, Fairly,
Falk, Falkenberg, Fallo, Farmer, Farris, Fausnight, Favalora, Fayard, Fedkenheuer,
Felcher, Feller, Felps, Felsher, Ferguson, Ferig, Fernandez,and more. Call me to
see if your name is in the book.
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From genlib at srlsys.org Tue Sep 26 08:38:53 2006
From: genlib at srlsys.org (Genealogy Department)
Date: Tue Sep 26 08:37:20 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Fw: freebies
In-Reply-To: <021001c6e0f2$3f6b4560$1701a8c0@P08NO>
Message-ID: <001d01c6e168$bc82e0a0$7a00140a@ComputerC>
Would like this books..

Thanks,

Lydia Lott
Genealogy Clerk
Satilla Regional Library

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Local
History
Sent: Monday, September 25, 2006 5:31 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Fw: freebies

I have some donations that I am not adding to our collection that are
free to a good home.
A Research Guide for the New York 1910 Federal Census
Moultonborough, NH Vital Records (Heritage Books reprint)
The Four Seasons of Shaker Life:
at Sabbathday Lake, Maine
40'x28'x4':

An Intimate Portrait of the Community

The Eerie Canal - One hundred &f ifty years

Genealogy in America v.1 (1968)
Sommers:

The Story of a Connecticut Town

Historic Houses of Connecticut Open to the Public (1969)

Julie H. Bartlett
Archivist
Calvin Coolidge Presidential Library & Museum
Hampshire Room for Local History
Forbes Library
20 West St.
Northampton, MA 01060
(413) 587-1014
jbartlett@forbeslibrary.org
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From ECole at oakville.ca Tue Sep 26 09:01:47 2006
From: ECole at oakville.ca (ECole@oakville.ca)
Date: Tue Sep 26 09:01:54 2006
Subject: [Genealib] I am currently out of the office and will return at
11a.m. on Wednesday, September 27th, 2006
Message-ID: <OF375EBDBF.0388252E-ON852571F5.0047934A-852571F5.0047934A@oakville.ca>
I will be out of the office starting
09/27/2006.

09/26/2006 and will not return until

If you require more immediate assistance, please contact AskUs!, our e-mail
reference service at oplreference@oakville.ca or call our Information Desk
at 905-815-2044 during business hours.
From ahayes at crystallakelibrary.org Tue Sep 26 10:37:49 2006
From: ahayes at crystallakelibrary.org (Hayes, Alice)
Date: Tue Sep 26 10:38:17 2006
Subject: [Genealib] UPDATED: The Genealogy and Family History Internet
WebDirectory
References: <45176A0F.4020102@sbcglobal.net>
Message-ID: <D3FB65FB4C53D74894887B2245B7024E54D628@jade.crlake.lib.il.us>
Some truth to this, but certain conditions have to exist.
Snopes.com. AH
http://www.snopes.com/crime/prevent/celltheft.asp

See this note from

________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of Chris & Tom Tinney, Sr.
Sent: Mon 9/25/2006 12:33 AM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] UPDATED: The Genealogy and Family History Internet WebDirectory

The Genealogy and Family History
Internet Web Directory is updated, at:
http://www.academic-genealogy.com/
It provides scholarly educational access
to all key worldwide Internet genealogical
and family history databases and resources.
As noted in the San Diego Genealogical
Society Newsletter, July 2006; Vol. 39,
No. 6, page 8:
"Their approach will reveal possibilities
you may not have thought of before and take
you to new sites that can open your research
to new horizons."
Two examples of additions are:
(1) * socialmeter for Genealogy Webmasters
Scans the major social websites to analyze
a webpage's social popularity.
http://www.socialmeter.com/
(2) Family History Research Child Detectives - Google Video
for Marriage and Family Ties
http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=-1213442602761387027&q=genealogy&hl=en
Respectfully yours,
Tom Tinney, Sr.
Who's Who in America,
Millennium Edition [54th] through 2004
Who's Who In Genealogy and Heraldry, [both editions]
Genealogy and Family History Internet Web Directory
http://www.academic-genealogy.com/
_______________________________________________
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http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org Tue Sep 26 10:44:35 2006
From: Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org (Susan Scouras)
Date: Tue Sep 26 10:40:10 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Professional Researchers List
Message-ID: <3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC06690232253E@mail.wvculture.local>
West Virginia State Archives also has maintained a list of researchers for hire for
quite some time. We hand it out in the Library, mail it to those requesting more
research than we can perform for our standard mail research fee, and keep it posted
on our Web site. We have not had complaints about anyone's work, even though we
know the quality/experience levels of the researchers vary widely, but have
received complaints once in awhile that someone on the list has not responded to an
inquiry. We follow up with phone calls or letters to the researchers to see if
they are still accepting clients. We remove them from the list if they don't want
any more inquiries, or remove them temporarily if they are currently unable to
work, etc., and put them back on later when they are able/willing to accept more

work.
Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of Larry Naukam
Sent: Thu 9/21/2006 3:48 PM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Cc:
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Professional Researchers List

For the 30 years I have been here we have maintained a list. They do not pay
to be on it, the list says only that these people do research for a fee, that the
library makes the list available only to help users, and does not endorse the
people or their work.

We have never had any complaints from patrons (that we have heard!).

-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
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From syparker at imbris.com Tue Sep 26 10:47:56 2006
From: syparker at imbris.com (Sandra)
Date: Tue Sep 26 11:26:05 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Free to a good home: Austin's Genealogical Dictionary
of Rhode Island
References: <7.0.1.0.2.20060925131534.07e542b8@archivecdbooksusa.com>
Message-ID: <01d901c6e180$1000a8e0$ad8312d8@toshibauser>
Is this book still available? If so I would like it for our genealogical Society.
Thank you.
Sandra Yorkell-Parker
Bonner County Genealoical Society
----- Original Message ----From: Bob Velke
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Monday, September 25, 2006 10:23 AM
Subject: [Genealib] Free to a good home: Austin's Genealogical Dictionary of
Rhode Island
The following book is free to a good home:
- John Osborne Austin, The Genealogical Dictionary of Rhode Island; Comprising
Three Generations of Settlers Who Came Before 1690 (With Many Families Carried to

the Fourth Generation) (1887).
NOT a reprint. Good condition. A few pages are loose but all are attached.
For description and photo of the actual book, see:
http://www.archivecdbooksusa.com/find_acdb.mvc?refid=LIST&p=US0305
The book will be accompanied by a free copy of the digital book on CD-ROM, a free
on-site network license, and free shipping.
In order to share material with as many libraries as possible, those who have
received a donation from Archive CD Books USA are not eligible for another for 90
days. Interested parties should please write to bvelke@archivecdbooksusa.com (NOT
to the list).
Bob Velke
Archive CD Books USA
www.ArchiveCDBooksUSA.com
The Archive CD Books Project exists to make digital reproductions
of old books available to the public, to donate original publications
to libraries and other institutions, and to cooperate with these
repositories to preserve their existing collections for future generations.
Public libraries and qualified membership societies in the U.S. can get
33%-50% off every CD title and a free on-site network license.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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From krzepczynski at michigan.gov Tue Sep 26 15:56:14 2006
From: krzepczynski at michigan.gov (Kris Rzepczynski)
Date: Tue Sep 26 15:56:30 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Celebrate Family History Month at the Library of Michigan
Message-ID: <s5194daa.048@michigan.gov>
Something to keep in mind if you are in or around Michigan in October.
In celebration of Family History Month, the Library of Michigan and the
Archives of Michigan will offer free genealogy workshops throughout
October at the Michigan Library and Historical Center. A different

half-day workshop will be offered twice each week, and participants may
attend either morning or afternoon sessions.
October's genealogy workshops will provide tips and tools to help
family history researchers trace their heritage using printed primary
sources as well as key web sites and databases. Classes will cover the
following topics:
Beginning Genealogy
9 a.m. to noon Tuesday, Oct. 3, or 1 to 4 p.m. Wednesday, Oct. 4
Beginning Your Family History Research
Family History Resources at the Library of Michigan
Genealogical Resources at the Archives of Michigan
Military Research
9 a.m. to noon Monday, Oct. 9, or 1 to 4 p.m. Tuesday, Oct. 10
Using Military Records Housed at the Archives of Michigan
Strategies for Battling Military Records at the Library of Michigan
Researching Your Civil War Ancestor at the Library of Michigan
Research Methods
9 a.m. to noon Tuesday, Oct. 17, or 1 to 4 p.m. Wednesday, Oct. 18
How to Organize Your Family History Research
Family History on the Internet
Genealogy of a House
International Resources
9 a.m. to noon Tuesday, Oct. 24, or 1 to 4 p.m. Wednesday, Oct. 25
French-Canadian Resources at the Library of Michigan
Coming to America: Research with Ships' Passenger Lists
Vital Records Research at the Library of Michigan
In addition, Beginning Genealogy for the Visually Impaired Researcher
is set for 1 p.m. Saturday, Oct. 21, at the Library of Michigan. The
Library of Michigan and the Michigan Genealogical Council will
co-sponsor the Michigan Genealogical Council Seminar from 9 a.m. to 4:45
p.m. Saturday, Oct. 14. The event includes tours, workshops and the
presentation of the Genealogist of the Year Award. Registration is $15,
which includes a $5 donation to the Library of Michigan and a $5
donation to the Michigan Genealogical Council.
Sign up on-line at www.michigan.gov/familyhistory, by e-mail at
librarian@michigan.gov or by phone at (517) 373-1300. If you have any
questions, please contact the Library of Michigan's Special Collections
Services at (517) 373-1300. The Library of Michigan is located inside
the Michigan Library and Historical Center at 702 W. Kalamazoo St., two
blocks west of the State Capitol in downtown Lansing. The main entrance
and visitor parking are located north of Kalamazoo Street, just east of
M.L. King Boulevard.
Thank you, and feel free to contact me off list if you have any
additional questions about the Library's Family History Month programs.
Sincerely,
Kris Rzepczynski
Michigan/Genealogy Coordinator
Library of Michigan

517.373.9456
krzepczynski@michigan.gov
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From krzepczynski at michigan.gov Tue Sep 26 16:46:31 2006
From: krzepczynski at michigan.gov (Kris Rzepczynski)
Date: Tue Sep 26 16:46:46 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Michigan death records at the Library of Michigan
Message-ID: <s5195973.013@michigan.gov>
Of interest to genealogy librarians and researchers with Michigan roots.
This statewide collection is an absolute gold mine for genealogists,
with more to become available in the future at the Library of Michigan.
A new collection of Michigan vital records is now available on
microfilm at the Library of Michigan. Michigan Death Records, 1897-1920,
were previously available only through a request to the Michigan Vital
Records Office for a search fee of at least $26. Researchers may now
search records for free and get copies at a fraction of the cost - 20
cents per photocopy. The Library of Michigan is able to provide this
resource, and additional records collections to be made available in the
future, thanks to a donation from the Michigan Genealogical Council.
Legislation sponsored by Sen. Tom George (Public Act 73 of 2006) allows
for the transfer of certain vital records from the state registrar to
the Library of Michigan, enabling public access and facilitating
genealogical research.
"This is a fitting kickoff to our celebration of Family History Month
in October, and we're so grateful to the Michigan Genealogical Council,
Sen. George, and all the staff whose hard work helped make it happen,"
said State Librarian Nancy R. Robertson. "Increasing access to vital
records on microfilm - one of our most heavily used genealogy resources
- will benefit family history researchers across the state and even help
draw out-of-state visitors who come to use our extensive collection."
This set of records supplements the Library of Michigan's existing
vital records collection, which also includes Michigan death records
from 1867 to 1897. "This really fills a gap in Michigan genealogical
research, and the real winners are the library users who will have
access to these records in a way they haven't before," said Randy Riley,
Special Collections Manager at the Library of Michigan.
The Library of Michigan is located inside the Michigan Library and
Historical Center at 702 W. Kalamazoo St., two blocks west of the State
Capitol in downtown Lansing. The main entrance and visitor parking are
located north of Kalamazoo Street, just east of M.L. King Boulevard.
If anyone has additional questions about these Michigan death records,
please feel free to contact me. Thank you.
Sincerely,
Kris Rzepczynski
Michigan/Genealogy Coordinator

Library of Michigan
517.373.9456
krzepczynski@michigan.gov
From carriescorner at yahoo.com Tue Sep 26 20:54:25 2006
From: carriescorner at yahoo.com (Carrie Cook)
Date: Tue Sep 26 20:54:27 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Re: Publishers for genealogy material
In-Reply-To: <20060915160014.5DCE73E6466@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <20060927005425.96785.qmail@web51415.mail.yahoo.com>
Hi All,
Craig, as always brings up some very good points. If anyone wants to ask our
company, The Gregath Publishing Company, questions. Feel free at any time :o) We
began publishing in 1970. Visit our informational site at
http://www.gregathcompany.com, call us at 918-542-4148, or email
fredrea@gregathcompany.com for the business email. We work mainly with selffinancing authors and groups, offer manuscript preparation, can produce a variety
of bindings and quantity. We'd love to be able to quote on any book project that
can help share genealogy and history with the world.
Thanks,
Carrie Cook, VP/Webmaster
The Gregath Publishing Company
genealib-request@mailman.acomp.usf.edu wrote:
Today's Topics:
1. Publishers for genealogy material (Sonia Schoenfield)
2. RE: Publishers for genealogy material (Dunn, Lesle)
3. RE: Publishers for genealogy material (Marge Bardeen)
4. Re: Publishers for genealogy material (Trevia W Beverly)
5. RE: New Genealogy Librarian Position at the Allen
CountyPublic Library (Roberta Allen)
6. RE: New Genealogy Librarian Position at the Allen
CountyPublic Library (Curt Witcher)
7. RE: Publishers for genealogy material (Joe Garonzik)
8. Re: Publishers for genealogy material (Craig R. Scott)
9. Re: Publishers for genealogy material (Craig R. Scott)
-----------------------------Message: 8
Date: Wed, 13 Sep 2006 21:54:09 -0400
From: "Craig R. Scott"
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Publishers for genealogy material
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists"
Message-ID: <028d01c6d7a0$ade6ef90$6400a8c0@WillowBendBooks.local>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
"Publish" can mean many things.
Is your patron looking for someone to pay for the printing of their book and pay
them a royalty?
If that is the case then you need to find a traditional genealogical publisher that
will accept the manuscript. A lot will depend on the quality of the content of the
letters.
Is your patron willing to pay for the printing of their book and therefore "self-

publish?"
Would they be willing to purchase a guaranteed quantity of the title if a
publishing house published it for them?
Can your patron edit the material or will they need help?
These and many more are the questions that need to be asked before a publishing
company can be appropriately selected by an author.
I will say that if you don't know what you are doing, need lots of help getting it
done, and expect a lot of hand holding during the process than my experience is
that Gateway Press is your best bet, and if you came to me that is where I would
send you.
If you don't need a lot of hand holding and can provide camera ready copy, but need
someone to create the cover for you, there is this other company that can help you.
Each publishing firm brings its own expertise to the process and the issue is
finding out what the best fit will be. Each publisher is different and brings a
different set of expectations to the process.
The most important thing that an author can do is ask questions to see if there is
a good fit.
C.
Craig R. Scott, CG
President & CEO
Heritage Books, Inc.
65 East Main Street
Westminster, MD 21157
800 876-6103
410 876-6101
(fax) 410 871-2674
crscott@HeritageBooks.com
Visit our websites www.HeritageBooks.com and www.WillowBendBooks.com
Subscribe to Heritage Books eNews http://www.HeritageBooks.com/hbsignup.htm

----- Original Message ----From: Sonia Schoenfield
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Thursday, September 14, 2006 3:11 PM
Subject: [Genealib] Publishers for genealogy material
Hi-

I have a genealogy patron who is looking to publish a book but is not sure how to
go about accomplishing this. He has a wonderful collection of letters that he would
like to have put into a book. These letters were sent to his grandmother from her
siblings and other relatives, and they really cover a slice of American life from a
certain time period. One person fought in the Civil War, another had an encounter
with John Wilkes Booth before Lincoln's assassination, still another wrote from the
fields of the gold rush. That's just to give you an idea of what he has and to
illustrate that it's not a genealogy or family history that he wants to publish,
but something of interest to his relatives and possibly historians as well.
Any ideas about who I should send him to?
Thanks for your input!

Sonia Schoenfield
Cook Memorial Public Library District
Libertyville, Illinois
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-----------------------------Message: 9
Date: Wed, 13 Sep 2006 22:15:29 -0400
From: "Craig R. Scott"
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Publishers for genealogy material
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists"
Message-ID: <02a401c6d7a3$a8571c00$6400a8c0@WillowBendBooks.local>
Content-Type: text/plain; format=flowed; charset="iso-8859-1";
reply-type=original
>I would recommend Masthof Press over Closson Press, I think Closson books
> are cheaply prepared.
Although I would not have ever said this about Closson, until recently their
books had simple covers and usually lacked lamination, but the glue binding
was always good. Their books looked inexpensive and their pricing reflected
that fact. They are very inexpensive compared to other publishers. With new
equipment obtained during the past couple of years their covers on new

titles have more variety and many are laminated. Their production of the
"Early Landowners of Pennsylvania" series for Ancestral Tracks is excellent
and reflects what they are capable of doing in the perfect binding market.
There has, to my mind not every been the hint that their cloth titles, were
anything other than excellent bindings.
It is also important to recognize that you get what you pay for when it
comes to self-publishing. You have to be willing to pay for the lamination,
the color cover, the screened pictures and so much more.
Although I can not speak for Closson and would not even try to, I can say
that in my opinion, they have done everything that they can do to provide
their product as inexpensively as possible. There is a deference between a
publisher inexpensively creating product and pricing it as such and
producing a product to the known expectation of a author who is willing to
pay for the production.
I have always found that my dealings with both these two companies to be
honest, fair and perfectly fine in every way. They are both a joy to work
with and I am happy to know both of them.
C.
Craig R. Scott, CG
President & CEO
Heritage Books, Inc.
65 East Main Street
Westminster, MD 21157
800 876-6103
410 876-6101
(fax) 410 871-2674
crscott@HeritageBooks.com
Visit our websites www.HeritageBooks.com and www.WillowBendBooks.com
Subscribe to Heritage Books eNews http://www.HeritageBooks.com/hbsignup.htm
Carrie's Corner
carriescorner@yahoo.com
http://www.neok.com/~ccorner
--------------------------------All-new Yahoo! Mail - Fire up a more powerful email and get things done faster.
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From ekuhn at acpl.lib.in.us Wed Sep 27 15:34:02 2006
From: ekuhn at acpl.lib.in.us (Elaine Kuhn)
Date: Wed Sep 27 15:34:40 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Family History Month Events at the Allen County Public
Library
References: <451A914E02000014001DA4BA@groupwise-server.acpl.lib.in.us>
<451A99EA02000014001DA4C4@groupwise-server.acpl.lib.in.us>
Message-ID: <451A9A4A.A3D7.0014.0@acpl.lib.in.us>
October is Family History Month, and the Historical Genealogy Department

of the Allen County Public Library is planning a month packed with
programs and workshops for all interested researchers.
There will be classes on Beginning Genealogy, Ohio Research, Using the
ACPL Online Catalog, Family History Scrapbooking, and Using Heritage
Quest Online, just to name a few. On Friday, October 27th, the Midnight
Madness Extended Research Hours return for all of those late-night
genealogists (you know who you are!) The department will remain open
from 6 pm to midnight on that date - and there may even be some treats
for those who hang around.
All sessions are open to the public and will be held in the Main
Library at 200 East Berry St., Fort Wayne, Indiana. Many sessions
require registration by calling the department at (260) 421-1225 or by
sending an email to genealogy@acpl.info.
Here is the complete list of programs:
Sunday, October 1, 2006: Irish History for the Genealogist, Steve
Myers, 2 - 3 pm, Board Room, 3rd Floor, Main Library. Learn about Irish
historical events of greatest interest to those who are trying to
document and understand the lives of their ancestors in Ireland.
Monday, October 2, 2006: Using Heritage Quest Online, Elaine Kuhn, 10 11 am, Room 330, Main Library. This presentation will cover searching
and printing from Heritage Quest Online, which includes federal
censuses, Revolutionary War pension files, books, Freedman's Bank
information, and the Periodical Source Index. Registration required.
Phone 421-1225 to sign up.
Tuesday October 3, 2006: Allen County Genealogical Society of Indiana
Presents Shirley Hodges: Research Facilities in the Great Lakes Area,
9:30 - 11:30 am, Room 244, Main Library. This lecture is intended to
familiarize the researcher with both the lesser-known and better-known
research facilities in the Great Lakes area. Many times researchers miss
the treasures in their own back yard because they are not familiar with
their location or how easy it is to use the collection. For ticket info
call 421-1225.
Tuesday October 3, 2006: Allen County Genealogical Society of Indiana
Presents Shirley Hodges: There's Gold in Them Thar Hills: Did Your
Ancestor Go West?, 1:30 - 3:30 pm, Room 244, Main Library. Many of our
ancestors went west during the Gold Rush. This lecture helps us to
understand the times in which they lived as they found great adversity,
freedom, and perhaps wealth, and learn what was involved in the quest
for gold through letters, diaries, manuscripts and old newspapers. For
ticket info call 421-1225.
Wednesday October 4, 2006: Daughters of the American Revolution
Research Assistance for Membership, 9 am - 7 pm, Genealogy Department,
Main Library. DAR members provide assistance to anyone interested in
research to join the Society.
Thursday October 5, 2006: Beginning Genealogy, Marge Graham, 2 - 4pm,
Room 244, Main Library. Organizational tools and proven methods to get
you started on the right track to successful searching.
Friday October 6, 2006: Genealogy Searching in the Online Catalog, Ryan
Taylor, 10 - 11am, Room 330, Main Library. Find more genealogical

resources through expert use of the online catalog. This talk includes
instruction in searching by place and family name. Registration
required. Phone 421-1225 to sign up.
Saturday October 7, 2006: Preserving Your Family History Through
Scrapbooking, Dena Williamson, 2 - 3 pm, Room 244, Main Library. This
PowerPoint presentation is for anyone interested in the process of
scrapbooking and its importance in preserving your research, with
techniques and tips for preserving those treasured memories,
photographs, documents, and more.
Sunday October 8, 2006: PERSI Online with Ancestry & Heritage Quest,
Curt Witcher, 2 - 3 pm, Room 244, Main Library. The PERiodical Source
Index (PERSI) is a vital tool for locating relevant data in genealogical
and historical periodicals. Learn how to effectively use both the
HeritageQuest and Ancestry.com versions of PERSI.
Monday, October 9, 2006: Not Just Ancestry -- Learning About Genealogy
and the Internet, Don Litzer, 2 - 3 pm, Room 330, Main Library. Capture
the Internet's full potential for your genealogy-how to hunt for data
and contact others who can help you succeed. Even if you're a
beginner at computers or genealogy, learn a strategy to make your online
research worthwhile. Registration required. Phone 421-1225 to sign up.
Tuesday October 10, 2006: Immigration and Naturalization Research,
Marge Graham, 7 - 8 pm, Room 244, Main Library. This presentation will
cover locating an ancestor's arrival using new online databases,
looking at standard and unusual sources, and linking the naturalization
process to your ancestor's immigration. Was he really naturalized?
Wednesday October 11, 2006: Allen County Genealogical Society of
Indiana Meeting: Janet Westendorf of the Allen County Board of Health,
speaker. 7 pm, Aboite Branch Library.
Thursday October 12, 2006: Using Ancestry.com, Delia Bourne, 10 - 11
am, Room 330, Main Library. This talk will provide search instructions
and tips for Ancestry's many databases, such as census and passenger
records, and the historic newspaper collection. Registration required.
Phone 421-1225 to sign up.
Friday October 13, 2006: What's in a German Place Name, Don Litzer,
10 - 11 am, Room 244, Main Library. You have the name of a place in
Germany from where your ancestors came-now what? Learn about spelling
aids, gazetteers, maps, and sources to identify your ancestral location
and find records about people who lived there.
Saturday October 14, 2006: Application Process Workshop, Daughters of
the American Revolution, 9:30 - 11 am, Room 244, Main Library. DAR
Chapter members will provide information on the application process for
joining the DAR. Stay for the DAR Mary Penrose Wayne Chapter meeting at
1 pm, also in Room 244.
Sunday October 15, 2006: The Early Years of Fort Wayne Television,
Richard (Dick) Florea, 2 - 3 pm, Room 244, Main Library. Mr. Florea will
be remembering the people and programming in the 1950s and 1960s.
Monday, October 16, 2006: Unusual Death Records, Rose Newton, 7 - 8 pm,
Room 244, Main Library. In the costume of a Victorian lady in mourning,
Rose Newton discusses locating death records in unusual places and what

you could learn about your ancestors.
Tuesday October 17, 2006: Using Ancestry.com, Delia Bourne, 10 -11 am,
Room 330, Main Library. This talk will provide search instructions and
tips for Ancestry's many databases, such as census and passenger
records, and the historic newspaper collection. Registration required.
Phone 421-1225 to sign up.
Tuesday October 17, 2006: Immigration and Naturalization Research,
Marge Graham, 7 - 8 pm, Room 244, Main Library. This presentation will
cover locating an ancestor's arrival using new online databases,
looking at standard and unusual sources, and linking the naturalization
process to your ancestor's immigration. Was he really naturalized?
Wednesday October 18, 2006: Allen County Genealogical Society of
Indiana Computer Interest Group Meeting, 7 pm, Aboite Branch Library.
The speaker will be Ruth Camarata.
Thursday October 19, 2006: Using Heritage Quest Online, Elaine Kuhn, 2
- 3 pm, Room 330, Main Library. This presentation will cover searching
and printing from Heritage Quest Online, which includes federal
censuses, Revolutionary War pension files, books, Freedman's Bank
information, and the Periodical Source Index. Registration required.
Phone 421-1225 to sign up.
Friday October 20, 2006: Genealogy Searching in the Online Catalog, Don
Litzer, 10 -11 am, Room 330, Main Library. Find more genealogical
resources through expert use of the online catalog. This talk includes
instruction in searching by place and family name. Registration
required. Phone 421-1225 to sign up.
Saturday October 21: Picturing Your Past: Scrapbooking Workshop, Dena
Williamson, 2 - 4 pm, Room 244, Main Library. In this hands-on workshop,
you will create a two-page scrapbooking layout to which you will be able
to add pictures. Supplies will be provided by the library. Registration
required. Phone 421-1225 to sign up.
Sunday October 22, 2006: Beginning Genealogy, Marge Graham, 2 - 4 pm,
Room 244, Main Library. Organizational tools and proven methods to get
you started on the right track to successful searching.
Monday October 23, 2006:
Ryan Taylor, 10 - 11 am,
resources through expert
instruction in searching
required. Phone 421-1225

Genealogy Searching in the Online Catalog,
Room 330, Main Library. Find more genealogical
use of the online catalog. This talk includes
by place and family name. Registration
to sign up.

Tuesday October 24, 2006: Image
Room 330, Main Library. Working
learn how to correct fading and
feathering and color to photos.
sign up.

Restoration, Kay Spears, 10 - 11:30 am,
with photographs that have been scanned,
yellowing, remove dirt, and add
Registration required. Phone 421-1225 to

Tuesday October 24, 2006: Creating Family History Documents, Kay
Spears, 2 - 3:30 pm, Room 330, Main Library. Learn how to navigate
through Microsoft Word to create a book on your family, including
pedigree charts, text wrapping, and word art. Registration required.
Phone 421-1225 to sign up.

Wednesday October 25, 2006: Online Resources for Civil War Research,
Curt Witcher, 6:30 - 7:30 pm, Room 244, Main Library. Learn some of the
best sites and search strategies for finding historical and genealogical
information on this most researched of American wars.
Thursday October 26, 2006: Using Ancestry.com, Delia Bourne, 2 - 3 pm,
Room 330, Main Library. This talk will provide search instructions and
tips for Ancestry's many databases, such as census and passenger
records, and the historic newspaper collection. Registration required.
Phone 421-1225 to sign up.
Friday October 27, 2006: Midnight Madness Extended Research Hours, 6 pm
- Midnight, Historical Genealogy Department. When the library closes at
6pm this day, the Genealogy Department will remain open until midnight
for six more hours of research, education, and genealogical fun!
Saturday October 28, 2006: Preserving Family Treasures, Rebecca
Schipper, 2 - 3 pm, Room 317, Main Library. This talk will cover the
care and storage of paper, textiles, photographs, computer disks, audio
and video tapes.
Sunday October 29, 2006: Buckeye Beginnings: An Introduction to Ohio
Research, Amy Johnson Crow, 2 - 3 pm, Room 244, Main Library. Ohio was
an original gateway to the West. Learn about records, repositories and
research strategies in the Buckeye State.
Monday October 30, 2006: Genealogy Snapshots: Digital Photography for
Genealogists, Jeanne Stump, 2 - 3 pm, Board Room, 3rd floor, Main
Library. Explore the many ways a digital camera can be used in
genealogical research, including buying a digital camera and
accessories, photographing gravestones, microfilm, old documents and
photos. And just for fun, check out some great heirlooms and family
history gifts for the family.
Tuesday October 31, 2006: Lindenwood Cemetery History, John Beatty, 2 3 pm, Room 244, Main Library. This talk will cover the history of this
important cemetery as part of the "rural cemetery movement" in
nineteenth century America, beginning with the cemetery's founding in
1859 and touching on important milestone events to the present.
Hope to see you in October!
Elaine Kuhn
Elaine M. Kuhn
Reference Librarian
Historical Genealogy Department
Allen County Public Library
200 East Berry St., PO Box 2270
Fort Wayne, IN 46801-2270
Phone: 260-421-1225
Email: ekuhn@acpl.lib.in.us
From dlwilson at pwcgov.org Wed Sep 27 17:14:43 2006
From: dlwilson at pwcgov.org (Wilson, Donald L)
Date: Wed Sep 27 17:14:47 2006
Subject: [Genealib] What's New in RELIC (October 2006)
Message-ID: <BB643468F77553449DD2F1CB71801A4906E885DF@sudley1.pwc.ad>

WHAT'S NEW IN RELIC
October 2006

The Ruth E. Lloyd Information Center for Genealogy and Local History,
Prince William Public Library System,
Bull Run Regional Library, 8051 Ashton Avenue, Manassas, VA 20109.
703-792-4540

Email: relic2@pwcgov.org <mailto:relic2@pwcgov.org> .

To read the latest lists of new materials in RELIC (through the end of
September) go to www.pwcgov.org/library/relic
<http://www.pwcgov.org/library/relic>
and click on New Acquisitions.
RELIC PRESENTS -

UPCOMING PROGRAMS

Following are upcoming programs at Bull Run Regional Library related to
local history and genealogy. Regular times for monthly programs are the
fourth Tuesday of each month (except December) at 7:30 p.m. Group
programs are held in the Library's community room. Sign language
interpretation of library programs is available if requested three weeks
in advance. Funding for RELIC programs is supported by grants from the
Friends of the Central and Bull Run Libraries.

Tuesday, October 24 - Researching the History of Your Home.
Tuesday, November 28 - RootsMagic Genealogy Software.
The Genealogy Doctor is In - First and third Thursday of each month.
(For details, see below.
end.)

See other history-related local programs at

Tuesday, October 24, 7:30 p.m.
RESEARCHING THE HISTORY OF YOUR HOME
Want to know when your house was built?
Who built it and who has lived
there over the years?
Would you like a complete chain of title to the
property back to the earliest settler? RELIC's Virginiana librarian Don
Wilson will describe the steps needed to find that information, using
examples from Prince William County. The work can be challenging but
rewarding. The program begins at 7:30 p.m., Tuesday October 24, at Bull
Run Regional Library.
To reserve a seat for this free program, contact RELIC at (703) 792-4540
or TTY: (703) 792-4524 or at relic2@pwcgov.org
<mailto:RELIC2@pwcgov.org> .
Tuesday, November 28, 7:30 p.m.
ROOTSMAGIC GENEALOGY SOFTWARE

Genealogy software is an essential tool for today's family historian.
Choosing a program that will handle all your needs can be a difficult
decision. Local genealogist Teresa Kelley is enthusiastic about
RootsMagic. She will demonstrate the many features of this PC-based
software at a program on Tuesday, November 28, at Bull Run Regional
Library, beginning at 7:30 p.m.
To reserve a seat for this free program, contact RELIC at (703) 792-4540
or TTY: (703) 792-4524 or at relic2@pwcgov.org
<mailto:RELIC2@pwcgov.org> .
THE GENEALOGY DOCTOR IS IN

For tips on starting your own research or to discuss and analyze an
historical or genealogical problem that has stumped you, schedule a
private, 30-minute visit with RELIC's Don Wilson. Generally the First
and Third Thursdays of each month, 10:00 a.m. - 12 noon, at Bull Run
Regional Library.

Upcoming available dates:
Choice of times:

October 5 and 19, November 2 and 16.

10:00, 10:45, 11:30 a.m.

Call RELIC at 703-792-4540 for a free appointment.

OTHER HISTORY RELATED PROGRAMS IN PRINCE WILLIAM COUNTY
Saturday, October 7, 4-8 p.m. - PARTY ON THE PLAZA (PRINCE WILLIAM'S
275TH BIRTHDAY PARTY) - [RELIC staff will be represented]. 'Party on
the Plaza' promises to be fun for all ages, with performances by Prince
William County musical groups on the stage and great displays from Fire
& Rescue and the Police Department, Park Authority games and food,
strolling entertainment and fun for everyone. The evening will be
topped off with a fireworks display in celebration of 275 years as a
County. You won't want to miss the fun! These events are open to the
public, and residents and visitors alike are invited to attend. For more
information, please visit www.pwcgov.org/birthday.
PRINCE WILLIAM COUNTY'S "OLDEST CONTEST." Has your family lived in
Prince William County for generations? Do you live in one of the
original Prince William County houses or own one? Is your church or
civic group the oldest in the County? Are you the oldest living Prince
William County resident? Do you think your business is one of the
oldest operating in the County? Then enter the Prince William County
Oldest Contest! Send a picture of your "oldest" along with
documentation then come to the PARTY ON THE PLAZA, October 7, to see who
wins. Attn: Patty Prince, 1 County Complex Court, Prince William, VA
22192. www.pwcgov.org/birthday.
Thursday, October 12, 7 p.m. - NORTHERN VIRGINIA'S ROLE IN THE AMERICAN

REVOLUTION.
A talk by Michael Cecere, a local educator, author of five
books on the Revolution, including the recent "In This Time of Danger."
He will discuss Prince William County's contribution to the Revolution.
Sponsored by Historic Dumfries Virginia, Inc., 3944 Cameron Street,
Dumfries, Virginia (in the Weems-Botts Museum Annex). 703-221-2218.
weemsbotts@msn.com.
Thursday, October 19, 7 p.m. - GHOST WATCHING WITH DCMAG. Enter the
world of the D.C. Metro Area Ghost Watchers as they use science to
investigate local ghostly hauntings and other paranormal events. Bull
Run Regional Library, 8051 Ashton Avenue, Manassas. Call to register:
703-792-4500.
HAUNTED PRINCE WILLIAM GHOST TOURS, sponsored by Prince William County
Historic Preservation Divison. 703-792-5632. $5 per adult, $3 per
child, four tours per evening, campfires and refreshments included.
Reservations required. Two locations:
Rippon Lodge Historic Site.
Blackburn Road, Woodbridge.

Visit the Blackburn family cemetery! 15500
Oct. 13-15, 21-22 and 27-29, 7-7:30 p.m.

Ben Lomond Historic Site. Ghosts of deceased Civil War soldiers are
guaranteed to make an appearance. 10321 Sudley Manor Drive, Manassas.
Oct. 27-29, 7-9:30 p.m.
GHOSTLY LOCK-IN AT THE WEEMS-BOTTS MUSEUM. Friday and Saturday nights
in October, 8:30 p.m. to 6 a.m. A sleep over in one of the most haunted
houses in Dumfries! A walk through the haunted Dumfries Cemetery will
kick off the evening, then listen to staff tell ghost stories as you
wait for the ghosts to possibly make an appearance! Cost: $75 per
person, with proceeds to benefit the Weems-Botts Museum. 703-221-2218.

FOURTH ANNUAL HARVEST FESTIVAL, October 21 and 22, 11 a.m.-5 p.m. at
Rippon Lodge Historic Site. $5 per person, 2 and under free.
Performances by the Sword Masters, storytelling hay rides, pumpkin
patch, petting zoo, face painting, crafts, games. 703-792-5632.
Parking at Mary G. Porter Traditional School, 15311 forest Grove Drive,
Woodbridge. Free round trip shuttle.
THE HAUNTING AT LIBERIA. October 28, 5:30-9 p.m. Stroll by moonlight
and lantern through the grounds of Liberia Plantation. Explore the
eerie history of this 181-year-old plantation and learn some of the
strange tales of its past. Meet at the Manassas Museum, transportation
to Liberia Plantation provided. $15 in advance, $20 day of event.
Manassas Museum, 9101 Prince William Street, Manassas. 703-368-1873.
#
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From ECole at oakville.ca Thu Sep 28 10:42:34 2006
From: ECole at oakville.ca (ECole@oakville.ca)
Date: Thu Sep 28 10:42:37 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Your Help Needed to find Ryan Taylor

Message-ID: <OF6B9E0432.E771DB2F-ON852571F7.00508720-852571F7.0050CD47@oakville.ca>
Your help is needed to locate Ryan Taylor. No, I'm seriously not kidding.
If you know of Ryan's whereabouts as he has been reported missing to the
Toronto, Ontario Police, please contact the Toronto Police or me with the
details. His file is second from the top of the link below:
http://www.torontopolice.on.ca/newsreleases/
I will update the list as I learn of any new details.
Sincerely,
Elise
Elise C. Cole, BAH, MLIS
Local History Librarian & AskUs? Coordinator
Oakville Public Library
120 Navy Street
Oakville, Ontario, L6J 2Z4
Tel. (905) 815-2042, Ext: 5037
Fax. (905) 815-2024
Click on AskUs? if you have a question!
Librarians Helping Canadian Genealogists Climb Family Trees Blog
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From ehayes at lclsonline.org Thu Sep 28 14:14:05 2006
From: ehayes at lclsonline.org (Elaine Hayes)
Date: Thu Sep 28 14:14:36 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Your Help Needed to find Ryan Taylor
Message-ID: <s51bbca7.000@lclsonline.org>
Elise and others,
A picture of Ryan Taylor and his biography is at
http://www.interlinkbookshop.com/taylor/ryanbio.htm
Hopefully he will be found soon.
Elaine Haye
Elaine Jones Hayes MLS
Special Collections Librarian
Family and Local History
Laramie County Library System
2800 Central Avenue
Cheyenne, Wyoming 82001
ehayes@lclsonline.org
307-634-3561 x132
"There is a history in all men's lives." -- William Shakespeare

s
>>> ECole@oakville.ca 9/28/2006 8:42 AM >>>
Your help is needed to locate Ryan Taylor. No, I'm seriously not
kidding. If you know of Ryan's whereabouts as he has been reported

missing to the Toronto, Ontario Police, please contact the Toronto
Police or me with the details. His file is second from the top of the
link below:
http://www.torontopolice.on.ca/newsreleases/
I will update the list as I learn of any new details.
Sincerely,
Elise
Elise C. Cole, BAH, MLIS
Local History Librarian & AskUs? Coordinator
Oakville Public Library
120 Navy Street
Oakville, Ontario, L6J 2Z4
Tel. (905) 815-2042, Ext: 5037
Fax. (905) 815-2024
Click on AskUs? if you have a question!
Librarians Helping Canadian Genealogists Climb Family Trees Blog
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From OTugarina at nehgs.org Thu Sep 28 15:35:27 2006
From: OTugarina at nehgs.org (Tugarina, Olga)
Date: Thu Sep 28 15:35:29 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Periodicals available S-Y
Message-ID: <1159AFB3D3416141857B5208287569BC201A1A@nehgsmail.nehgs.local>
We are offering the following periodicals to libraries and ask that
postage be reimbursed. Please send requests off-list, along with your
shipping address, to otugarina@nehgs.org <mailto:jmaguire@nehgs.org> .
Good luck!
Olga Tugarina
Technical Services Assistant
New England Historic Genealogical Society
101 Newbury St.
Boston, MA 02116
S-Y
The Seeker : Crawford Co. Gen. Society of Southeast Kansas
v.34:no.1(2004)
Social Register
2004,
Summer 2004,

2005,

Summer 2005

Soule Newsletter
v.2:no.4(1968) v.3:no.2(1969) v.5:no.4(1971)

v.12:no.4(1978)

The South Carolina Historical Magazine
v.106:no.2&3(2005)
Speculum : a Journal of Medieval Studies
v.77:no.1,4(2002) v.78:no.1,2,4(2003) v.79:no.3(2004)
St. Clair County Genealogical Society Quarterly, Illinois

v.2:no.1(1979) v.3:no.3(1980) v.7:no.3(1984) v.8:no.2,3,4(1985)
v.12:no.2,3(1989) v.15:no.1(1992)
UGA News
v.31:no.1-6(2002)

v.32:no.1-4(2003)

v.33:no.1(2004)

Update : Yorkshire Archaeological Society
No.30(2006)
Virginia Genealogist
v.21:no1-4, Index (1977)

v.22:no.1-4, Index(1978)

Virginia Magazine of History and Biography
v.83:no.4(1975)v.84:no1-3(1976
Western Pennsylvania Genealogical Society Quarterly
v.7:no.4(1981) v.9:no.2(1982)
White Family Quarterly
v.1:no.1(1903) v.2:no.3(1904)

v.3:no.1(1905)

Wrentham Historical Society Newsletter Mass.
1993-1995 (incomplete))
Yale Literary Magazine (water damaged)
Centennial number (1936
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From ahayes at crystallakelibrary.org Thu Sep 28 17:17:21 2006
From: ahayes at crystallakelibrary.org (Hayes, Alice)
Date: Thu Sep 28 17:17:29 2006
Subject: [Genealib] WW I query
Message-ID: <D3FB65FB4C53D74894887B2245B7024E54D637@jade.crlake.lib.il.us>
I have a patron who is stumped by notes she has found regarding an individual who
was in the army preceding WWI. This individual enlisted in the Army on October 24,
1914 and was in the service for some 5 years.
Two separate notes that she has found regarding his enlistment record have
notations that are similar (she assumes they were copied from the same document)
but she cannot decipher exactly what is written (because of the script) nor can she
interpret what the notation means.
The first notation reads:
her) 12/5/1914
The second notation reads:

Left US for P T (or J--this is where the script confuses
Arrived US from P T (or J) 10/8/1917

She knows that he was in France from 1918-1919 and was eventually discharged in
June 1920. Her question is: What is the destination between 1914 and 1917.
Any help on this would be appreciated.

Thank you.

From gwyneth.duncan at duke.edu Thu Sep 28 17:28:13 2006
From: gwyneth.duncan at duke.edu (Gwyneth Duncan)

Date: Thu Sep 28 17:28:21 2006
Subject: [Genealib] WW I query
In-Reply-To: <D3FB65FB4C53D74894887B2245B7024E54D637@jade.crlake.lib.il.us>
References: <D3FB65FB4C53D74894887B2245B7024E54D637@jade.crlake.lib.il.us>
Message-ID: <E4AE6242FCF5C68513BAA651@GwynethHome>
Wild guess - how about Philippine Territory?
territory at that point.

The Philippines were a US

Gwyneth
--On Thursday, September 28, 2006 4:17 PM -0500 "Hayes, Alice"
<ahayes@crystallakelibrary.org> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I have a patron who is stumped by notes she has found regarding an
individual who was in the army preceding WWI. This individual enlisted
in the Army on October 24, 1914 and was in the service for some 5 years.
Two separate notes that she has found regarding his enlistment record
have notations that are similar (she assumes they were copied from the
same document) but she cannot decipher exactly what is written (because
of the script) nor can she interpret what the notation means.
The first notation reads: Left US for P T (or J--this is where the
script confuses her) 12/5/1914
The second notation reads: Arrived US from P T (or J) 10/8/1917
She knows that he was in France from 1918-1919 and was eventually
discharged in June 1920. Her question is: What is the destination
between 1914 and 1917.
Any help on this would be appreciated. Thank you.
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

---------------------------------------------------Gwyneth Duncan
Voice: 919-660-5860
Systems Librarian
Fax: 919-684-2855
Perkins Library
Email: gwyneth.duncan@duke.edu
Box 90196
Duke University
Durham, NC 27708-0196
From SLucas at watc.edu Thu Sep 28 17:38:09 2006
From: SLucas at watc.edu (Scott Lucas)
Date: Thu Sep 28 17:42:14 2006
Subject: [Genealib] WW I query
Message-ID: <54DAAE2C098BCB4C9F2D85CD3AD1676DD1DFBA@gro-mail2.watc.local>
If your patron knows the unit in which the individual served they could
follow the unit history, specifically focusing on the regimental history
(and if available company history), as many regiments were still
independent prior to WWI and the Army re-org between the wars.
I would agree with the possibility of it being Philippines Territory.
Many army units after 1900 served tours in newly acquired territories.

Scott Lucas
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Hayes,
Alice
Sent: Thursday, September 28, 2006 4:17 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] WW I query
I have a patron who is stumped by notes she has found regarding an
individual who was in the army preceding WWI. This individual enlisted
in the Army on October 24, 1914 and was in the service for some 5 years.
Two separate notes that she has found regarding his enlistment record
have notations that are similar (she assumes they were copied from the
same document) but she cannot decipher exactly what is written (because
of the script) nor can she interpret what the notation means.
The first notation reads: Left US for P T (or J--this is where the
script confuses her) 12/5/1914
The second notation reads:

Arrived US from P T (or J) 10/8/1917

She knows that he was in France from 1918-1919 and was eventually
discharged in June 1920. Her question is: What is the destination
between 1914 and 1917.
Any help on this would be appreciated.

Thank you.

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From FamRSearch at aol.com Thu Sep 28 17:53:51 2006
From: FamRSearch at aol.com (FamRSearch@aol.com)
Date: Thu Sep 28 17:53:58 2006
Subject: [Genealib] WW I query
Message-ID: <379.c6aec54.324d9e6f@aol.com>
Possible Panama Territory.

Did he go to guard the canal?

Julia
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From FamRSearch at aol.com Thu Sep 28 17:56:13 2006
From: FamRSearch at aol.com (FamRSearch@aol.com)
Date: Thu Sep 28 17:56:25 2006
Subject: [Genealib] WW I query
Message-ID: <c4d.403f0b8.324d9efd@aol.com>
I just realized it could also be the Phillapines

not sure how they

were

called while under US control from 1892 -1945?.
Julia
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From SWoodard at daytonmetrolibrary.org Thu Sep 28 20:11:12 2006
From: SWoodard at daytonmetrolibrary.org (Shawna Woodard)
Date: Thu Sep 28 20:11:15 2006
Subject: [Genealib] portable scanner or digital camera
Message-ID: <7898A79C279DB84281A9B3CEEDBA48F7016B71AD@mail.DMCPL.local>
I am wondering what other libraries do in order to scan or photograph items from
their collection that don't fit on a scanner or photocopier or are too brittle to
copy. We are considering getting a digital camera, but wonder if some kind of
portable scanner wouldn't work better. In particular we would like to be able to
scan or photograph very large bound newspapers and tightly bound city directories.
The scan surface would only need to be something like three inches by three inches,
but more than a single line of text.
For now, we are telling patrons that they must come in with their own cameras or if
they live out of the area, they must hire a local researcher to photograph it for
them. We do have a setup with lights and a base that patrons can use with their
own camera.
Are there any particular makes and models that people recommend or don't recommend?
I have heard that Kodak has some nice digital cameras.
Shawna Woodard
Genealogy Librarian
Dayton Metro Library
315 E. Third St.
Dayton, OH 45402
937-496-8653
Donations of compiled family histories, Montgomery County yearbooks, or money to
purchase genealogical materials gladly accepted.
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From ECole at oakville.ca Thu Sep 28 21:22:28 2006
From: ECole at oakville.ca (ECole@oakville.ca)
Date: Thu Sep 28 21:22:32 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Ryan Taylor: A Tragic Update
Message-ID: <OF38BA95EE.EE453816-ON852571F8.0006EFB4-852571F8.00078C97@oakville.ca>
This was sent by Fraser Dunford, Executive Director of OGS and posted to
the OCAPG Mailing List:
A body has been found believed to be Ryan. It will be a few days for
autopsies before we will know what happened but foul play is not
suspected. There will be a memorial service, possibly in Oshawa, and I
will let you know about it when I hear.
I will update as I learn more about the Memorial Service.
May you and your loved ones be well.
Sincerely,

Elise
Elise C. Cole, BAH, MLIS
Local History Librarian & AskUs? Coordinator
Oakville Public Library
120 Navy Street
Oakville, Ontario, L6J 2Z4
Tel. (905) 815-2042, Ext: 5037
Fax. (905) 815-2024
Click on AskUs? if you have a question!
Librarians Helping Canadian Genealogists Climb Family Trees Blog
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From lepreda at cableone.net Thu Sep 28 23:44:38 2006
From: lepreda at cableone.net (Darnell Lepre)
Date: Thu Sep 28 23:46:49 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Mississippi Gulf Coast Families (Delaunay Family)
Message-ID: <0a5801c6e379$972ec310$9b717718@darnellm2quyoq>
Author: Brother Jerome Lepre, S. C., Brother of the Sacred Heart, + 9/19/1998
Title: MS Gulf Coast Genealogy - The Delaunay Family
Number of Pages:
148
Place of Publication: New Orleans, LA, 9/6/1988
Publisher:
Brother Jerome Lepre, S. C.
Cost:
$30 (US) Shipping add $3.00
Hardbound:
Perfect Binding with Softcover
Indexed:
Last Name only as a separate page
Contact:
Darnell Lepre, 11105 Pin Oak Drive, Biloxi, MS 39532
Phone: 228-396-2811, email: lepreda@cableone.net
KNOW YOUR ANCESTORS
The Delaunay Family
Jean Chevalier Delaunay remained in France during the last years of the 1700's, so
as to take care of an aged aunt. In 1799 he received a poignant letter from his
father, Robert Delaunay, who had settled in Philadelphia during the 1790's so as to
get away from the turmoil in France during those years. Jean left France for
Philadelphia after re?ceiving the letter and took up residence there. After his
marriage, he moved his family to New Orleans around 1820.
By 1835 he was established in Biloxi, where he rented out cottages and helped the
illiterate with legal documents. His family has now been spread throughout the
Gulf Coast. Most of his grandchildren were girls, and, it seems that today, only
one or two boys carry the name so as to see it continued on the Coast.
Jean Delaunay died in his eighties in 1862. He is buried in the Biloxi cemetery.
Interested individuals can find the complete history of this family by contacting
Darnell Lepre in Biloxi at 228-396-2811.
Delaunay Family names found in the Delaunay Book:
Adams
Bass, Bayhi, Beale, Berry, Boney, Bosarge, Butler
Castanera, Charbonnet, Cruthirds
Dapremont, Dassett, Delamarre, Desporte, Diaz, D'Orville, Dowling, Dukate
Fayard, Fountain
Galle, Giraud, Gollott
Harris, Harvey, Henley
Ireland
Jannett

Keel, Kuhn
Ladner
Malley, Martin, Moran
O'Keefe
Prados, Provensal
Reaut, Richardson, Rosato, Roux, Ryan
Sanchez, Santa Cruz, Saujon, Scarbrough, Schoolcraft, Seaman, Sentier, Seymour,
Sherry, Smith
Thomas, Tiblier, Tremmel
Vallen, Vanserand, Verrier
Wooten
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From lepreda at cableone.net Thu Sep 28 23:48:12 2006
From: lepreda at cableone.net (Darnell Lepre)
Date: Thu Sep 28 23:50:21 2006
Subject: [Genealib] MS Gulf Coast Families (Despau Family)
Message-ID: <0a6101c6e37a$1691b180$9b717718@darnellm2quyoq>
Author: Brother Jerome Lepre, S. C., Brother of the Sacred Heart, + 9/19/1998
Tiitle:
Gulf Coast Genealogy - The Despau Family
Number of Pages:
113
Place of Publication: New Orleans, LA, April 22, 1984
Publisher:
Brother Jerome Lepre, S. C.
Cost:
$30 (US) Shipping add $3.00
Hardbound:
Perfect Binding with Softcover
Indexed:
Last Name only as a separate page
Contact:
Darnell Lepre, 11105 Pin Oak Drive, Biloxi, MS 39532
Phone: 228-396-2811, email:
lepreda@cableone.net
KNOW YOUR ANCESTORS
THE DESPAU FAMILY
In the mid-eighteenth century) the town of Libourne was a busy little
place, the home of vineyard keepers, vine-dressers and fishermen. The New
Encyclopedia Britannica, 1974, Vol. IV, p. 200, says
Libourne is a town in the Gironde Department of
southwestern France, northeast of Bordeaux. At the confluence of the Isle and Dordogne rivers, it is a port for
ocean-going vessels and the centre of a wine-producing
district.

Libourne (Leybornia) takes its name from Roger

de Leyburn, English seneschal of Gascony, who founded it as
a bastide (fortified town) in 1270. It was united to France
in the 15th century. Its Clocktower Gate dates from the
14th century and its town hall from the 16th. Latest
census 19,98l.

It was in this setting that we find a young man, Jean Despau (Lespaut,
as he is sometimes referred to), working as a sailor for France. Since Libourne
was a port of entry, jobs on the sea were probably plentiful.
Jean Despau's baptismal record is lost to posterity. He was born at
Aubin, known later as St. Aubin de Blaignac and now St. Aubin de Branne, of which
the parochial registers from 1693 to 1755 are lost. St. Aubin de Branne is on
the left bank of the Dordogne River several kilometres from Civrac.
Jean made the acquaintance of Marie Sigalas from the place of Les
Fontaines, a suburb of Libourne. On September 8, 1749, he and Marie appeared at
the home of her aunt, Madame Marie Chamaillard, where the following contract of
marriage was drawn up.
Interested individuals can find the complete history of this family by contacting
Darnell Lepre at 228-396-2811 in Biloxi, MS or by email at lepreda@cableone.net
Depau Family names found in the Depau Book:
Bousquet
Caillavet, Carriere, Chamaillard, Chandelot, Chaurce, Chretien, Clark, Coltaut,
Coueve
de Maryon, DeMarueon, Desgranges
Fayard, Feyne, Fizane
Lafaure, Lassabe, Lougis
McMahon, Morejon
Reynoir
Sigilas, Sophie
Tamidoni
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From lepreda at cableone.net Thu Sep 28 23:51:59 2006
From: lepreda at cableone.net (Darnell Lepre)
Date: Thu Sep 28 23:54:09 2006
Subject: [Genealib] MS Gulf Coast Families (Carriere Family)
Message-ID: <0a6a01c6e37a$9d9794b0$9b717718@darnellm2quyoq>
Author: Brother Jerome Lepre, S. C., Brother of the Sacred Heart, + 9/19/1998
Title:
Gulf Coast Genealogy - The Carriere Family
Number of Pages:
109
Place of Publication: New Orleans, LA, May 28, 1985
Publisher:
Brother Jerome Lepre, S. C.
Cost:
$30 (US) Shipping add $3.00
Hardbound:
Perfect Binding with Softcover
Indexed:
Last Name only as a separate page(s)
Contact:
Darnell Lepre, 11105 Pin Oak Drive, Biloxi, MS 39532
Phone: 228-396-2811, email:
lepreda@cableone.net
KNOW YOUR ANCESTORS
THE JOAN CARRIERE FAMILY

JEAN CARRIERE AND MARIE CHAUFFERT
The fertile rolling land in and around Libourne has long been
known for its abundant crops, particularly grapes. Bordeaux wines
have been produced in this area for centuries. But the area is also
noted for the large number of immigrants to the original French Louisiana
Province and to the United States. (The New Encyclopedia Britannica,
1974, Vol. IV, p. 200.)
Libourne is a town in the Gironde Department of
southwestern France, northeast of Bordeaux. At the
confluence of the Isle and Dordogne rivers, it is a
port for ocean-going vessels and the centre of a
wine-producing district. Libourne (Leybornia) takes
its name from Roger de Leyburn, English seneschal of
Gascony, who founded it as a bastide (fortified town)
in 1270. It was united to France in the 15th century.
Its Clocktower Gate dates from the 14th century and its
town hall from the 16th. Latest census 19,981.
It was in the town of Libourne in the early eighteenth century
that Jean Carriere was born. He was the sixth child of Gabriel Carriere
and Marie Magdelaine Chicou.
Gabriel Carriere was a druggist, but the main thrust of his
business was wholesaling pharmaceuticals. He was a Bourgeois of
Libourne, an individual whose middle class standing was derived from
commercial or industrial enterprise. Apparently he had a rather large
business, because one or two of his sons were also in the pharmaceutical
Carriere Family names found in the Carriere Book:
Antonia
Bellett, Bertaud, Bertoniere, Bore
Caillavet, Carcasses, Chauffert, Chicou, Choffert, Corrand, Crespin
De Oro, DeNolibois, Despau, Duralde, Dussaud, Dussault, Duverges
de Lamorandiere
Gradenigo, Gruer
Krebs
Lamy, Laplace, Lassabe, LeBreton, Leveque
Maxent, Morales
Ordinario
Perdomo
Roche, Rodriqguez
Villavaso
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From jochem at main.morris.org Fri Sep 29 07:37:53 2006
From: jochem at main.morris.org (Chrys Jochem)
Date: Fri Sep 29 07:38:02 2006
Subject: [Genealib] portable scanner or digital camera
In-Reply-To: <7898A79C279DB84281A9B3CEEDBA48F7016B71AD@mail.DMCPL.local>
Message-ID: <003601c6e3bb$b39d7c70$6f16a8c0@JFPL.ORG>
Shawna:
We are looking into (which is a nice way of saying, "I haven't yet gotten
around to......") purchasing a DocuPen to scan brittle pages/fragile books,
or to scan sections of oversized items that will not fit on our scanners or
photocopiers. For those unfamiliar with this little item, it as a little
larger than a a standard pen or pencil, can (depending on which version you

purchase) scan in black& white or color, and, from several of our
researchers already using DocuPens, can scan about 25-30 pages before the
memory fills up. The DocuPen is then connected to a computer or printer and
the scanned pages or images are either printed or uploaded into a file.
The DocuPen doesn't solve the problem of copying oversized items but, so
far, it seems to be a portable, safe, and affordable (about $100) scanner
for items we would rather researchers did not attempt to photocopy.
Christine Jochem
Department Head
North Jersey History Center
The Morristown & Morris Township Library
One Miller Road
Morristown, NJ 07960
973-538-3473
_____
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Shawna Woodard
Sent: Thursday, September 28, 2006 8:11 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] portable scanner or digital camera
I am wondering what other libraries do in order to scan or photograph items
from their collection that don't fit on a scanner or photocopier or are too
brittle to copy. We are considering getting a digital camera, but wonder if
some kind of portable scanner wouldn't work better. In particular we would
like to be able to scan or photograph very large bound newspapers and
tightly bound city directories. The scan surface would only need to be
something like three inches by three inches, but more than a single line of
text.
For now, we are telling patrons that they must come in with their own
cameras or if they live out of the area, they must hire a local researcher
to photograph it for them. We do have a setup with lights and a base that
patrons can use with their own camera.
Are there any particular makes and models that people recommend or don't
recommend? I have heard that Kodak has some nice digital cameras.
Shawna Woodard
Genealogy Librarian
Dayton Metro Library
315 E. Third St.
Dayton, OH 45402
937-496-8653
Donations of compiled family histories, Montgomery County yearbooks, or
money to purchase genealogical materials gladly accepted.
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From ECole at oakville.ca Fri Sep 29 12:14:41 2006
From: ECole at oakville.ca (ECole@oakville.ca)
Date: Fri Sep 29 12:14:47 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Ryan Taylor - a great loss to our community
Message-ID: <OF44EDE591.62F81DC7-ON852571F8.0058C3E1-852571F8.00593CA1@oakville.ca>

Thank you to everyone who expressed concern after receiving notification
about Ryan Taylor's disappearance.
Authorities are waiting for an official confirmation of identification,
therefore we can give no further details.
Ryan will be greatly missed by the genealogical community. He has been an
instructor at The National Institute for Genealogical Studies in the
Canadian Studies program for several years. A genealogy librarian by
profession, Ryan was noted for his eclectic interests and making
friendships during his lecture tours. He was the author of over a dozen
books. Many students will also remember an enjoyable week spent with Ryan
at our first Research Academy in Salt Lake City when he directed the
English program.
A memorial service will be held for Ryan. If you would like to be notified
of the details when the family has them finalized, please send us an
e-mail at admin@genealogicalstudies.com.
Should you wish to offer your condolences to the family, you can reply to
admin@genealogicalstudies.com. You could include your fondest memories of
Ryan, anything that makes you smile when you think of him --- maybe
comments about how he helped you solve a genealogical 'brickwall'! Since
Ryan enjoyed books so much, we will gather your comments and present them
to his family in the format of a memory book.
If you would like to read a biography about Ryan, and view his picture, a
man with a great smile, please go to www.genealogicalstudies.com; click on
INSTITUTE; click on FACULTY & CONSULTANTS; Scroll down to his name.
In sadness......
The National Institute for Genealogical Studies
Louise St Denis
Managing Director
and
Brenda Dougall Merriman
Director, Canadian Studies
Elise C. Cole, BAH, MLIS
Local History Librarian & AskUs? Coordinator
Oakville Public Library
120 Navy Street
Oakville, Ontario, L6J 2Z4
Tel. (905) 815-2042, Ext: 5037
Fax. (905) 815-2024
Click on AskUs? if you have a question!
Librarians Helping Canadian Genealogists Climb Family Trees Blog
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From k.swartz at saginawlibrary.org Fri Sep 29 13:09:48 2006
From: k.swartz at saginawlibrary.org (Kelly Swartz)
Date: Fri Sep 29 13:10:27 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Ryan Taylor - a great loss to our community
In-Reply-To: <OF44EDE591.62F81DC7-ON852571F8.0058C3E1-

852571F8.00593CA1@oakville.ca>
References: <OF44EDE591.62F81DC7-ON852571F8.0058C3E1-852571F8.00593CA1@oakville.ca>
Message-ID: <451D1B1C.6843.0021.0@saginawlibrary.org>
Thank you for providing the link to the Genealogical Studies/Faculty
site. I was wondering about all the e-mail on the list about Ryan
Taylor, but when I went to the site and saw his picture, I immediately
recognized him from genealogical seminars and a genealogy librarian's
luncheon that I shared with him a few years ago. What a great loss.
Please fill us in on the details of his death when you are able.
Kelly Swartz
Kelly Swartz
Local History & Genealogy Collection
Public Libraries of Saginaw
505 Janes Ave.
Saginaw, MI
48607
(989) 755-9827
>>> ECole@oakville.ca 9/29/2006 12:14 pm >>>
Thank you to everyone who expressed concern after receiving
notification
about Ryan Taylor's disappearance.
Authorities are waiting for an official confirmation of identification,
therefore we can give no further details.
Ryan will be greatly missed by the genealogical community. He has been
an
instructor at The National Institute for Genealogical Studies in the
Canadian Studies program for several years. A genealogy librarian by
profession, Ryan was noted for his eclectic interests and making
friendships during his lecture tours. He was the author of over a dozen
books. Many students will also remember an enjoyable week spent with
Ryan
at our first Research Academy in Salt Lake City when he directed the
English program.
A memorial service will be held for Ryan. If you would like to be
notified
of the details when the family has them finalized, please send us an
e-mail at admin@genealogicalstudies.com.
Should you wish to offer your condolences to the family, you can reply
to
admin@genealogicalstudies.com. You could include your fondest memories
of
Ryan, anything that makes you smile when you think of him --- maybe
comments about how he helped you solve a genealogical 'brickwall'!
Since
Ryan enjoyed books so much, we will gather your comments and present
them
to his family in the format of a memory book.
If you would like to read a biography about Ryan, and view his picture,
a

man with a great smile, please go to www.genealogicalstudies.com; click
on
INSTITUTE; click on FACULTY & CONSULTANTS; Scroll down to his name.
In sadness......
The National Institute for Genealogical Studies
Louise St Denis
Managing Director
and
Brenda Dougall Merriman
Director, Canadian Studies
Elise C. Cole, BAH, MLIS
Local History Librarian & AskUs? Coordinator
Oakville Public Library
120 Navy Street
Oakville, Ontario, L6J 2Z4
Tel. (905) 815-2042, Ext: 5037
Fax. (905) 815-2024
Click on AskUs? if you have a question!
Librarians Helping Canadian Genealogists Climb Family Trees Blog
From mkmannix at gmail.com Fri Sep 29 14:23:12 2006
From: mkmannix at gmail.com (Mary K. Mannix)
Date: Fri Sep 29 14:23:15 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Binder Minder Platen Cover
In-Reply-To: <b63c86520609291122s6d33c94eyf6327667f7e8b73e@mail.gmail.com>
References: <b63c86520609291122s6d33c94eyf6327667f7e8b73e@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <b63c86520609291123u51eb4f83x3d9e5b1ff3d77172@mail.gmail.com>
Hi,
Does anyone have any experience with the Binder Minder cantilevered platen
cover? (www.bookminder.com) And, if so, what did you think? How were the
copies? Did it hold up?? Really protect books, etc?
Much thanks,
Mary Mannix
-Mary K. Mannix
Maryland Room Manager
C. Burr Artz Public Library
Frederick County Public Libraries
Frederick, MD
and
Chair, ALA\RUSA\History Section
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From jlyles at cvrls.net Fri Sep 29 15:09:38 2006
From: jlyles at cvrls.net (Lyles, John)
Date: Fri Sep 29 15:05:19 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy Stats
Message-ID: <7E05F953A7079F44B6A1CE13585A349117F5FB@brdmsex1.cvrls.net>

I have browsed the list archives and found mention to all sorts of stats that we
collect but have not seen stats in reference to subscription databases ie Ancestry
and HQ olnine. Do you all collect these numbers?
Also, if you have created a digital collection and/or database, do you count the
number of times the site was accessed or have another way to justify the resources
spent to create?
thanks
John
John Lyles
Archivist
Columbus Public Library
3000 Macon Road
Columbus, GA 31906
706-243-2681
jlyles@cvrls.net
From boljace at and.lib.in.us Fri Sep 29 15:21:21 2006
From: boljace at and.lib.in.us (Beth Oljace)
Date: Fri Sep 29 15:21:37 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy Stats
In-Reply-To: <7E05F953A7079F44B6A1CE13585A349117F5FB@brdmsex1.cvrls.net>
References: <7E05F953A7079F44B6A1CE13585A349117F5FB@brdmsex1.cvrls.net>
Message-ID: <WorldClient-F200609291521.AA21216542@and.lib.in.us>
At Anderson Public Library, we don't collect Ancestry/HQ stats. Our
computer infrastructure collects the number of hits on our original
databases and I can get those number from our Computer staff if I need
them.
-----Original Message----From: "Lyles, John" <jlyles@cvrls.net>
To: <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Date: Fri, 29 Sep 2006 15:09:38 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy Stats
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I have browsed the list archives and found mention to all sorts of
stats that we collect but have not seen stats in reference to
subscription databases ie Ancestry and HQ olnine. Do you all collect
these numbers?
Also, if you have created a digital collection and/or database, do you
count the number of times the site was accessed or have another way to
justify the resources spent to create?
thanks
John
John Lyles
Archivist
Columbus Public Library
3000 Macon Road
Columbus, GA 31906
706-243-2681
jlyles@cvrls.net
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>
>
>

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

From gmayer at hudson.lib.oh.us Fri Sep 29 15:28:05 2006
From: gmayer at hudson.lib.oh.us (gmayer@hudson.lib.oh.us)
Date: Fri Sep 29 15:29:06 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy Stats
Message-ID: <7c59807c48fc.7c48fc7c5980@clevnet.org>
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From robert.g.sullivan at gmail.com Fri Sep 29 15:35:13 2006
From: robert.g.sullivan at gmail.com (Robert Sullivan)
Date: Fri Sep 29 15:35:15 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy Stats
In-Reply-To: <7E05F953A7079F44B6A1CE13585A349117F5FB@brdmsex1.cvrls.net>
References: <7E05F953A7079F44B6A1CE13585A349117F5FB@brdmsex1.cvrls.net>
Message-ID: <32c265400609291235q7d002001s21b43982847f5d17@mail.gmail.com>
> I have browsed the list archives and found mention to all sorts of stats that we
collect but have not seen stats in reference to subscription databases ie Ancestry
and HQ olnine. Do you all collect these numbers?
We count Ancestry/HQ and all our other databases; I think it's users
or sessions.
> Also, if you have created a digital collection and/or database, do you count the
number of times the site was accessed or have another way to justify the resources
spent to create?
We count page views rather than "hits" (which really is a meaningless
number) on both the main library site and the history and genealogy
site. It was about a 30/70 split last year. Usage of the history
site has increased more than 80% in the last two years.
-Bob Sullivan
Schenectady Digital History Archive
<http://www.schenectadyhistory.org/>
Schenectady County (NY) Public Library
From robert.g.sullivan at gmail.com Fri Sep 29 15:56:37 2006
From: robert.g.sullivan at gmail.com (Robert Sullivan)
Date: Fri Sep 29 15:56:39 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy Stats
In-Reply-To: <7E05F953A7079F44B6A1CE13585A349117F5FB@brdmsex1.cvrls.net>
References: <7E05F953A7079F44B6A1CE13585A349117F5FB@brdmsex1.cvrls.net>
Message-ID: <32c265400609291256m61162014rd179e085cf8544f3@mail.gmail.com>
> Also, if you have created a digital collection and/or database, do you count the
number of times the site was accessed or have another way to justify the resources
spent to create?
Just to clarify... if your goal is to justify the investment in
creating this resource, page views are probably the best way to get
some count of usage which is consistent over time. What many tools

report as "hits" counts each access to every file on a site, including
all the graphics and style sheet files. That may result in an
impressive number, but it could be off by an order of magnitude in
terms of assessing actual use. (The last time I checked the main
library site's access logs, about 92% of the requests were for
something other than Web pages.)
I don't need a detailed analysis for the history site, so my SiteMeter
counter gives me the figures I need with minimal effort and I check in
on it frequently to see where the hot areas are. If you do need to
track specific projects, you might use multiple counters.
-Bob Sullivan
Schenectady Digital History Archive
<http://www.schenectadyhistory.org/>
Schenectady County (NY) Public Library
From BeanyCecil at aol.com Fri Sep 29 19:46:31 2006
From: BeanyCecil at aol.com (BeanyCecil@aol.com)
Date: Fri Sep 29 19:46:39 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Re: genealib Digest, Vol 36, Issue 29
Message-ID: <bda.3f8f8e3.324f0a57@aol.com>
In a message dated Thu, 28 Sep 2006, _genealib-request@mailman.acomp.usf.edu_
(mailto:genealib-request@mailman.acomp.usf.edu) , Alice Hayes writes:
The first notation reads:
confuses her) 12/5/1914

Left US for P T (or J--this is where the script

The second notation reads:

Arrived US

from P T (or J) 10/8/1917

She knows that he was in France from 1918-1919 and was eventually discharged
in June 1920. Her question is: What is the destination between 1914 and
1917.
Could be the Pacific Theater.
Deborah Bruno
Poway FHC
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From dsmith at mail.usf.edu Fri Sep 29 20:16:01 2006
From: dsmith at mail.usf.edu (Drew Smith)
Date: Fri Sep 29 20:16:00 2006
Subject: [Genealib] Abbreviation "P T"
In-Reply-To: <bda.3f8f8e3.324f0a57@aol.com>
Message-ID: <005901c6e425$9c6586a0$7474f783@Drew>
So far as I can tell, the phrase "Pacific Theater" wasn't used prior to
World War II (1941, specifically).

Drew Smith
_____
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of
BeanyCecil@aol.com
Sent: Friday, September 29, 2006 7:47 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Cc: ahayes@crystallakelibrary.org
Subject: [Genealib] Re: genealib Digest, Vol 36, Issue 29

In a message dated Thu, 28 Sep 2006, genealib-request@mailman.acomp.usf.edu,
Alice Hayes writes:
The first notation reads:
confuses her) 12/5/1914
The second notation reads:

Left US for P T (or J--this is where the script
Arrived US from P T (or J) 10/8/1917

She knows that he was in France from 1918-1919 and was eventually discharged
in June 1920. Her question is: What is the destination between 1914 and
1917.
Could be the Pacific Theater.
Deborah Bruno
Poway FHC
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From cpklus-genelib at yahoo.com Fri Sep 29 21:03:34 2006
From: cpklus-genelib at yahoo.com (Claire Kluskens)
Date: Fri Sep 29 21:03:41 2006
Subject: [Genealib] WW I query
In-Reply-To: <D3FB65FB4C53D74894887B2245B7024E54D637@jade.crlake.lib.il.us>
References: <D3FB65FB4C53D74894887B2245B7024E54D637@jade.crlake.lib.il.us>
Message-ID: <213E73FC-C2C6-4594-A8ED-4E54C2180C99@yahoo.com>
I consulted a retired National Archives employee who had been branch
chief for military reference and she replied:
"Offhand, I'd say PT is Philippine Territory (The Philippines). That
was the common abbreviation. And the Army was very much concerned
about the defense of the Philippines and Hawaii at that time."
Claire Kluskens
NARA
On Sep 28, 2006, at 5:17 PM, Hayes, Alice wrote:
> I have a patron who is stumped by notes she has found regarding an
> individual who was in the army preceding WWI. This individual
> enlisted in the Army on October 24, 1914 and was in the service for

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

some 5 years.
Two separate notes that she has found regarding his enlistment
record have notations that are similar (she assumes they were
copied from the same document) but she cannot decipher exactly what
is written (because of the script) nor can she interpret what the
notation means.
The first notation reads: Left US for P T (or J--this is where the
script confuses her) 12/5/1914
The second notation reads:

Arrived US from P T (or J) 10/8/1917

She knows that he was in France from 1918-1919 and was eventually
discharged in June 1920. Her question is: What is the destination
between 1914 and 1917.
Any help on this would be appreciated.

Thank you.

